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FOREWARD

Although there were incidents of onenW ,ontact that were primarily

aimed against the government's pacification effort and continued re-

- * ports of oa troop and logistic movements. action in the I,

U, and inI Corps Tactical Zones fluctuated between a low and a nod-*
erately lot level in December. In the IV Corps Tactical Zone. a mod-

* orate number of ensay contacts reflected a depree of activity two to

"* ] three times that reported in previous months, and was characterised P
by small umit crossings, mining incidents, and attacks against naval :

units. --.-..

To counter the increased level of ene=W activity in the IV CTZ

and to enhance the effectiveness of friendly forces in that area,

several changes were made in December uhich i uded the comb•rng of

1k Barrier Jrif West and Barrier Reef East under CTG 194.4 to facilitate

better com-and coordination along that long barrier; the comaitting of

an MSF battalion to the Border Interdiction Caapavld ; and the relocating

of nutmeroua assets due to receding water levels on the Viah To Canal,

Sreports of infiltration across Barrier Reef, and the designation of '-

.Hoc Hoa in the. Giant Slingshot AO as an area of madmun enemy threat

at aid-month. In the IMI CTZ, additional VNN units were aseigrVed toI the Ready Deck Campaign which then became a combned VNN/USN operation

1, under the OPCON of a VWI cowmander as the Vietnamese Navy continued to .

assume more of the responsibilities for the naval effort in Vietnam.
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Giant Slingshot %

The Giant Slingshot Campaign completed its first year of oper-

atica.s on 6 Decenber. During the year, Brown Water Navy units, -'"

close coordination with ground and air forces, interdicted eneiV in- , .

filtration and supply lines along the strategically located "Y" shaped i "i--
rivers, the Van Co Tay and the Van Co Dong, causing appreciable ene . -

I• iattriticn as evidenced by the following statistics:

* Giant Slingshot Statistics 6 DEC 68- 6 DEC 69

BY. US. BY Vt4N BDI CTFlR

Euerq Killed 921 118 870

Zaeq Captured 23 7 202

SEreW A~mmuition 242 Other Caches 22 -.
xacQ WSW & '44c.,d, i .-. -.

"Caches Uncovered

Weieght in Tons 137 W:eight in Tons 38•5

Sanmpans Destroyed 292 . -

SFRF's 392 •iI•, s 649 Unilateral Firings 1,210

A Friendly Killed 28 USN 13 VNN 107 Other

Friendly Wounded 454 M•N 103 VNN 603 Other

Due to the resultant slowdown in the move~nt of eneV person-

1 "nel and supplies caused by U. S. Navy forces operating on the "Sling-

. • shot" rivers, the threat of enemy attacks on majr population centers

such as Tay Niuh City and Saigcn was greatly reduced. In addition,

LI'IDflhEfTIAL 2
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r'OKFIDENTIAL
-, ~these same river forces Were Instrumental In preventing the eneau'U ~froa wzintng a sustained offensive by helping to deny him the nec- 1

- ~Increased from four killed and 1Ih wounded last month to nine killed

* ~and 3? vcmndale this month. This Increase on both sides occurred even*1 f ~ ~~~though the numbe fin' n Rf' (see statistics) remained

Ing.

On the 11th of Decesber., the Hoc Boa A0 was evaluated as an

area of =Xiiima eneuq threat. Accordingly, COMMIVIV 153, tiith eight -. .

* ~ASPB's, was redeployed to mon Boa. RAID 70 was redeployed to Tiuren

- j Ehon and assumired that A0, and RAID 71 was split assuming the old RAID

70 land 71 O's. Det 7wasstaed out of MocRoa frcom80,to 0700 *.-

* -1 daily, iabile Black Ponies favored the vicinity in their evening pa-
* -f trols. An example of the increased activity in the Moc Hoa A0 is in-4

Scluded in the following narrative iLn the incident or U1 December.

Two P133's were In 1MMP on the Vam Co Dong River five Milesf . south of Go Dau Ha (IT 39.5 183) on 8 December when they sighted a0
motorized sawrPan with siX VC aboard. The units, under Patrol Officer

RD vesMABa Captains M1 St Pierre an l4 ogger, illuminated

the area and attempted to get the enes' to surrender. 1lhen the attempt
Let
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Battalion in a night operation on 73 December near the Vam CO DC~g

River, 11 miles southeast, of Ben. Luc (IS 723 635), when one of the

troop ambuish positions sighted ten VC, received a mortar roundi, andi

~1began taking automatic weapons fire. During the firefight, that fol-

loired, four U. S. ArrW men were killed, and one was wounded. The RAC,

under BMC Franklin, supported the troops along with Arsrj halos. A --

sweep conducted the following morning turned up 11 VC bodies.

HIVDIV 552 PBR' s were in VMP at a known enesw crossing point

on the Vam Co Domg River nine miles southeast of Tra Cu (XS 566 E86)

at 1944~H on 14~ Decemiber when they sighted and took under fire me sax-

pan crossing the river from west to east. lVien the area was illnsdn-

ated, an additional three sampanis were sighted along with nine VC in

the water. As the units opened fire on the sampans and swidinrs, they

came under B-Is0 and A/N fire from the west bank and heavy AN/ fire

from the east bank. Fzxenm firing positions extended approximately

75 meters along the river. The lead FBR took two or three B-1LO rounds

which blew the boat captain over the side and wounded three of the

crewmuen. The damaged boat went out of control, beached, and began

-a ~burning. Meanwhile, the cover beat continued to receive B-40O anti

ANW fire with at least 12 rockets being fized. By this time, assis -

tance was on the way in the forin of artillery, Seawolvas, Black Pon-

ies, troops, and TACAIR. At 1952H1, the missing boat captain vas

II
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recovered alive, and six eneng troops and three more sampans were

sil.hted and taken under fire. At 2202H, a Zippo and a CSB (Combat

Saavage Boat) wcnt alongside the beached PER to extinguish the fire

which had burned the boat to the waterline. Troops and river units V_

provided security throughout the night, and during early morning

"salvage operations discovered two M-60 riddled sampans, oe of which

contained an AK-47, seven 75nm RR rounds, and traces of fresh blood.

Salvage personnel estimated that the destroyed PBR had taken at least

four 75=n RR hits. The hulk was sunk in the river. Friendly casual-

ties in the engagement were four USN wounded (one serious) and one

FPA. desti eyed. Enenm casualties were placed at four VC killed and

five more probably killed.

I'"ASFB's of RAD 153 were nosed in to the beach at the Special

j Forces Camp at Binh Chau on the Van Co Dong River six miles north-.S

"west of Moc Hoa (NS 928 993) when they received 82mm mortar, B-4O,

"and A/ hits at 0121H on 11 December. Four PER's,which were in T1'BGP

nearby, were scrambled to the scene along with an Army LHFr and Na"vy

Black Ponies that were diverted to the area. Enroute, PBR's received

B-4O and A/W fire from the portion of Binh Chau Village which is west

of the fork in the river. The fire was not returned. At 0134H, the

"dama.ed ASPB's departed the area for Moe Hoa. Shortly thereafter,

-- with the -amp under ground assault, the Arr advisor requested emer-

S jgency extraction and mdevac. The extraction was begun by PBR's as

the enemy forces entered the camp and forced the defenders to retreat

to the south perimeter. At this point, Black Ponies commenced air- A--

5 CONFiDENTIAL
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strikes, and two additional PER's were scrambled from Hoc Hon. At

0756H, the Black Ponies were fcrced to leave the area due to a low

fuel rtate, and additional Black Ponies were requested. I.!eanwh-Ue,

two PD-R's continued direct fire into the enenr force while .potting

for strikes by the Arny LHEr. At O230H, a Shadow aircraft began

strikes and received A/,. fire while over the target, and at 0306H,

the camp was retaken by'the defenders. Friendly casualties in the

action were two USN killed, two USN wounded (serious), and two VNN

wounded (serious). All Navy casualties were aboard the ASPB's

when they were hit. One U. S. Arz• man was also wounded. The people

96
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of the village nearby reported that the VC killed four civilians and

-- !°-•- ~wounded six while destroying 14 houses. EnerV casualties were listed -... •

as 21 jC killed and two VC wounded of which 11 of the kills were cred-

"ited to Black Ponies. A Special Forces agent reported later that 27

VC had been killed and 13 VC wounded in the attack. He also co:aented

-that the VC are possibly monitoring U. S. Navy units to limit their

Ssupport of FOB ts in forthcoming attacks. Two days later, on the night

"of 13 December, Black Pony aircraft killed 30 VC (by body count) in

"an airstrike a mile and a half to the northeast of the camp. . -

Beginning at 100011 on 19 December, two ATC's of R.D 151 under

SKI O'Reilly, Patrol Officer, and BM1 Thai and MM HoaLg, Boat Cap-

tains, supported RF/PF eletents in a sweep of the west bank of the

Vain Co Dong River nine miles northwest - 'ra Cu (vic XT 413 102).

j During the sweep of the area, the site --f heavy contact two days

earlier, the troops discovered a cache which contained a machine gun,

"23 B-40 rockets, 70 rifle grenades, 2,000 rounds of AX-h7 ammunition,

70 60mm mortar rounds, 20 anti-tank mines, h4 82mm mortar rounds, and

:. 1,000 rounds of 7. 6 2im long (CK?4 ammo). The bodies of three VC were

. also found, presumably the result of a previous PBR action.

S] ',I ASPB's of RAID 70 were proceeding to pick up troops when

they came under rifle, grenade, and AA!- fire from the east bank of

the Vam Co Tay River, 14 miles southeast of Ben Luc (XS 701 570) at

F:.: • 1000H o: 29 December. The units returned fire and made firing runs

on the area while Seawolves were scrambled. LT Johnson, Flight Corn- P

mander, and LTJG Parker, 'Wing Pilot, were overhead in five minutes

- . .. 7 .. 1 11 . . . .. L

.... '-,.,,.-% o -. . * ..- . - .. - . -'-'.' . - . -'-' . -'- . ' .. .. " .. - .. -° - . - . - .. .-.. . , . . . " -... .. o . .I. oo ~ . . - :
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with V *'server LT.'G Hung. After the helos made their firing runs,

a sweep of the area produced five VC bodies. The troops conducting

the sweep also captured three wounded VC together with one AX-47,

one .- 16, one M-1 carbine, and seven magazines for the rifles. In *

addition, 900 rounds of 7.62 awmniticn, four gallons of gasoline,

ten blasting caps, a bc• of rice, and numerous documents were cap-

tured. The only friendly casualties were two VNN slightly wounded.
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Operation~~~ RedyDckWA

rn Op;40eration Ready Deck ontý '* 1Sio Rvrfr= Pfhu Con

upstreazm to Tri Tam (-C 803 140 to XT 480 1,70) and on the Thi Tinh

River that merges with the Saigon River northwest of Phu Cuong (AT

755 205), the fighting forces of TG 194.6, the 1st Infantry Division,

- USA* and the 5th ARVX successfully interdicted the enaW forces in

December. The Ready Deck campaign which has been a SEA LAWIS opera-

tion under 11514 command since 15 October became a combined L5HtJVNN

operation on 11 December. Cozmander Dang Trung Hieu, MN, presently

Commander of the Third Riverine Area, assumed cowuii at Phu Cuong

and ILDR G. T. Flanagan, the retiring CTG 194.6, assumed duty as the -

Deputy CTG 194.6. At the same time the operation~ was renamed Tram

Hung Dao V/Ready Deck to reflect the Vietnamese participation.

-~Concomitant with the change of command, iIIVDIV 5171 departed Phu Cuong

- I -on 9December and chopped to CTG 194.4. River Di'vision 593 vacated

th dsinao TU 194.6.2 and assumed TUi 194.6.1 on 10 December. HAG

24wsbogtunder the direct control of CTG 194.6. The drawdo,4m -

Ofast htwscreated by the departure of IIIVDIV 571 was filled :

by eight .PBRI s of the VI4N RPG 51 'who completed the transit from Cat

Lai to Phu Cuonp on 11 December. The units now assigne~d to CTG 194.6 i-

are as follows:.

Desiliation Number of Units Assigned

TG 1914.6 (Ihaler) * Whaler1

1' - T1JU194.6.1 (RIVDIV 593) PIRil~ IA .~ 9.

~~P 51 'w c<Ž.AA 24 _A i
N. -. . - -9
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The employment of the nigtt waterborne @ard post either'with
iit's or PBH's in conjunction with troos of the 5th A•MN Division

or lst Infantry Division, li, again proved to be the most effective

tactic to interdict the eneny movements along the Saigon Aiver.

houtine day andl nigh~t patrols, search and destroy missions, ground -

sweeps, and UDT- 12 bunker blowing operations were also utilized

against the enemy force.

The number of enemy casualties, firefigbts3, sifttings and uni-

lateral firings were comparable to those recorded in November as the

intelligence data continued to reflect the primary emphasis of the

enemy to be on logistics. A VC supply chief from the 83rd Rear Service .

j Group who rallied to the friendly forces revealed that the VC were

conducting reconnaissance mission along the $a1igon River and in the

vicinity of the AISB at Phu Cuong. Other reporLt indicated that the t

ena•y 2nd Quyet Thang Battalion and the XIS sapper Battalion of the • O
68 Regiment have been targeted against the alled boats on the Saigon -

River. i -

The centers of enemy activity along the Saigon River in December 0

seemed to cluster in three general areas seventeen, eleven and six miles

northwest of Phu Cuong (vicinity XS 589 333, XS 670 260, X5 200 735,

resoectively). In November, the successful interdiction of VC trying

to cross the river or operating near the river involved VC in groups

of six to ten. At the beginning of December, the VC appeared to be

I more cautious than in November as friendly forces detected on the

F 10
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( average one tv three VC, generally between the. hours of 2000 and
030D the following morning. Toiards the end of the month, larger

groulps were sighted, ten VC on 26 December, ten and 40-45 on 29 Decem-

ber in two separate incidents, and two battalions on 31. December.

D~uring a typical search and destroy and bunker blowing operation,

the integrated force of two U.S. and two VNN PBiL's, the UDT-12, Det Do

and troops of tha Reconnaissance Company of the 5th AIMV Division

uncovered evidence of recent VC activity on 13 December on the banks

of the Thi Tinh River from its junction with the Saigon River to five

miles upstream (XT 755 205 to XT~ 743 254). In the morning, the troops

and UNT personnel destroyed oflL platoon sized bunker. Activity

picked up in the afternoon as they found a recently occupied platoon

size bunker at approximately 1220 Within minutes, one PBfl fired

40=~ rounds at two VC who were escaping into a nearby treeline. Thef I troops gave chase but the VC made good their escape. About an hour

1 ~later the ground units destroyed a l05im shell that was bobby trapped

4 and another bunker. Continuing upstream, they found fresh bedding,

4 ten metal rods and fifteen lengths of freshly cut bamboo. Approxi-

mnately another fifty meters up river, they reco"-.7ed two crockery

pots, 2,000 NVA piasters, two fresh squash, some nouc isam, 280 rounds

or assorted aimmunition, one pound of smokeless powder, one pack, two

U.S cates w-.5roktpoelns ndsm ielaeu
clothing.

I - On the evening of 26 December, two VNN PBtt's of HPG 51 were in

the process of establishing a waterborne guardpost eight miles north-

~fl~lEI IA L
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mateiy 2019 the VNX observed at a distance or 400) meters eight to

ten VIC approaching their wnits from east to west across a field. As

tt'e enemy troops moved close to the boat positions, it 4las determined

-; that they were armed with automatic weapons, smmi-automatic weapons

and satchel charges. When the VC were approximately 10O) meters away,

* - the HAC and PH311s opened fire with their weapons. Iiunediatelyý a

OMFT was scrambled from Iam Son on a priority basis. Black PorW 105
on a normal patrol was diverted to the contact area and began air] strikes at 2046. The strikes continued until 2130 when the Black

Pony had expended all its ammuunition and departed the area. The

LHFT itmmediately commenced helo strikes and continued until approxi.-

mately 2215. Artillery illumination was requested and the U.S. 25th

Infantry Division responded within 10 minutes. At 2223 two 'IC were

illuminated by flares 200 meters north and 6A) meters inland from the

;1 main MAG element located on the east bank. A minute later at least

30 'IC on the west bank Opened fire with B-40 rockets and automatic

and semi-automatic: weapons fire. At 2258 Black Ponies 04 and 10 vere

U.on station and began air strikes an the enenW positions. The OV-10OIs

*j . dep~arted the area at 2320 and Nighthawk aircraft from Cua Chii arrived

at 2355 and commenced air strikes. The sounds of men splashing into

I the river were heard at 0100, and ten minutes later, at least two VC

were closing the boats from the west side with one person on the bank

.1 ~nearby. The area continued to be illuminated, aind at 0126, the 'IC

opened fire from the west bank again as four more swimmers slipped

into the water. Three of these were killed and the other one was

Of IOENT
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pr• •obably kilied, From 0235 uni.L 0320 bi•h explosive arzA.l~e~rV7:

rounds were spotted into the area by the USJ :.dvisor, 1T Blakely.

A t this time, one 3-40 rocket was fired at the iaC by apPrOximately

six VC on the west bank. The next few rounds of artillery landed

directly on their position as they scurried up the hill on the opposite

Iank. The northern RAG 24 element was attacked by 18 to 20 VC who

crushed toward the RAC craft at 0335. At this point many or the

friendly units were running low on anmunition as they were putting

fire into the VC on both banks.

Black Pony aircraft were scrambled again but developed engine

trouble and did not arrive until 0415. In the meantime, the riverine

. craft and PER's were still receiving concentrated enemy fire from

both banks. Around 0430 both Biack Pony and Spooky aircraft were"

S�providing continuous strikes and illumination. one V,•I PEH and two

"AG 24 WPC were en route from the Phu Cuong with more ammunition, .4-1
-a and a VN flare ship was on station over Phu Cuong. The P~d arrived

in the area at 0520, and the two HPC arrived at 0610. Because of the

"" dense fog and smoke, the fixed wing aircraft departed the area at

"- 0545. Illumination from the -flare ship continued until almost day

break when the possibility of further attack was considered unlikely.

.iith the fighting over, the friendly forces were able to assess the

total results of one of the longest rive.ine engagement of the war.

There were no friendly casualties, and enemy casualties were placed

-~ - at 3? VC killed including 12 by body count. * -
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r•- .. • •'01• (1PERI• sight 12 VC lCO0 asters to Ea~rt,

U opened fire .t 100 aeters ••:

'4.- .- ,• .[ 204~6 Black Pawybegins strikes

2130 LHFT begin strikes

2225 Two VC i.hnldnated 60 meters ifntnd on East Bank

• -. 2234 30 VC cc west bank

"2258 Black Pony begins strikes

-* 2355 Nighthawk begins strikes

0110 Two VC in water, oe VC an bank closing boats from west side

0126 VC open fire from west bank as four VC enter water

0320 20 VC charge RAC from east bank

0425 Black Pon and Spooky begin strikes

0430 h•mmo res•ply on ay, flare ship on staticz, last sigificant attack ceased

o055 F•/ air assets depart due to swke/fog

. I'•
I ~RICEISWAMP
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PROVINCIAL
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PFeans, numders 752 and 755, had justheytted into a night vIaterborn.

water.~ ~ ~ ~~~~~4 2Wn wh ~sbgnFrJ.•te•shen weeethed

w-.,rip.)t. four Viles northwest of Phu Cuong (A&T 320)heth

saw sw~im~ers attempting to cross the river from south tonot25 etS

* fro the oats.'~henthe t~wo YB&L's broke the 4iGF, released h?

weapons, and il~luminated the area, they counted 40 to 45 VC in the

water. .hnthe PBR's beganl ririn? at the sWimes hywr re

by heavy automatic weapons fire f ron ten to fifteen positionls along

the bank. Once the PBi sailors had suppressed the fire, they counted

30 dead VC (three probable). In the process of searching the battle

3 .'nunds, they recovered one wounded VC, eight packs, on"t pIstol#

S7,*.W piasters, some medical supplies, one U.S. grenade, one smal{

"radio, one pound of documents, and some miscellaneous personal Seer

and clotiing. IH and I fire was placed in the area by the 25th Infantr.

Division Artillery until dawn at which time the area was swept by 5th

"-"'"VN Dvision troops. At midnigh� �N Black Ponies conducted an air

- [ 5trike in the contact zone within u• no -•w results*

11
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Border Interdiction forces c~otne o nree thnnuer

and effectiveness dujing the month. The number of river craft assisted

S. • to th•~j Border Interdiction Campaign increased from 180 at teedo

} - :

November to 239 at the end of December. During the same time period,,
B order Interdiction units increased the number of confirmed eneU

killed from 57 to 120. As a further measure of effectiveness, the

significant increase in enem kills was accomplished while incurring

fewer friendly casualties - those figures dropped from nine killed

and 55 wounded in November too three killed and 26 wounded in Decem-

ber. The fact that for the two monthly periods the total number of

ENIFF's, FRIFF's, and unilateral firings varied by only five (97 in

I.November and 102 in December) is also indicative of increased effec-

J tiveness.I -

Various changes were made during the month in the Border Inter-

14 S•: •diction Campagn, many as a result of the seasonally decreasing, water

level in the Vinh Te Canal. Early in the month, RAC operating in

the eastern sector of the canal were periodically grounding during

'I "• trtansits to WBGP positions. As a result, a4 and 3/4 mile stretch

of the Vinh Te Canal from Chou Doe southwestward NS 065 806 to

WS !28 847) was declared a "troops only* operating area. -':ith the

RAC restricted to a five mile section of canal southwest of the "troops "

onl•v" area, all but six Tran Hung Dao R1.C were relocated to Barrier

w -o,]

Reef 'Iest. The rempining RAC maintained a heavy lift capability
for the Chou Doc Province forces and will continue operations until ..
they are orecluded by low water. In addition to this chan.e, by 10

A .-.-- , --.
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11rct-,-ro the w:,tt.r h:ý,, -,.chd.uch a low.s level that, it. torcel cur- "

---- C

llwt~de' of tho. extensive" sinple boat br'?sthnst have proved s-o suc- :

":;•-••ces3fIl In the l•reVious months. The reason being that the resultant

Sh'Ph banks sake sinitle boat operations -f this type hazartous. Also,

"" !"•1,n anot~her change, P. VSF Battalion was assigned an 10 Decemt-er to

",;:" • -,•]'•'operate in the Tran %.w Dao portion of the 44th STZ border Inter- i"•

,... :" "•'• diction Campaio wider the command of MG. 194-4./ The veneral area •:'

• ~~~of ePmloyme~nt will be in Central Tran Hung Dao, bounded on the east.-..

iI and west by north-gouth grid lines VS 61 - VS 93, with initial emphasis

tetween VS 61 and VS 76. The 1)urpose of the assigm~ent is to provide •. :

troops support, for Navy operations in the area in addition to the •! -•

•- ' other forces, CIDG camps, and RF/PF outposts presently supporting CTG .""

•" •194.4.o thion the withdrawal of Navy boats from the .'rer due to the

I..• •

.. - a-'.,,"

re~cding'r wther~hdr~hdsc o levelsth Sunswi-mv thao delyet. pointscr

w~il'th o ftheraalbe etransiportaion.l ot& ' hi. aepoe o

in te BarierReef monts, h esnbigta the eniecnlsse Brresuteef

lest and karrner East) from An Lcon, to e ahon was placed under

the OPCOe of CTG 194. a n 8 December, and Barrier Reef East RAC, former-
ly under CTG 1p4.9, were chopoad to CTG 194.4 on that date. ahs

w5 done. to facilitate better command cThrdination in view of the a

r'elction of 61 andHn So RA6. thenroe shfigof RheACsmti to pariroviee

froo p operations oi the Sone O Doe, and because of nume ous intel-

oitence reports of infiltration across otarrier Reef.

For the wnith of Decembera Tran a un Dao forces maintained an

averai e of 62 ther P's ni.htly slihtly les than the 68 averate forran o

oovember. The ne9ly combined Barrier Reef East and lest forces were

"Olt IAL"
"-o ro o h o On o a ba on e s t
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nett~ine over 40 ""s nigrhtly duringp the last Iart of the month.

Tht fol rwi~.nI, incident narratives are t~ynical of the~ type of activi-

ty sc',n ir. the Forder Inter-diction CazripaiRm and include exaiples show-

ini the effectivenees of the NIECT.

Gn 4 December, at the request of the Cha Doc Province Chief,

W~D 13? units (T 16, W242 Hall, Boat Captain, and T-19, BY2 Miller,

Boat Captain) lifted 150 PP troops from Chalu Doc and inserted them

-} 12 mil es to the north on the Song Hau Giang. 'The insertion, made

-j ~at 1245H, was near a suspected enemy position where five VC had been . .

killed in a contact with an estimated 50 VC on the previous day.

After the insertion, the two tango boats remained in the vicinity

(rT 097 031) until 1,430H when the on-scene commander, the PP Senior

Advisor, requested they provide fire sup'ýort on enemy positions a
7-.

~1 rmil.e to the north. Enroute to the tarret area, the boats drew li~t
automatic weapons fire from the east bank (WT 096 042), however, the

f ire was not returned due to friendlies in the area. At 1500H,

4 the twc: craft commenced fire on desit'nated targ~ets on the cast. bank

of the 9one Hau rtiane (AT 095 048 and WT 095 049). and two enemw

were killed by PP troops as they attempted to evacuate the tar-tet

area. Shortly thereafter, T-16 was called upon to extract five

4 ..wounded '?F troops (WT 095 050) and move them to a more secure area

j ~where a dust off could be conducted. At 1727, the two units, while -I

, 4 movins' so-ith for troop extraction, came under heavy automatic and

B-40 rocket fire just to the south of the -,osition -from which earlier

fire had teen received. During the attack, five B-40's were fired

21 E ftJ 11 A~j~
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nt the- boatts w-ith T-36 takint! thp only rocket hi"tkhrwf'v,-r, t.- u

;}-,.--.-

craft sustained ap.roxinately 60 AK-4I" hits which wiund4d ?e. t .

sailors and one 1,.! soldier. Because the enenv position wa.- ".

t'o friendly units, strict fire discinline was e•xcercised sh." .

turning enem'y fire. In addition to the Tango boots, U.3. *..4:j. '-z

-'" A"olves also .articinated in thin action. Seawolves fro% 'lal ,a

and Det 9, Provided air cover for heavy Fround contacT, and s -t'iw e

AM~~ hnlo. The 'lavy helos received heavy AAW fire froit entr.*ý ticsi-

tions as they placed numerous machine Pun and rocket strikes. :..,- U!-..

the enety lost 20 IVA killed by air and 17 NVA killed h- ?F troc:.s :n

an artion that a.ain demonstrated the versatility of the Alc :,7-d tei.

effectiveness of helo gunships.

L

The ATC's and Seawolves were not the only Border Interdictin r.

,'nits to see action on 4 December. Two PBiit s of III!.V 535. "-.n--r K-.

Patrol Officer B11 Lee, that wvere set up in night WBGP 22

. southwest of Chau Doe on the Vinh Te Canal (VS 855 612) :ere als:.

to see plenty of activity. At 22204, the PIR's sighted five person-

nel swi-ming acros3 the canal from north to south (VS 856 012?)

a crossing technique being used with increasing frequen-.

diction units make it more difficult for the enexly to make t:-.. :
S~~crossings. "'3hen the swir.--ers reached -adstream, they we* i" ken,'-.

I. under fire with 140m and 60me fire, and they dissappeared. (n-

an oil slick and metal can were left floatingR in the cot et -r.t.

I Thirty minutes later, three additional swimmers were observ, ..

. swi-nine across the canal in the same vicinity as the previous

attempt. They were also taken under fire and disap.eam:;. Th." :. -O's,

23 ,
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noiit browinsy t roken aral-ush duin-in t~he Incident~s, vait'-d fnr another'
hcir d were ready -.hpn four more -ii --ers attf.=te4acosn~

i,;rli-g this Last abortive attempt, one swimner reached the opposite

hark only to fa~ll back in the canal when ho was cut dovm by macin

p~un fire. No other persons were observed leavinst the canal. Enemy

casualties were one NWA killed and U WVA probably killed. There

acre no friendly casualties.

Eor'Ier Interdiction 1pre continued to Drove their effective-

*nes.s as two sizeable enemy units were thwarted in Vinh Te Canal

crossing attempts on the nis'hts of 21 and 24 December. In the first

j i'nstance, H1VD.IV 515 PbR'3 teamed up with friendl7 trotps, Hal 3,
D~-t's 3 and 5 helos, and Va]. 4, Pet A F~lack ?onies to prevent an

Iestimated 60 entiV who had assembled on the river bank from crossing

fthe canal. 21 miles southwest of Mmu Doe (VS 858 613). Seawolvess

'with Mtfls srottine, placed rocket and machine run strikes on enemy

positions :Aiile Black Ponies provided illuminatio. and delivered

-ordnance. There were no friendly casualties, and eneqr casualties

were tinknoi~n. In the crossinp~ attempt on the 24th, PF troops in

a dfeniveneriweter in the vicinity of RAD 132's T-16 and T-19

(iný.ntioned previously in this section in the write up of the 4 Deceta- t

4 ter incident) came into contact with an estimated 30 VC and turned

them back acroqs the Cambodian border as they tried to Cross the

Vint, Te Canal Lý miles southwest r~f Chau Doc (ws 052 ?98). small

*Iarms fire from three VC was received by T-16 in WBGP on half mile to the

j. south of the crossing site (WS 040 791). The unit returned fire

* -- ..;~.ifV~AL24
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VC were spreadinp. prop•ivarna throurhout the area to this efflct"''

low,,ever-, .e antithesis or retribution occurred on the followins: night

""S. en the enes nade contact with another WBrP set by ztlI.DIV 535

ur.itr in the same vicinity. Contact was made with 20-30 VC who

were observed on the south bank in a line abreast 3Paced apnrzni-

mately 500 meters either side of the site of the previous nir.-ts

" -( =•'crossing attempt. The river craft (one Boston whaler and four P'P.Rsj

teamed up .ith Seawolves and Black Ponies to kill an estimated

eleven VC (one body count, ten probables). As on the previous night,

there ,ere no friendly casualties.

:. ,Vietnamese sailors from Coastal Group 44 scorea heavily against

+ the VC on 29 December when a VNM junk, under LT Quany. with U.S. ad-

visor EV.3 Cone aboard, accounted for 20 VC probabLe kills, 7 sam-

pans destroyed, 6 AK-47 rifles, one M-2 carbine, and some a_-.zni-

tiru and documents captured. The VMN junk was on routine patrol

and in the process of challenging 20 sampans when it came under auto-

matic weanons fire from the sampans four miles ncrtheast of Ha Tien

(VS 480 523). The fire was returned sinking three sampans and forcing

"two s;mpans to beach. It was from the latter sampan that the cap-

" I Ltured material was taken. A short time later, while still in the

contact area, the junk came under automatic weapons fire from both

" il Lanks which was returned and suppressed. Seawolves were called in

and placed a strike at VS 485 520. A troop sweep, later, revealcd

numerous blood trails. The only friendly casualty in the action

I_.was one VIM sliphtly wounded.

"" " ~~26 r"•-:X4
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Search Turn

Tnterdicticn operations were continued during December by Search

I-rn units with special emphasis being placed on the Ba The, Tri Ton,

and So Mlot canal areas due to intelligence reports which warned of a A
possible all-out eneq effort in the Search Turn A. C. To combat this

possibility, TM 194.3, with an end of month strength of two Seawolves

and 34 water craft, which included 28 PBR's, three Boston Whalers,

two MSD's, and one CCB, mounted 391 one,two, and three unit water-

* borne guardposts which more than doubled November's total of 177.

SI In spite of these intelligence reports and operational prepara-

tions, the forecast eneqr activity failed to materialize as hostile

'] fire incidents dropped from 31 in November to 19 in December. The

Snurber of enen7 kills also dropped from 40 kills and 57 probables re-

I corded last month to 12 kills and 18 probables this month. There4.

j were, however, two VC captured in action in December while there

were none captured in November. Search Turn operations also re-

suited in 19 eneW craft destroyed and five damaged. USN losses

I for this period were three MS. wounded and one PBR damaged.

Also participating in the December Search Turn effort was SEAL

Team, Det G, which was chopped to CTM 194.3 last month. They con-

ducted interdiction and interrogation operations throughout the

mcrth in the Rach Gia and Three Sisters areas. In reaction to SEAL

and ether intelligence sources, they also joined river craft in

WBGP actions. One of the SEAL's most important operations of the "

't~jt;I~lk.28
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wxith was an interdiction of a known VC comio-liaison route 2E muiles

'--northwest of Rach Gia on the So Mot Canal (VS 836 4~13). By taking a

large VC element under fire on 1 December, the action resulted -inr4 ~eight VC killed and seven VC probably killed as well as dealing ar
A serious blow to an imp~ortant VC route.I COn 11 December, Mobile Support Team (MST) 2, Det 3. began work-

I ing in the Each Gia A. 0. under task designator 194-.37. This unit

-~ joir- -i'4h the SEAL's and the other Search Turn waterborne units

In the month's interdiction operations as can be seen -in the follosw-

I ing incident narrative.

Six SEAL's of TU 194-.3.6, two Chien Hoi's, and one LSSC of MST%

* ~2, Det 3 ,set a waterborne interdiction position on the Each Gia-

Ha Tien Canal 22 miles northwest of Each Gia (vs 862 301) in the ear-

ly evening on 20 December. During the first hour only sporadic move-
mnet was seen and noises from the bank were heard. Then, at 20osO,

the r1rBGP heard a bugle call. The unit initiated fire and continued

it for over one half hour when the unit broke guardpost and directed

a Black Pony strike at the contact area about one mile down stream

strike at 2215 and reported receiving fire from a heavy tree line 7 '

nrhof the previous contact point. A second set of Black Ponies
wa hncalled to follow up on the strike. They arrived overhead

at 237butwere diverted to a higher priority target. The LSSC ex-

trcepersonnel and retu'-ned to subsector Kien Son. nThere were no

friendly casualties while the enemy suffered six probable kills,
29f ATIA
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three sarqps destroyed, and miscellaneous web gear and first aid

equipment captured.

During the late evening on 29 December, Search Turn units in

-.•P on the Ba The Canal 14 miles north of Each Gi• (V'S 087 264)

as part of the Ba The Interdiction line sighted two men moving south

along the east side of the canal bank and 40 yards inland. The units

ill-umnated the area and took it under fire. One received return fire,

"blo•b was believed to be 40ma, close aboard and cleared the area. Af-

ter firing into the area, tey observed one =ma fall and one rum avay.

"'.In response to a scramble, Seawolves arrive on the scene-and placed

a strike on the east bank about 300 yards inland. The anits located

one body and discovered a heavy blood trail leading east. There were

no friendly casualties. Eene' losses included one VC killed and one

VC probably killed. Clothing, photos, three bags of rice, and numer-

ous documents and papers Indicating that the VC may have been a tax I ~
"collector were recovered. All papers were turned over to 1HIL -ach
-=.1 Gia for evaluation.

%"OgriOENTIAL 3
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•'. ~~December. Enemy FIA's Jumped from 16 in Ulovember to 40 in December,' •.

Sas the total number of ]31IFF Is, FR.IFF's, and unilateral firing•ls in- .-- ,

• -

creased from 37 to 56, however, this increase in activity did not "":

"IA.A-t.

bring witivit an increase in friendly casualties. In fact, they de-rin

clined slightly from 13 wounded last month to 12 wonrded this month.

During the first part of the month, five ATC s and one Monitor

departed Song Ong DWe and were choppcd from CTG 194.2 to CTG 194.4

on 4 December. This left 26 craft and two Seawolves for operations

during the remainder of the month as follows:I OTU 194.2.4 USS GARETT COUNTY (LS 7) ? 86)

CTU 194.2.1 10 PBR's, 2 Bri's

SCTU 194.2.3 5 ASPB's, 5 ATCts, I O•40S

0711 194.2.5 2 IH1'

0111194,2.6 1 HSSC, 1 LSSC

Two PBR's of 'U 194.2.1 were on a routine daytime patrol of the

:1 Song Cmg Doc on 14 December when they came under attack seven miles

-* from the river mouth (VR 905 007). The PER's received 6-8 rockets '-

and automatic weapons fire- from the south bank, returned fire, andI cleared the kill zone. Returning for a second firing run, the units

drew an additional two rockets and automatic weapons fire. As the

4boats cleared to the east, Seawolves on patrol placed strikes in the

area. Two additional PBR's then arrived and joined in a third firing

"" i'. IIIRL 32
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run which was without return fire. Troops were later lifted to the
area and in a sweep discovered1 a half pound of documents, numerous

fir~iiw positions, and blood trails. In the action,four USK were

-- : si 'ht* v wounded qhile enemy casualties are unknown. The size and

coordination of this attack was a significant departure from the

harassing attacks of the enemy during recent weeks.

In another daylight action, on 24 December, two Seawolves flown

by LT Polenski and LTJG Gingrich were returiiing fro-- ja oatrol when

* the pilots siehted 30 VC evading into the bzrubra abouat 1), miles north-

west of the base perimeter NR .921 008). All clearances were quicklyI ~obthined and confirmed follownd by an airstrijce as thu VC began break-

ing up into snall groups. The original estimate of enemy casualties

was plqced at 30 probable kills. Although~ a sweep of the area pro-
* ~duced no bodies or weapons, a sympathizer to the village chief iden..

.4 tified the unit as the combined C-8 and C-) VC companies (ap-roxi-

mate strength of 80 men) and reported that there were 28 VC killed

.1 and one wounded by the airstrike. 5W1vnot arlOfcr

I ~was with t~wo PBR's in WBW Two miles northeast of S3ong Ong WeC City

(WR 003 0141 ) when a sampan with f our occupants was sighted crossing

the river frcm south to north approximately 50 meters away. The -

.j. :1PBR's hailed the sampan without success and finally took it under

fire. The sampan sankand the four occupants were killed. There

were no f riern1y casualties.

J ~~ ~~33 '!~'ETA?,NF0FT
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•i. - ?•iThere vr•e 66• 3FA LORDS missions conducted during December by

'the -arkt Time Raiders along the rivers and canals of the 31 and"

-IV Costal Zoes. There were 17 hostile fire icidents reported dur-

S"• ~ ~~ing t•he "Wmth; however, only six were against the ,'Swift" boats and...:

.three against .- ,s. The other hostile fire incidents were against.

•grouud Units suppotn these missions. Enemy material losses for

S:• ~December were 21 craft and 103 structures destroyed and seven craft •

"i ~ ~and 55 structures damaged. There were 11 Viet Cong killed, one i:;

S-oanded, and five CPtured. The eneR losses Cere considerably lessC

"thea in Previolw Rodths as the ene rs avoided cantact otenever possible.

- I Casta The s. Teere were U. S. sailors unde, to Vinease kied d..-

gand five tsded during the operations. PCF 2e suffered minor =ter-

aal casualties from a B-40 rocket hit for the only craft damaged.

pL..

w The S, LORDS missicns employed ossioes mixes of craft of up

•" to four PCF's, six USGG WpB's, a•USOG MIEC, a raonitor, one ISIL, .'.

units from Coastal Groups 34 and 36, River Assault Groups 25 and --

29, and air cover was provided by Ov-10ds from VAL-4. Ground forces

supported by these craft were Explosive Ordnance Dispdo sal Teams, eF,
oF, PFR', AM, National Polics Field Forces, Beach Jumper Unit Tea I

13, and personnel from Coastal Groups 34 and 36.

SOn the afternoon of 8 December, the PT GRACE (USCG WYB), LTJD

"J. F. Ebersole, USCG, Commanding, in company with the PT CYPRESS

- (USCG WMB), entered the Song Ganh Rao on a SEA LORDS mission about

33
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11 miles east of Ca Mau (R 386 027). The units did not fire upon

entering the river hoping to surprise the enerW. Several person"

were sighted just after entering the river and were taken under

fire by the PT CYPRESS and Broncos (OV-tO's) frox VAL-s. The Bron-

cos received and suppressed light small arms fire. The WPB's also

fired PSYOPS rounds into a large village just to the east. As the

'mits exited the river, targets of opport-ity were taken under fire

including a 45 foot camouflaged junk which -ias destroyed. The PT

.- CYPRESS was hit by a suspected rifle grenade causing only minor dam-

age to the superstructure. There were no U. S. casualties in the

operation, and the Broncoz were credited with three Viet Cong killed.

Further enemy casualties were unknown. There were 13 structures and

six sampans destroyed and 21 structures heavily damaged.

The Binh Thuy Explosive Ordnance Disposal (ECD) Team embarked

I in PCF 2, and in company with PCF 32, conducted a SEA LORDS mission

"on 14 December about 8 miles north of Soc Trang (XR 115 754). The

ECD Team was inserted for a bunker destruction mission while the

"Swift" boats stood by for security. PCF 64 relieved PCF 32 in mid-

afternoon. There was no contact with the eniemy during the operation.

The ECD Team was extracted at 1720H and returned to Coastal Group 36

- ]headquarters. The Binh Thuy EMD Team destroyed 25 defensive bunkers

"during the day's mission.

On 17 December, a SEA LORDS mission was conducted approximately

15 miles south of Ca Mau (,• 458 003). The PT MAOE (USCO WPB),

LTJG W. C. HOYT, USCG, Co=mmnding, the PT JEFFE-rSN (USCOG U1B), a .-...-.

I T. I A-36
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monitor, RAGs 25 =4. 29, and the 221st RAC =nt 45 etered the SQ0-

Ganh Hao, and the troops •-'e Inserted for a groun swap while the

I•M•s took targets of opportunity under fire and provided a blockUM

force. The WPs received and imediatelY BLI)Pessed small arms &Ad

automatic weapons fire at two separate loca~tios almg the river. The

troops wereextracted at 1700H lwithout further inucident. The day' s

action resulted in mne Viet Cung kil1led and 27 saiqas, 16 structures,

and six bunkers destroyed. There were six sampans mid 10 structures

damaged. In addition, 2,000 pounds of rice and approximatelyr 100

pounds of dried shrimp were destroyed. There we~re no friendl eawu-

alties.

A SUA IORS nission was conducted on 30 Deeme about 1.5 miles

Seast of Soc Tran* (n 299 686). ?a 12 with CTF 116 E Team ew k-

Sed and PCF 21 with 35 Popla Force (PF) troops embarked proceeded to

SDung Island in the Bassac R•Lver whr the troops were inserted to

i ~ destroy bunkers. The troops were extracted and reinserted abourt two

J miles to the east where lih small arms fire was received and sup-

i ~ pressed. Upon coMpletion of the sweep, all troops were extracted

i without further Incident. Gun damage assessment and eneiV casualties

were =nown. The BM Team destroyed 30 bunkers. There were no

friendly casualties.

1 ~COU IFIEPiTIAL
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SEAL units continued to support the Sea Float operations in the

IV Corps Tactical Zone conducting almost daily operations.

r In the III and IV 'orps Tactical Zones, there were 66 SEA LkDS
-: - missions and 62 SEAL and Sea Float missions conducted during December. ,

The results of the missions were not as impressive as in previous - -

months as the enemy continued 1o avoid contact. The "Swift" boat'A
assigned to Sea Fio ,,L continued to support the PSYOPS campaign in theIi lower Ca Mau Peninsula. These operations are discussed under Market

Time Raiders in the SEA LORDS Summary and Operation Sea Float Smary.

SThere was little increase in enemy activity along the coast. The

S[area of greatest concern continued to be the Ha Tien, kach Gia Thanh,I Vinh Te Canals. R~ports indicated a constant build-up of enemy supplies

along this border area. There were also reports of attempted border

possible feelers for a large scale crossing attempt. Intelligence

indicated the enemy would mount major attacks against population.

centers, pacified areas, and operational and Free World Forces bases

from 19 throulg 2 4 December; however, at month's end, this enemy

activity had failes, to materialize. There were also indications that
- the enemy's int--igence and r,,connaissance units were reconnoitering

maw of the targets which would be necessary prior to launching attacks
against major targets and achieve productive results. There were no

indications of renewed sea infiltration into RVN; however, there were

4. reports that the enemy was using the coastline near the Three Sisters

area for transshipment 4c±/or infiltration. r-

I: Cfj ilENTIAL"-l ; .
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Operation Market Time

Gun damage assessment on the 573 naval gunfire support missions

and .SEA LU S missions conducted during December was 43.4 percent..

This was the highest monthly percentage of GDA recorded to date with

the previous high being 42.3 percent in May 1969. The results of

these missions were:

143 Viet Cong killed (82 body count, 61 probable).

16 Viet Cong wounded.

28 Viet Cong captured.

233 Junks/sampans destroyed.

16 Junks/sampan s damaged.

423 Structures/bunkers destroyed.

* I 148 Structures/bunkers damaged.'iI
There were 10 incidents of evading craft and personnel reported -

during the month. They were taken under fire i1 all cases and resulted

in 13 sampans destroyed and six VC killed and two VC wounded.

- •Detection of wood craft by Market Time surveillance units were

16,247 during December. Of these, 5,530 were inspected, and another .. " -•

, 6,678 were boarded. Detection of steel hu.lled vessels in Market Time

A.. • areas totaled 463, with 325 being inspected and 14 being boarded.

"This was the lowest number of detections to date with the previous low

being recorded in November 1969. Adverse weather due to the northeast

monsoon season in the First and Second Coastal Zones contributed to 9'

the low number of detections. In addition, the Vietnamese Navy assumed

, ,patrol of areas 1G and 2C. Vietnamese Market Time station detections
are not reflected in these totals. (See Naval Advisory Group Sunmar7y

* for ON statistics.) %
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Three-PCFS were chopped to Colander Task Group 194.& an

3 December in reaction to inteligen of increased threat of em"W

i nfiltration in the upper Bassac Rivex" area.

on 9 Doembe, the ULSCGC PTM1- (WPB 82330) Was tulrned over

to the Vietnmee Navy at the Small Craft Repir Facility* DanAng-

The USG PT HUDSON (WPB $232 and USCGC pT SL• (WPB 82313) were

turned over to the Vietnamese Navy in crnne n1 eebr

The pBts were reae the TE QUANG TH/NH (HQ 705) mid UZ N•

on 20 December, four PCFps. were chopped to Commander Task Grup19.4 o

croup 11i. a (anM) frto CT e .15.3 to provide additonal surveillance ...

indfirationwnter. prEascRve r

Captain D. D e Perkins, USCG relieved CapB tn Ralph W. ftessn ov..
UsCGneas Covetter Coast Guard Activitnermiestna on 16 Deember.

Th e WPB' awer Task Force n15 assumed the operational control Of five

]MX III PCF's on 23 December. .- -

On 29 December, 12 PCF's from the o and It Corps Tactical

"GZones were deployed to the IV Corps Tactical Zone in reaction to

intelligence of enem C ovesent in the vicinity of Chau Doc/Camber.a

Corder/Vinh T a Canal and re-establishent of the coastal transshipvent

routes in the vicinity of the Three Sisters area north of the Rach Gi•.

47-.
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Six PCF's were also chopped to Commander Task Group 194.4 to be

utilized for coastal surveillance operations in areas 9F, 9G, and

9H under the operational control of Commander Task Group 115.4 (VNN).

All coastal surveillance forces observed the Christmas cease

fire period from 241800H to 251800H December. There were no reported

violations during the cease fire period. 4

An SL-6 class trawler was detected 183 miles off the coast of

South Vietnam (FM 300 805) by Market Time aircraft at 1402H on

23 December. The trawler was on course 120 degrees true, speed 8

knots. The aircraft initiated continuous covert surveillance follow-

ing identification. Commander Coastal Surveillance Force designated

the contact 23F1. The USCGC HAMILTON (WHEC 715) was directed to

proceed south remaining between the trawler and the coast. The

contact continued tracking south toward the Singapore/Malacca straits;

however, at 2000H on 29 December the trawler had not entered the

Singapore/falacca straits but was loitering in an area approximately

100 miles north of the Malacca straits. At month's end, covert

surveillance of the trawler continued utilizing barrier aircraft.

"First Coastal Zone

The northeast monsoon season continued to have it's effect c

surveillance operations in the First Coastal Zone during December.,

There were 3,677 craft detected, 1,330 inspected, and another 1,35•

boarded during the month. Surveillance results were high as over

70 percent of those craft detected were either inspected or boarded

494 "P ONFIOENTIAL "
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En route to the area, several sniper rounds were received; however,

the PBRts and helo Sanshin prorviding cover were unable to return the

fire. Seea pdrhlsadtal wr bevddrn h rni

indicating a recent enemy oresenee. The boats and gunships tookc &

sampan under fire that was traveling along the river bank under the

cover of overhanging trees. Small. arms fire was received from the__________
4 - ~treeline at this time but was quaickly suppressed. In the same area,

several sunken sampans and spider holes were sighted indicating a

strong probability of an enmy crossing point. The river transit wat

- .. ~~completed taking targets of opportunity under fire resulting in five .*.,

bunkers and seven sampans destroyed. There were no friendl~y casualties,

and enemycasualties were unknown. -

Patrol officers LTJG Holman and QMC (SS) Williams directed a Sea

Tiger mission on the night of 13 Deccaber with FBR's 43, 67, 91 and

95 of River Division 54~3 about nine Miles south of Danang (Br 056-

625). A half hour after establishing a waterborne guarfipost (WBGP), *--..

more than 40 armod personnel were sighted walking in a northerly

direction1 on the west bank or the river. After confirming that there S

were no friendlies in the area, the PBRt3 tookj the personnel under----------------- --------------------------------

fire. The boats then regrouped and made a slow firing run to the - . .

south and then cleared the area. Thr eeffeneeypoal

%: killed in the operation. In this same area, PBR's observed crossings j...'.-.
on the four Previous nights and made contact on three of those occasions

killing three Viet Cong on 12 December. Enerq casualties on the other

Cfl)VFjprT1AL
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two nights were witnown and on the other occasion, they were unable

to take the enemy under fire due to friendlies in the area. There ' "

2'.

were no friendly casualties on any of these missions r . -

Sea Tiger forces conducted a bunker destruction mission on 22

and 23 December k ýn-g the north and south banks of the Song Ba Ren

about 16 miles south of Danang (•r 098 515). PBRfs 43, 47, 59 and

91 provided a waterborne blocking force, and Regional force troops 6"

provided ground security while UDT 12, Det H, and EOD team 70 destroyed

the bunkers. During the operation, a listing of dead VC was capt~ured
1' 1and turned over to COCIVDIV 543 for further transfer to the Navy

Intelligence Liaison Officer (NILO) at Hoi An. Two bodies were also

found in one of the many fighting holes along the trail, and they

* k were identified as VC by members of the Vietnamese security force.

There were no papers on the bodies, and the numerous shrapnel wounds

indicated they were killed by artillery rounds about 20-21 December.

The area of the sweep revealed numerous well kept vegetable gardens
. although there was no contact with the enemy. Four of the UF troop

- were medevaced with wounds caused by booby traps. The two day opera-

| I tion resulted in two sampans, four structures, and 56 bunkers destroyed.

A Sea Tiger mission was conducted the night of 28 December when

" •Patrol Officers LTJG Holman and BKC Turnbull established a waterborne

guardpost with PER's 59, 131, 67, and 43 on the Vinh Dien River about.

11 kilometers northwest of Hoi An (BT 057 614). The PER's of XlVJlV

*; . . S 543 observed approximately 30 personnel with large backpacks walking

r: ?iIT I -
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north along the western bank of the river. The PEH's Opened fire

with H-60• M-16, and M-79 mortars. A half hour later, 15 personnel,

were sighted 900 meters to the north and were taken under fire. A32

•"" - ~hour arnd a half latter, ten additional personnel were sighted and -,-

•..' ~taken under firep and then the PBR's cleared the area and requested"-'"

1.-

that artillery strikes be placed in the area. There were tenefmir-

killed in the operation, and there were no friendly casualties. This L
was the same general area in which large groups of personnel had bee"

engaged by the PER's on four separate occasions in the previous two

weeks.

Second Coastal Zone

The northeast monsoon season continued to take its tonl on the

, nunber of craft detected in the Second Coastal Zone by Market Time -.7%7

Sunits. There were only 3,182 craft detected during December as

compared to the 4,321 detected the previous month. Surveillance K;-"

results remained high as over 83 percent of those detected were either

boarded or inspected. There were 1,610 inspections and 1,029 boarding.

f reported during the month resulting in the detention of two craft and

24 persons for lack of or faulty identification papers, curfew viola-

r j tion, incorrect or faulty manifest and restricted zone violations.

L j In addition, there were 49 Viet Cong suspects detained.

There were approximately 25 naval gunfire support missions -.

I conducted during December in the Second Coastal Zone. Only two of **' "

the missions reported any gun damage assessment, and those were ".

5!,3N'IOENTIA'
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secondaz7 explosions. The reasons for no GDA's was reported as no

spotters available, darkness, or no troops available to sweep the

a rea. As in previous months, enem~y activity in the Second Coastal

Zone has been extremely light. There were no significant results

reported from the missions conducted.

Third Coasts). Zone

The number of detections of craft in the Third Coastal Zone

:1 decreased to only 7,752 during December. Suarveillance results were

outstanding as 98 percent of the craft detected were either inspected

or boarded. There were 2,972 inspections and 4,660 boardings which

I ~resulted in the detention of three craft and 1.1 persons for lack of

.jlor faulty identification, being suspected draft dodgers, and posses-.

:" °sionofonndaayepoinsd. The "Sit"batos ofo the Third waCxoxasta Zne

spontinuedvtolpateoldtrenloweroranoatrandsCovCiienleivers in the Go".

' ~ ~ are area of onperatiousmnts dete yacting5s3caty an in sph e e coating 2,037

on.and boarding another 2,689. There were four craft and 11 persons

detained.

There were approxdmately 200 naval gunfire support missions

' :conducted during December in response to urgent requests for naval

ustnfire support, H and 1, targets of opportunity, or in preplanned

river and canal incursions.

PC? 37, LTJG lanmon, USH, Commanding, in ecompany with the PT

GRACE (USCG 'WPB), embarked 140 PRU'3 on the morning of 1 December

.54
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"*! -'and inserted them about 22 miles south of My Tho (Xit 605 942). The .O

troops were to support PRU units already in the area and in contact

with the Viet Cong. The units remained in the area throughout the

day coordinating 07-10 air strikes. -At 1830H, the PHU's were all
' extracted without incident. The days operation resulted in 21 Viet

Cong confirmed killed, seven weapons and one pouch full of documents

captured. Fifteen of the VC kills were attributed to OV-10 air striioes.

SThere were three PRU troops killed and one wounded during the da. a.F.-

I I,•.'o
In the afternoon of 11 December, in a preplanned operation, the

PT MARONE (USCG WPB) and PT JEFFERSON (USCG WPB) conducted a probe

of the Song Lang Chim, Rach Sau, and Song Dai Dun about 20 miles east

i, of Tra Vinh (XR 730 720) taking targets of opportunity under fire.

Three evading males and three beached sampans were taken under fire

1 at one location and four males at another. The mission had sector

clearance and stnadby air support. The WPB's destroyed eight sampans

"r iand four structures and h%;avily damaged three sampans, five btn*ers,

and one structure. There were no friendlN casualties, and enexy

"casualties were unknown.

PCFts 59 and 37 picked up Kit Carson Scouts and a U.S. advisor

"" 4 for a mission on the night of 14-15 December about 18 miles southeast :"'"

of Phu Vinh (XA 771 891). The troops were inserted at 2300H and then

" the "Swift" boats exited the canal and stoodby fnr support. Contact

was made with the enemy about 0900H on the 15th which resulted in six

Viet Cong killed and one VC platoon leader captured. PCF 59 extracted

.55
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Th PT WB W. C-. * ,- , ~ 43, """"-"-.'TIIIL. .':

: ~~~requested to provide a gunfire support mission on a troop concentration -- =

. ... .

of approximiately :150 Viet Cong about 20 miles southeast of Tra ¥inh"k..

(XR 756 863) on the morning of 27 December. Firing at a range of .'-

~~from 1500 to 2100 yards, the WP ignited five sustained fires and

destroyed six structures, and ther , w nd the u nitsecond exited--

tecilons. There were no friendly casualties and ene casualties were-
4 4

- eqetd-opovd gnie upr-ms-o na ro -netrto
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MARKH MIM
MaTHL HISTORICAL SmeO(AR

DFJChW4ER 1969

(1) Average No. U. S. ships/Craft Mi patrol during ucuth.

xcm NS IpB PC? 1ST PG WHEA

AG 2 1 8 39 1 1 3

(2) Average NO. YIN ships/Junks employed 
during manth.

SEA. FORCE RIVE FORCE COASTAL FORCM

TOTAL 39 296191 (3) U.S. Activity-

TOTAL DIMMM wooD -DAT 1 k.hh8 NIGHT .J,2L.
STEEL - DAY 233 NIGHT 23 16,710

TOTAL 3NSPECTM) WO DT I,81 Il? j~.

STEEL - DAY 163 NIGHT 162 5__855

1TOMA BORDED wocD - DAY 6,342 NIGHT 3-36

STEEL DAY 10 NIGHT 4~.. 6,692

I (1:) NN Activity:

I ~jua~s SIAM=W 71,717i JUN~KS DHTA]N 65..

it ~pE1MRS SEAOcIM 2I43,703 PERSCNS DETAINED &7

I (5) U. S. Activity:

tWKS DETADIW 78

F ~(6) STASIS DOOR STATISTICS:

No. of Junks detected hl ,341

No. of hnspectials b,334~

No. of Boardings 3,525
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-oeration Sea Fnoat/Tran gu r Dao IIr

•i There were more than 60 Sea Float and SEA Team missions and

anproximately 250 punfire support missions conducted during Decanberv '

S•~~nd they continued to .•uixmize damage to known or suspected VC base."-

-~ •'...-

camps, extortion stations, and secret zones. The followin U.S. and'

W craft and units operated at SeanFoat at various times throughout i•-:

the month: PCF's 3, 5# 9# 18, 21, 22, 27, 35, 36, /40, /5, 46, 50, 51," "-

52, 56, 93, and 96; USS VERNON COUNTY (LST 1 6 ); and USS GALLUP (PG 85); ""'

-: ~~Sea Float River Assault Craft Detachment consisting of ATC1s 4, 9 and ,..:

a - . 3 a- a ... •.

S~~~13; ASPB•'s 2 and 3; Monitor 2 and Zippo 2; SEAL Team Detachment. Golf; ••••

t Underwater Demolition Team 12; an Explosive Ordnance Disposal Team;

a Duffel Pap. Tean; two Seawolves; two or-tO's; Slicks; LSM's 401, 403•.-

and AOL; PCF's (03, 0/4, 05, 06, 10 and 11; LSSL's HQ 225, HQ 231, %,A•-'

HQ 29; Coastal Groups 33. 35, and 36; a VN POLWAR Team; a VNNI reaction. .

S~Team; ':OP MUPAC Team VK4 05; Kit Carson Scouts; MST 740; RF troops; . -

SV•f Ranpers; and RD troops. These forces conducted day and night

SP~~Isyops patrols alorng the rivers and canals of the Sea Float operating •.-K •...'--
area. Air assets provided Psyops missions in those areas inaccessable

to the craft. The afloat units inserted and extracted ground forces,

'• •~~~rovided v.unfire support, blockiniz forces, waterborne guardposts, and'.- •-.

escort services for Iceistic craft along the Bo De and Cua Lon Riven

a androdracen ls. All afloat units and the Mobile Advance Tactical

Sundort Base cchtinued to conduct nightly H and I fire ints ) known VC ba

base camnsand extortion areas.Th ol i USa

60,

* VN crft ad uitsopertedat ea Foatat vrios tnes h-°°ou

the onth PCFs 3 5, , 18 21,22,2", 5, 3, 14, 15, 4, 50 51

52, 6, 3, ad 9; 115 VRNO COUTY LST 161; ad 115 GLLUP(PG85)

3,. *1oI:
.. a.d... .. .. C... ... 4.5..6..0. ad.... L...... 22, H 231.. . .•.. . . :d..-

.. :-'•.- HQ 29;,Coastal-Groups 3.........•:. 35.,:......,,-an.3;.. 'NNPOW..Ta. a.-...VN,.N- eato.... .--......-...



"1ekilledky the VC. b e :

In an informal ceremony on I December, administrative responsi-

bility for the NJo Fire Zone (N4FZ) coam~unity was turned over to Dai

1ý 1Pv, the ~4am Can District Chief. The vil-lare was divided into two

halnlets, Tram Hung Dao I and Tran Hu'w. fao II, and separate pl-i's for

the organiz~ation andi develotiment, have been developed. Ultimately -

there will be a sinpie villaste with a villaee chief, and in the vil-

lag~e will be the two hamilets each with its own hamlet chief.

CDR J. M-. White, IJSN, CO%%N WFORV PAO, and seven news media

representativ:3s visited Sea Float on 7 December and were Iriefed on

the concept of operations and were criven a tour of the Sea Float Annex.

* .ea Picat was visited by Vice Admiral E. R. Zunpi;alt, Jr., U3N,

CC.2NA'JFCUV; Cor,,edore Tram Van Chon, VMI CNO; IM =- Dzu, AEWI, J3,

.JGS; and PIME !3autz, J3, MACV, on 9 Decemiber. The party was briefed

on Sea Float operations, Solid Anchor, and on the progress and

3ch lula-d future development of the hamlets Tran Hung. Dao I and Tran
HueDoI olwdb akn tu fteSldAco aest

IIb periwter. They then traveled by K~F to the Annex where they

toued hearea, m~et the vlaechief, and visited the newly opened

scfc whr about 200 children were singinsp VietnAmese song~s.

'3u an EN Bautz were impressed with the success of the Sea

Floa/Trn funp Dao III oprtosand especially vith thf- ot-vious

-*61
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thn villae.

:1' The Senior Advisor from An Xuyen visited Sea Float on 11 Decem-* jber, and discussed the problems experienced wiith the R? and RD troops

in the Annex villare.

On 13 Decenber, Caotain E. N. Saunders, CEC, USN, COM4NAVPOR

A ~Force Engineervisited the Solid Anchor Base and was briefed on the

operation and progress.*-

RAD Rbet E Aamon Jr, SN prspctveCcmanerflaval

SuportAciviy, anng nd ary wrebriefed on the Sea Float

cocps prtos n civmetadwr ie oro h

-' Solid Anchor Base and Tran Hun;, flao I hamlet on 14 December.

On : 6 Decemb;ertSea Fla n4oe nthrfrtwt h birth -.. 9-

weeboth doing fine.

I Admiral John S. McCain, Jr., USN, Ccommander in Chief Pacific,*

* IVice Admairal E. R. Zuimwalt, Jr., USN, ani Rear Admiral J. L. Buztts,771

USN, Aide and -Executive Assistant to CINPAC, visited Sea Float on

* 20 December. CIUCPAC addres-ed the USN/TRI officers and men at Sea

* I Float and Solid Anchor.

.9 6 2 -
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Th- connt'izctinn of the Solid Anchor b.ase continued during"

Iw-er with the niacin,' of retainingP walls for the ammi pier,

buildine, bunkers, in. rovinr the cr.., area, ccnstruct.ng watch towers,

and tree cl car.±n, along the p-rimeter. The number of Seabees ass lirned

to Solid Anchor dIecreased to 21 with the departure of the 11 men of

Detail IGOT.F for Saigon on 3 December.

. On the afternoon of 30 November, SEAL Team One, Detachment GCLF,

departed Sea Float via a U.S. AraW Slic~k, on a mission to capture a
* "reported Province Finance and Econoakv Chief meeting with three VC

Sguerrilla security force members about 13 kilometers northeast of Sea

- . F.±oat (',IQ 086 795). The Slick landed on top of a hootch, and the

personnel exited by .lidini. down the roof of the hootch. The roof

"of the hootch collapsed, and the helo went out of control, crashing

on top of the hootch, and burrying some of the SEAL's. The helo door

g•unner and other SEAL's that had .ptten free of the wreckage pulledt
the buried members out. They then natrolled out to the landing zone,

"100 m^ters to the east, where a Seawolf picked up the pilot of the

o1 crashed helo. A muster of personnel was taken at this time, and it

iwas discovered that HII Wolfe was missing. The patrol leader and two

SEAL's ret.urned to the scene and searched the wreckage and found one

wounded AFC, several other dead VC and the body of 4K.1 Wolfe. A

nake-shift stretcher was made and the proup then returned to the land-

inR 7*n- where they were extracted by a Slick and returned to Sea
"Float. 141'1 (DV) (?J) Richard Oeden "Wolfe, USN, was killed, LTJG

F
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•" ; ; ~ ~Ch-nrles S. •ruy b• n •3 (000(J) Loren 3-. Decker, USH,wee7'-r

"wounded (possible broken arms). There was one. V wounded, one VC

• -.

cantured, and five VUC killed.

At 1300q on 1. December, U.S. PCF's 50, 56, VtX PCF 05, an

"LSSI. with Seawolves providinp air cover were conductins, a Psecops

patrol on the Son. Pai Doi about 25 kilometers nortJwest of Sea Flopt

when they were ambushed by an unknown number of VC with B-40, AK-47,

and V-16 fire. The Seawolves and LSSL responded with saturation fire

into the area and silenced the enenm fire. A VNN reaction team was

-1I inserted, and a jround weep resulted in the capture of two twin

I B-4O rocket launchers, two entrenching tools, wire, and batteries.
.1

The three PCF's received moderate damage. RD3 Martin S. Doherty, '
-4-

""IUS., and BM1 Don E. Stevenson, USI, were killed, and LTJG Patrick L.

-_- 4 Evans, US.3, LTJG Robert S. White, UStR, En2 John R. Phillips, USX,

""M3 Ror D. "fhite, USN, and (a!3 Thomas R. Terfehr, =- were wounded.

I" Two members of the VN11 reaction team also received minor wounds.

The follvdiw. day, a mission was conducted in the area of the

-- ambush with PCF's 4O, 93, and 27, L.3SL 231, a monitor, ATC-13, Zippo

2 with two platoons of VNN rangers, EOD, MIT, and a rV. reaction

force. The PCF's set up a blockine force at the junction of the Song

"Dam Doi and Son P o Be. Following a beach prep, the troops were

inserted in two elements. The troops swept south and found three

"bunkers and hootch complexes with inter connecting trails. One large

"' complex could accommodate approximately 300 people and had new bunkers

".".1 ,.- 6
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Lin !loceadonisaes-rPbioud. h rudt~
det:~e th ukr n.hocladte ew.vsPae tie

In. th ra h roswr xrctda 30 ihumk ,cn

cld ~otrhin " a ind vaiusrundi tzks of 'r small amsade..ii The ~~4t riopse

In adtion a 2e 5 Thetrctuns were extracedstryd b300 t withou kinps on-

doctmeatsweured catouSeadla. There were 35frenl csualties, dtrcuresg,

- -A

Ther wee nne ietConjg k1d.ed in a SEAL mission on 11

Dec-be abut 2 mlesnorthwest of Old Nam Can (V'. 770 890).

*The SFILS were isrebysampan, and enemy contact was mnade in-

mediately. The enena ir wag suppressed by the SMAS and Seawolves.

They then zatrolled to the tarpet area and captured 15 kios of

enemy doctrnients, six kil.os of grenades, and assorted medical supplies.

There were four structures and one sampan destroyed. There were no

friendly casualties.

I The USCOC CIVASE (WHEC-71 8) responded to a can fire mission

j ~in sup-mort, of the 21st AMVI Division on 13 December, about 38 miles

- -north of the Song Ung Doc (yR 84EI 703). The five inch iunis of the

4 SonL7 Onir Doc naval -punfire suppcrt ship destroyed two structures

I and five bunkers and heavily damaped three bunkers, five structures,

and three samnans.

A S!A andKit Carson Scout miso. ocpuea province~
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SIt -vel cadre, about 7.5 kilometers northwest of Donst Can (7'- 943 738). I "

was conducted on 19 December. Based on Kit Carson Scout intelli-

-'. ence, the SFAL's were inserted by Slick with Seawolves providing

air cover. They natrolled 700 meters to the objective area where

they came under small arms fire. In the return fire, four Viet

Cong were killed. The patrol continued to the base camp and de-

* stroyed it. They then moved from the area via sampans and were ex-

tracted by PCF's 3 and 35 for return to Sea Float. There were 15j ~structures destroyed and six sampans, one 411H' motor, two kilos of

documents, one CI'[COM carbine, one MI U.S. carbine, and various

small arms ammunition captured. There were no friendly casualties.

"'. -' An air strike by Seawolves was conducted for the Hai Yen

Sdistrict chief on 21 December about 12 miles northwest of Sea Float

(VQ 807 723). The Seawolves were credited with 12 Viet Cong killed

including one province level finance and econctV cadre and one

military affairs aavisor.

Acting on Kit Carson Scout (KCS) intelligence, a SEAL mis-

ion was scheduled on 22 December to capture a local guerilla force
and district level cadre about six kilometers north of Sea Float

S('dQ 012 733). Twelve KCS and two SEALS departed Sea Float via

-t' LSSC and proceeded up the Kinh Ngang canal. They noticed fcotprints

"along the bark indicating recent VC movement. They were inserted
and patrolled 500 meters to the north where they established a

listenine post at 1400H. At 1630HI, -a sampan with four males entered

the listeninR post area and was taken under fire. Heavy enemy

".': I:•." r I • '66..-.
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-- turn -t was received o the east. The unit was th'.: ext.racted

and u-,'.Ives nplced four strikes into the area and received hceswy

"autA-u.ic wea.ons fire. ?CF's 52 and 96 were scrambled and placed

.Pm.: mortar fire into the area. As the swift boats were returninp.

to Sea Float, a sampan was searched which contained one clip of AK

aimunition and one _ .S. frajpentation grenade. The sampan was re-

turned to Sea Float for inspection by the EGD team. O'J-10, Black

"onies were called in and placei strikes on the area. They did not

* receive any enemy fire or observe any damage. There were five VC

killed and one VC captured in the operation, and one sampan was

destroyed and one captured. There were no friendly casualties.

SEAL Team One, detachment Golf, LTJG FlanaRan, and seven
.. 1• ;SEAL; conducted a mission to capture village level personnel about

S11 kilometers east of Old Nam, Cam (Wý. 108 687) early on the morning

of 28 December. The SEAL's were inserted along the Son. Cua Lou

* via LSSC and patrolled 1800 meters to the south where a sampan with
] ~two %.-des was spotted and taken under fire. Following the destruc- :;.

tion of the sampan, the SELL's called for extraction and were re-

turned to Sea Float. There were two VC killed, and one sampan

destroyed, and two kilos of important docum,.ýnts captured. The

documents revealed that the two VC killed were a village level ;-. -

security chief and a tax extortionist. The initial readout of the

* documentt revealed !nformation concerning VC tactical movements

in the Sea Float area of operations, including a pronosed plan

-1 of attack on Sea Float on 25 December. There were ne friendly

"67
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- - c~rnaaotIes in the operatioff-

n0 31 December., Seaw, ives took camouflared, samPans under

flire in the Sea Float airea of operations about 2 miles north of the

seai Float Annex ('IQ 0.13 732). The airstrike resulted in nine

sa.m~oqns destroyed. Later the same day, the Seawolves took targets

of opportunity under fire at the request of the Hai 7 epn sub-sector

adVisor aboilt 9 miles northwest of Sea Float (VQ 933 790). This

mission resulted in the destruction of five structures and 'two VC

killed. There were no friendly casualties in this operation.

A
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Oberation Stable Door

Due to sligh~tly improved weather conditions in December, Stable

Door forces were able to detect 41,341 craft in the harbors. There

were 4,334k craft inspected and another 3,525 boarded. Patrol units

continued to support ground oper-ations with blocking forces and the

larding of reconnaissance fpatrols.

Unit ONE -Vn Tani

On 13 December, IST 38 advised Harbor Control that a Vietnamese

woman was discovered on board while the ship was transiting from

Saigon to Vung Taui. Picket 26, with a National Policeman on board,

was dispatched to the 1ST. Meanwhile the 1ST had sent a small boat

-1 " to the customs pier with the woman embarked. The National PoliceIwere notified by the Harbor Entrance Control and met the LST boat at
the pier.

LCPL 52, while inspecting junks on 16 December, was struck by

Junk VT276NTDC. The Junk backed off and returned to- Ben Dinh. Since
"".

4 ~~damage to LCPL 52 was minor, and the junk was underway with no ~-*

apparent damage, the incident was considered closed until Unit ON•E

was notified by the Third Coastal Zone Advisor that the junk owner-.

was claiming that the junk was sunk on the spot arvi intended to

submit a claim for 200,000 plasters. Investigation revealed that the

junk had not sunk, and an insopetion on 18 December revealed the

following damages three square feet of Planking torn from the port

Uside of the bow and Planking sprung away from the port. side. A

o70
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strength bulkheads appeared in good condition. There were 3/I, inch "

holes which allows water to drain aft ftrougft compartments framed by

these bulkheads. The owner stated that the junk did not sink bu. -

filled with water. A claim for damages is being forwarded by the

Vietnamese Navy Military Assistance Comwnd Coordinator, Yung Tau.

An investigation is being conducted by Unit OIE and the Third Coastal '

Zone Advisor. o -

The SS EVERGREEN STATE located 185 miles from Vung Tau, informed

.' 1 the Harbor Entrance Control Post on 21 December, that tiley were

,} returning to Vung Tau and requested medical assistance for a man with

I a severely injured back. HECP attempted to arrange a helicopter[ NEDEVAC but there was none available. Picket 29, with A 345th Medical.

Dispensary corpsman embarked, met the EVERGHM STATE at the harborJ I-:
-- " entrance and took the injoxed man aboard. He was transferred to an

ambulane on the pier for fI-ther transfer to the hospital.

-3 Unit TWO - CaL. Ranh Bay

. Skinmer 10 while on normal patrol on 1 December found a junk

(CR 440 NT/XDC) half submerged 100 yards north of the generator ships.

K: f Picket 51 searched the junk while skimmer 10 searched the generator

ships and surrounding area with negative results. Due to the shallow. water, LCPL 37 towed the Junk. to the Vietnamese Police Pier where it

was turned over to Vietnamese authorities.-

~~~On 1 Decener, Stable Door Exp~losive Ordnance Disposal Team iii'ii'"

reported their skimner was sinking at pier 5. LCPL 66 was dispatched

71
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to the scere and took one verson from the skimmer and then secured

it alongside. ?',o other crewmen were picked up off pier 5 and were

taken to the Market Time base. The screw of the LMA VIYLT• had

-* caught the towing pad of the skimmer and started to pull the boat

around the screw between the rudder and keel. Damages to the skimmer

included a two-foot section on the port side, windshield ripped off,

piping bent, and the towing pad ripped off. It was estimated ±,

would take one week to repair the damage. There were no personnel

injuries and no equipment lost.

Junk 49 11 DC, while enroute to Cam Ranh Bay on 2 December, was -

" I stopped for a routine board and search by LCPL 66. The LCPL found
79 cartons and 249 packages of Sales and Kool cigarettes. Since no " .'-

one claimed the cigarettes they were confiscated and turned over to

. the Maritime Police. pro,

" I ,On 5 December, the HECP received a call from Unit TA) Harbor

I Patrol Element that automatic weapons fire- was heard in the vicinityL

of Old Cam Ranh Village. The Joint Defense Operational Control

(JDOC) and Unit 7.A0 were notified. The Naval Support Facility

[ 'Security assigned two men to remain overnight to guard the area.

"- !There were no further incidents reported.

_ I, A concussion grenade exploded on board ILPL 37 on the night of

13 December, injuring (MGSN R. J. Wourinen, 796 01 81, USN. He was "7:

taken to the 394th Dispensary where he was reported in fair condition

with fragmentation wounds over most of his body and third degree

-~ 1 72
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bums over 50% of his upper body. Wourinen was subsequent.ly trans-

I ferred to the Air Force Hospital for further treatment. There was

only moderate damage to LCPL 37. An investiiation revealed that the

grenade, instead of having a short fuse as originally believed, had

been dropped in the boat.

A SiaLAWD trailer fll off the south side of pier 4 at 0750 H

on 14 December, and the Explosive Ordnance Disposal Team was requested

to assist ir, retrieving it. The EOD team secured lines to the trailer,

and it was successfully lifted to the pier. 7

. ,On the ni.it of 17 December, a Possible aimer/sapper was

sighted by a guard on the generator ships. LCPLIS 39 and 23 searched

the area and EOD personnel inspected the hulls and anchor chains of

all ships in the harbor. The operation was secured two hours later

j with negative results.

"On the morning of 24 December, 40-50 U.S. Army personnel had

been causing trouble in Cam Ranh Bay Village and had barricaded

"themselves in the dependent housing area. Two of the soldiers were

apprehended and stated they were expecting a boat load of weapons

and an-unition. Unit WO set up a blockade on the harbor side of

the village at the request of the Provost Marshall. Eight Vietnamese

Navy SEAL team personnel with various explosive and three U.S. soldiers

in two rubber life rafts were apprehended. They stated they were

going to the vilage to purchase cigarettes. During the blockade 2"

7 3
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. unks were hoarded and searched with negative results. Unit T2U boats

put several personnel on the beach to assist in guarding the perimeter

at the south end of the village. The blockade ceased at 0900H on

27 December with the mutual agreement of all concerned.

Unit TAHE - W~u Nhon?i On 5 December, guards on Hill 133 spotted three personnel cutting.

through the perimeter wire on the south side. The Qui Nhon Tactical

Operational Commander advised that there were no friendlies in the area

I and granted vermission to use 81u illumination. About that time a

. ] trip flare was sighted and permission was granted to place M-79 fire

in the vicinity of the burning flare. Personnel from Hill 131 swept

the area and found a cave located near the wash out close to the water

line at the bottom of Hill. They recovered one sandal, two bamboo

stretchers, and one stick with a white flag attached.

STwo U.S. Army Mike boats were returning to the fuel piers on

' 9 December when one lost steering control and brushed against the

minesweepers tied up at the piers, bending the sweep gear of XSB 47.
The Mike boat continued around until it hit LCPL 38, tied outboard

of Picket 88. ICPL 38 received minor scratches and Picket 88 had the

forward port cleat pulled out of the deck. The driver stated that he -.

had reported faulty steering problem to his maintenance unit (1098th L
+| ~~~Transportation Command) and was told that nothing could be done that-•.'-

j night. The Commanding Officer and Maintenance Officer agreed to

repair the damaged gear. No further problems were anticipated.

I! '74



'While hurnirg the inerimeter an 13 December, the wind changed;

direction and the fire biew back into I•43 S. d. Harrisonts face ,"-

•" ~ ~causing second degree burns. He was taken to the 6SAD Qu Mm sick -.-

bay and later M~biACTED to Japan. It was believed that the iccident

could have been prevened had diesel oil been used and 1ighited by a - •
safe pcedure. Action has been taken to insure that all personnel

are aware of and use proper safety procedures when burning...:.,.:

Skimmers 29 and 89 while on inner harbor patrol on 15 December .:.

* .;4*o-..*

stopped a junk proceeding from Hi oinh to ei ron. There were 20.

Vietnamese an the junk and five of the 3 had M-1 carbines and no

identification cards. They claimed to be Hti Mtnh Defense Persone sik

bayand were escorting the bodies of two villagers kbled in action by the iucide-t

cXon thae eniprgete haf 14Dicembel. oily bere usaied and tigrted b

.] over to the U.S. Wavy Intelligence Liaison Officer and Vietnamese
saePolice. The Hai inh Village Chief idenutfied them and requested

tar tey awae ofeleased Thoer serafel procedres ofthewepn s b erning.ked

"and then they were released. ".-" ":

The Hae Minh Village Chief stated that he had knowledge that

I 0

Viet Conr/North Vietneboes Aro v personnel would be comin ito his by.th
villaga on the night of 14 December and requested assistance in settdng

up defe.sesh Later that night approximately 2d VC/NVA penetrated the

aperieter bo gather food, clothing, medicine and weapons. During the

hensuing .irefight, two villagers were killed and one wounded. There

were no known en rf casualties. It was ledic ned through a meethn e

S " ~~~75 •-.:!
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wlith tne Hamlet Chief and leaders of the Popular Self Defense Force * -.

"'-21 VC/NVA entered Hai Minh village every nighit. at approximately

s- ~ ~Location and they were believed to be holed up in caves on the

Phuoc Mai Pe~ninsula. Until this tine, the village had not reported

t.his enemy contact and no U.S. or Allied force had any knowledge of

this enemy activity. The village Chief was requested to notify Unit

THR:EE of any Viet Cong infiltration, and arrangements were made that

they would signal the HECP by the use of hand held flares.

IOn 18 December, while conducting diving operations in the inner

harbor, Unit THREE's EUD Teami heard grenades going off and they

immediately surfaced and were picked up by the EOD boat. A U.S.

Arn7 PBfl was sighted in the vicinity, but it could not be determined

if the grenades came from the PBR or generator ships. Normal proce- .---

] dures require that the HECP be notified prior to grenade drops, which

j in this case had not been done. U.S. Army personnel were contacted,

and they indicated that proper measures would be taken to prevent

reoccurrence of such incidents.*

On 25 December, Unit THREE was informed that four bodies were

flaigin the water and that one sampan was sighted.ThSA

COAA s o~ ea::hedthe area thoroughly with negative results.

Thevilagechief of Hai Mi-nh Village informed Unit THREE that

the Viet Cong had entered the village on 26 December and had taken

-' food and gasoline. The SEA COBRAS were requested to check the area

above the village. Signs recent activity were found but there was

no contact with the enerny. 76*

21
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Unit FUR -Ma Trank

O)n the er-.mui of 11 December, post three observed four persons

-"ovinv. up thz side of the hill adjacent to the perimeter. The area

was immediat-e'-:i illuminated by Unit FOUHT,and the U.5. ArMy compound

above Unit FaME also provided illuminaLion. Skimmers 25 and 74.

reported sig1ir.k two people running down the road toward Truong

Doing Village.. The skimiers were unable to take them under fire due

to the locati= of the village. LCPL 42 and Skiner 25 remained onI stat--i near the entrance to the South River throughout the night,

Sbut no furtbh movement was sighted.

On 28 Dez-mber, Ski=mer 28 spotted a swimer with two floating

objects apprx!zately 200 yards from the FINNAHMLE VALJEf, a United

"-• Kingdom Cargo SIdp. The swiimer was apprehended along with a large

sack of corni al and a plastic bag of non-fat dry milk and turned

over to the Tetramese National Police for disposition.
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"~arket Tim'~ Assetv

Mhe fol Iowinp re',!ect.s the distribution of 13.3. Varket Time

- n'-et as of 27 Deceebem

DnnPCF OBR

13 PT LQ'AS

15 PrARIDEN .47

39 PT WMCQ(E 59L

69 PT Yculrx 67

70 PT ORM4T 91

75 PT KUINMJ 95

78 n4I4E11

SO PT NAST1231

99

ACam Rianh Bay PCF PG162 1133 CI.OCK-Eff .G-88

79 1333 GALLUP PG-85

F IVu-W Tau PCF WPB

16 PT CYPRESS120 PT GRACE

~1 .21 PT CAUTION
* 124 PT MARONE

28 PT REET~

32 P"TPARTRIDGE

78
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95

"" ~~~~60 ----

98

53 45i.~E

9 51

59 5

"-- :-.;

656

" ~ ~~714 -:-

2276

9257

"97 8'

99

_.An •hol PC? --

r-: 3 45 .. '.

-~9 51

1 2 52

17 55

'-.L !18 56 '

2 2 64"--.

'- 25 72:.-.

.. 27 82"'

•'I 35 89:.""'
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* 90

37

94

40 96

Olus 5 unnumbered 11C-3 Off's

Units in orerisaul

PcF ~40B

10 PT PARTRIIXS

61 n. CAUTION

65 PT rILCG4E

73 PT KrN4SIJ!M

1 95

I I0
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KIiVht RhTziOL FOWtL Su&ýhtaij

rhe Itiver Patrol Forces continued their missimof' marinn
naval iuuperiority anteinland wae"ty as assigned inthe IIand

C:: ~in the I C')rps Tactical Zone throughout the month or Dece-mber. .

Assets during the month included eight *hSPB's, t.:o Boston JAulers.

one Zippo, ten Pait's, one LCPL, four LSSCts, one 1.C;4, seven iK3!3s, and

four UH-IB's. Twenty Vietnamese Navy PB±L's augmented the UJ.S. RtiverJPatral Force operations. The River Patrol Forces were supported in

their operations byi Light Helicopter Fire Teams (LHFT) and Fixced Aing

Tactical Aircraft (OV-1OA's). River Patrol Forces also supported 5ýAL

operations, Regional -and Popular Forces ground operations, LOJD activi-

ties, and conducted continuing Psyops missions at the direction of the -

operational comrmander assigned.

The Iliver Patrol boats (PB31's) conducted 900 day and 1,382 night

missions in two boat patrols during the month. The uissault, Support

Patrol Boats, in two boat patrols, conducted 700 day and 867 night

I missions.

The Seawolves in support of the River Patrol Forces, in t'-io plane

11I,XT's, reacted on calls, placed 169 strikes, and flew., 1,283 missions.

The Bronco aircraft, in two plane LAFT's placed 54 reartiar. strikes, j
and flew 154 support missions while in support of the River Patrol Forces.

Eontwemy caulied, inflicted by the RvrPatrol Forces for the
mothwee 34kile,399 probably kle,51 wonead60 caiatured

Jon aton wihhelicopter aircraft acone o PeeWkilled.

OV-0A trkesinsupport of River Patrol Forces resulted in 269 ene~q

killed.81
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C~tar~ater Lper:J.ir

ik 7.rce C leha reter is tasked -1iitb providing security for water-

h.-)-ne lojxjstic craft. on the Cua VJiet River and Perfuxme itiver LAJC's and

de.nyin- the use of navigable waterways In I CTZ to the e3,a. Comn-

mander Task Force Clearwvater is physically housed aboard XS'd' Cua Viet

* ~and controls the Dong Fa River Security Group operating from Cua Viet.

and the 11ie River Security Group operating from Mobile Support Base

ONE at Tan My.

Dong Ha River Security Group consists of River Division 521 DetA
(6 PBHi's); 8 boat LCPL detachment from NSAD Cua Viet, 5 boat 1-01-6s
(minesweep configured) detachment from NSAD Cua Viet, Mine D)ivision 113 ...

Detachment C (5 14S1's),and Mine Division 112 Detachment 1 (2 JISBIs).

I ~He River Security Group consists of River Division 521 (-) (6 PBKi's).

I and a 6 boat Lc4-6 (minesweep ccnfigured) detachment from NSAD Tan Ify.

A The enemy, and primarily the 126th Naval Sapper Regiment, continues

to try to interdict the Ona Viet LO2C. River Patrols were in contact .

with enemy units on the river banks 12 times. Six nines were detonated

in the river, one sinking a P&1 and killing a sailor, and 4 amies were

* I recovered. Additionally, 2 limpet mines were detonated i the TOJG 76,

I ~sinkin2 it in the Cum. Vilet River. 1Two of the recovered mines were
-4 complete, and had malfunctioned, one due to a faulty component and the

other due to operator error. These mines were restored to operating

condition and used in field tests, to determine the most effective

sweep methods and safe speeds for craft operating in the river. Mines

- .3T~
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w.ere then forx-rded to other research and trainin1! f~aci-tie fogr

Si" --'-er exploitation.

No att.empt was nade to interdict the Perfume LOC. Patrol of the

LOC is gradually oveug turned over to the Vietnamese Navy dft-32,

stationed in Hue. Patrol units were used primarily to block known

or susnectse enemy crossing points and deny the eneq the use of the

waterway. P3kts haie been effective in intercepting several rice

collection teams and VCI traveling in the area. They provide blocking

force for ground forces conducting cordon and search operations, and

insert/support/extract ground units in remote areas. Pfit's have

* engaged the eneqy 12 times resulting in 3 VC KA and 1 USN ,AA (winor).

* j One PR.It was damaged when 2 fragwentation grenades exploded in the •

stern of the boat.

SMinesweepers operate on both LOCts while open to logistic craft.

The sweep of the Perfume LCJ consists of a wire cutting chain drag,

operated along each river bank to neutralize command detonated mines,

and a periodic sweep for magnetic-acoustic influence mines. The

sweep of the Cua Vi--t L•C consists of the following:

Detonation of one pound United Kingd•m Scare Charges in a

pre-determined pattern in the Cua Viet turning basin and along the

river to Dong Ha. -

Magnetic-a~oustie influence sweep with MSB's through the

turning basin and along the entrance channel to sea.

!_ .-t I :
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.. C-- . :Irv• to W514 swdep. cvtvr the Cua Viet turning

".asin anqJ r'.un.i trip to J.oni Ha with:

Four chain drag.s.

Two bottom catenarivs.

One top catenary.

M IB/•A 2G Magnetic-acoustic stweep.

These sweeps are all completed prior to opening the LC to logistic

craft. Additionally, wire cutting chain drags are on-rated at random

times along the river banks during the day.

F- No loestic craft or cargo has been lost on either LiC during

this quarter. The Cua Viet diver was closed one day to unnecessary

traffic due to non-availability of scare charges and the entrance

channel was closed two days during a hig17 mining threat period due -

to inability or YSB's to sweep. Entrance channel was also closed one

time for 3 hours to investigate a possible mining attempt. At all

other ti•es the LOC's have been open to normal logistic traffic.

Two 1ZSHs are outfitted with a mine hunting sonar attachmert,

i called Shadc-graph, which is being evaluated for use in the muddyc
rvrofVenm Althcrugh this equipment in its vresent non-tacticali ~ ~confiiruation is not suited for operating in mined waters, it re- , :--

presents a siificant potential for future minesweep developments.

Eney activity continues to follow established patterns on the

4Cua Viet .4ver where most of the activity involves the mining of this " '1

K •. The enem in this area are highly trained sappers. Their .

-I
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sur-Ly problem is not great due to the closeness of North VTietnw.
In the Hue area, activity has usually been confined to cofl*ction of

food, money extortion, proselytibg, and terro:sism has also been used.

No attempts have been made to interdict the Perfume River by mining.

A mine hunting sonar has been installed in 2 MSK nlnesweep craft

and employed along the LUC during the quarter. Marv nine-like contacts

have been detected and are being evaluated, as divers are available.

This is the first unit of this kind to operate in Vietnam and the

present configuration, called Shadowgraph,is being evaiuated as a

a mine hunter, and may expand to other underwater search operations.

I Hue River Security Group has patrolled the Perfume tiver and

maintained the necessary minesweeping schedule to keep the LOC safe

for logistic traffic. More emphasis has been placed on controlling
I

the vast waterways around Hue, interdicting eneWy rice exfiltrationI I

: j routes and intercepting VC units moving on the water at night..

Patrol units, numbering 6 PBRIs, operate in about 100 kilo•eters of

-waterway, are only able to cover the high probability areas. The

I ~Vietnamese Navy has one River Assault Group, 14AG 32, and two Coastal

:': I Grnuns based in the Hue area, an-- :aximum effort is made to involve

these units in all local operations.

Units of the Hue River Security Group entered action early on

the morning of 2 December. Patrol Officer SM Nelson, Boat Captain

* - . .

F2Ml Tonel~l', ..A EM1 Beaver in Boat No. 79/81 of River Division 521a ~

set up a waterborne check Doirit in the 0 Lau Riveir In'"&tM Thien

-' . .-.8 6
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rrovince :olcut '" ki!-)mete.' n'rthwest of Pue. At a .ut. 03s34H three

t.o four VC were spotted movine southeast along the south bank of the

I--au ir. the vicinit.y of 46 525 4•. The Huong Dien Sub-nector

assisted the two bhats in calling in three flare and two gunships from

the 101st Airborne Battnlion. The boats and the gunships, trE light of

the illuminating flares, made several firing runs on the enemy. The

gunships and one boat received return fire. One gunship reported

29 enemy probably killed in action. An arrangement was made with the

Phong Dien Sub-sector to sweep the area at first light. The friendly

Sunits retired with no personnel or material casualti..is.

Or the same day, a Vietnamese fishing boat, net fishing about

. two kilometers west of Cua Viet in the Quang Tri Province, snagged a

* pressure mine in a fish net and pulled it ashore. The BOD Detachment

"from Cua Viet proceeded to the area in LCPL 12 from NSAD Cua Viet.

On the scene at YD 320 697, the EOD team examined the mine and deter-

mined it had been in the water for several days. While the EOD teami .
examined the mine to determine why it had not activated, Boat Patrol

Officer LTJG Brennan and Boat Captain 343 Morgan returned the unit to

14AD Cua Viet at 1130H without incident. One NVA pressure mine r "as

recovered with no U.S. casualties.

On the morning of the 3rd of December, Patrol Officer E?13 Taylor

•ith his .oat Captain SN Hay secured LCH-6 from NSA:) Cua Viet after

having double swept the Cua Viet River. On stowing the sweep gear,

they discovered the bottom catenary fouled with parts of a pressure -.

87
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r.ine. parts recnvcred were the protectiva bladder gage ard ;enci3

tyre chemical delays which were secured to the gage. The parts werE

urned over to the B'OO team at 0915H. -

USAD at Cua Viet was rocketed with five rounds of lO40 rockets

at 0329H on 7 December. The rockets appeared to come from the north-

west, but the launch site was not determined. MSAD Cua Vie-. initiated

no counter fire. There were no U.S. material or personnel casualties.

An example of the frustrating nature of counterinsurgency warfare

in treelines, along canal banks, and across rivers began to develop on

the evening of the 7th of December about 2340H. Sub-sector forces,

Provincial Force 8I, from Don& Ha, operating with PBRts 133 and 84,

observed 30 to 50 VC moving into rice fields adjacent to the Song Thach

Han. ENS Hampton with S111 Risbon and S41 Escamilla maneuvered, their

PBR's into position near ID 285 605 on the Tach Han River and called

"for additional blocking forces as the PF unit began to drive the VC

"back to the river. By 1100H, the PF unit had swept the area from their

position, throudi the area where the VC were sighted, and back to the

Thach Han River. No enemy were contacted.

By 1635H the same day, the two PfR's on the Thach Han were joined

by SMC Nelson, QIC Casador, RDl Phillips, GMG3 Brady, M11 Johnson, and

131 Beaver in PCR's 33, 54, 77, and 81 all from River Division 521.

The units had moved in their sweep to the vicinity of YD 513 470 on

the Sorz-O-Lau by 1715H. The blocking force was resupplied with food

and ammunition. As the helicopters lifted, they were fired on from

88
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three 'Locations. The helicopters again picked up the AF troops and

reinserted then in the area. The UF troops kept the VC under sporadic

fire until gunshios could place fire in the enemy positions.

The firefight continued until 1800H, 22 kilometers west of Hue

in Old Thua Thien Province. At this time additional forces were

brought in. The PBR's moved one ground unit into the area, helicopters

moved in a second element for air insertion, one element was on the

ground, and a reserve element was kept on the PBR's. The 3/817 Bat-

talion coordinated the operation by helicopter. The PBR's inserted

the reserve element and took a second reserve element aboard. A sweep

of the area by the troops ashore produced negative results, and all [

uznits dug in for the night. At 0830H the next morning, all units were

resupplied with food and ammunition. The PBR crews were relieved on

station by fresh patrol crews. All units withdrew by 1400H on the 9th.

Friendly casualties were one U.S. wounded. Enemy casualties were

unknown.

Enemy mining activity continued throughout December on the Cua

Viet and the Perfume Rivers. 3M3 Amundson and SN Ouendag on patrol

"in the Cua Viet River 4 kilometers southwest of Cua Viet conducted a

morning sweep the 16th of December. At about 0715H, they detonated a:.

I. mine with a UK Scare charge lifting a column of water 75 feet high.

The exTlosion occurred approximately 500 feet off the starboard boy oft

"the skimmer. Neither Amundson nor Ouendag were Injured. The fTllowing

day, .342 'lass and SN Ouendag detonated two underwater charges with a

single scare sweep .4hile on patrol in their skimmer four to five miles
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• '• .'!• ~Action co.irnenced early in the mouth for the JN-lO's. The first ."..-

day -)f December, LTJG Edwards and LTrJG Baker were scrambled at O9u9H•-

* in Black Ponies L14 and 101 to a target in the vicinity of XR 596

"951 twhere they placed rocket and nachine gun attacks on a reported

enemy troop concentration. The strikes continued from UIlOH through

"1113H. CDi Zagortz in Black Pony 103 and LTJG 6rewster were airborne

at 1245H and proceeded to the area to press home the continued attacks.

• - Aiming on target at 13'20H, the two Black Ponies placed rocket attacks

Sj .on concealed bunkers in the same area. All ordnance was placed on

it target and the area was saturated with machine gun fire. All Black

[.. -1 Ponies retired from the area by 1330H Ground troops reported 32
' VC killed (BC) as a direct result of the four plane air strike.

CDR Klein in Black Pony 106 with LTJG Edwards in Black Pony 103

"were on patrol the morning of 2 December, over Vinh Binh Province.

At 0905H, they were directed to the vicinity of XR 610 782 where two

VC platoons were observed to take cover in a treeline. CDR Klein

lead successive strikes on the treeline and the surrounding area.

The air strikes were come-iced witbin five minutes of the initial

sighting by ground troops. AUl ordnance was placed on target and the

area completely saturated by rocket and machine gun attacks. As the

Black Ponies retired from the area at 0935H, ground troops reported

"secondary explosions and several fires. In a successive sweep of

" I •the area, the ground troops reported ten VC probably killed and took -'..

into custody three Hoi Chanhs who turned 'theselves in as a result of

"-" 3 the air strike.

o°*
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Apin, the follo'in, mot in. on Sea Float. pat..- , Cw Xlein in -

H lack Pony i~t,. with XjAt Ballard in Black IlorW U3) placed str ikes an

a force of 70 XC located at VO 998 722. The two Biack.Ponies delivered 'c

heavy frj.e into a treeline from OL2O0H until OP.WOi "The two airdraft C'

then diverted to Vinh Binh Province where they were joined by Black

Ponies 101 and i04 in the vicinity of XRt 35U $34, where. 3n the previous.,-

:'i!• ~ night, ground troops had taken heavy ground fire and reported all :'

" personnel in the area were pinned down for eight hours, and 1-1 1s,

S~previously giving 3upporý had received heavy ground fire. The four -.

S~~OV-I0ts rolled in at 0930H and placed rocket and machine gun attacks ""

• • on structures, trunkers, and sampans in the area. Several secondary

" • ~explosions were observed and more than ten VC were seen evading with•
ii ~ ~weaoons. The Wf-10's received heavy small arms "fire in the target •:-

12 structures detoetwo bunkers destroyed, four kills (BC), te

• ] ~ ~probable kills, two structures damaged, four sampans destroyed, and I.:

"~" . •'.~

S~~two major and six minor secondary explosions observed. !:-

'I ~At 0500 on the 6th of December, LT Iaughon in Black Pony 103 and

$ '.'---

',-• ~LTJG Bennan in Black Pony 113 w:ith LT Stoddert as OTC scrambled frm "

{ ~~Binh Thuy in response to a call kom "Leatherneck 4" who was in contact "-.

• o

., with the enemy, estimated to be two companies of VC at Vro 865 680.'e-n-.

aReceiving gro7und fire from automatic w9apons, the two Black Ponies d
Sexpended all ordnance on target by 0630H and returned to Binh Thuy to

hream. At 071H, LT Stnddert in 106 and LT Laeghton in by Beturned tol

the Leatherneck ALFA position where the ground units were still receivino

iheaty sgi-automatnoc and auta-.tie weapons fire fro adjacent treellne"

ead.h2

-1 -:L
° .::;:;'.:..'..-•-. - V--,l,0.'.s.,-•- role .,- at.- 0-.) an place- rocket.. and....- -r.a-hi.e .- u. atta ....ck..s. ,. .".,
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exp~ended all ordnance on target by 0771. A ground sweep by the

Leat~herneck unit reported 11 VC killed as a result of the air str~kes. :

A - On the 1t'th of DJecembaer, an outpost in the vicinity of Vik 960 740

reported heavy mortar fire and small arms attack. Black Ponies l114

ar-3 103 were scran*bled with CDRt Zegortz and LTfJG Brewster at 0415H!.

At the direction or "Shanty Puppet" K and V, air strikes were placed

around the rnerimeter of the outpost. An intelligence sweep arouna the

* nerimeter later in the morning totaled 72 VC killed (BC).

i At 2130H! on the 13th of December, an outpost in the vicinity of

Z3 937 000 reported that it was under attack by an estimated VC comnany.

On patrol in Black Ponies 104 and W1, LT Lavard and LTJG Rovertson

I diverted to the area and expended all. ordnance in air strikes on the

enemy positions. The two aircraft received moderate ground fire of

7.621Tm and 20 cal. as hi&'i as 3,000 feet. The air strikes terminated
at 22210H!. No friendly casualties were taken from the ineffective ground

fire. Subsequent intellgence reported 30 3d3.s (BC) directly account-

able to the air strikes on the per3meter of the beleaguered outpost.

While on visual reconnaissance patrol on 20 December north of the

Vung Tau peninsula, LTJG Joel A. Sandburg and Capt Carl E. Long, USIC,

were killed when their OV-10 crashed. The aircraft was on a day artillery

*1 ~spotting mission and while investigating a sampan was lost due to direct

er~enm action. ;?hep. the ground controller lost communication with the-

aircraft, a helicopter operating in the area reported the burning

wrechage 34,0 degrees 8 nautical miles from Vung Tau AAW at l710H. The

I aircrft crahed in s~ainy area which gradually enveloped the wekg

thwarting all attemnts at salvage.

4. . 7-. - .
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Game iarden SrAL Operaitions

M:::G Ellis of 5SAL Detachment ALFt and 17 FRU troopr from the

PAU 9th platoon were innerted by Slicks at 1500H on the ýrd of Decca-

ber in Long An, approximately 7 kilometers southwest uf MA Be. In

a ho.,tch (.'C 887 732), the unit set up a canal guardrost. As a

diversionary movement, at 1630H, ten PhO troocs were extracted by

Slick. The remaining troops dug in at the guardpost. At 1.0000. one

1C was oaserved in a sampan crossing a stream approximately 2eO meters

to the east of their position. 'Jhen this VC was taken under fire,

two other VC attempted to flee up the bank into the nipp.: palm growth.

During the brief firefight, one VC was killed! one VC was wounded;

and one IC was captured. One CHICOUM hand grenade, one set of field

gear, some documents, and one sampan were captured. Sil Owens in an -:'

LSSC extracted the SEAL team and the seven PRU troops at 1900H{. There

were n-3 friendly casualties.L

,..

From1040H until 1.5H, 4December aOFT and a LAplaced

strikes in the vicinity of XS 979 543 in response to a eal frm a

Hun'ter Killer Team engaged in a search for suspected enemy positions. P.

The covering I,01! -had received five hits from enemy ground fire. At ...

"1135H, Slick aircraft inserted RF Company 782 with advisors in the

vicinity of XS 982 532. During the sweep, the RF troops di covered

I.' ia base camp at XS T19 544 capturing one Soviet 7.62m light machine

gun (which had been recently fired), two kilos of documents, and one

package of ammunition. The unit destroyed 15 kilos of rice, =ne
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55 g-allon water dram, end tvo enemy st.uctures. The comp..7y continued ;

the search and received eneeq sni-er fire in the vicinity of Z 981

541. A Navy LEFT placed strikes c.. the enerq positions destroying

"two bunkers and one enesy structure. The Navy remained overhead1&

providing cover with the ASA/ASSZ aboard providing command and control. 7 ,

USA Slicks extracted the company at 17001H without further incident.

-~~ Ten SiýAL's, led by LTJG Bryson, departed UMa Be at 150011 on

* 1 3 December in a LCPL, commanded by ENS Scott, inserted and set up

trail guardpost in the == o 7i 968 563. At 2015H, they took eight

VC moving south under fire. Automatic weapons fire was received in "'"' '

turn wounding two SMAL's. The two wounded were dusted off under
-.. ~ ~I :. . -"'"

" ", cover of a USN IFMP. Enemy casualties were two VC killed (8C) and
four VC probably killed. One AX-47 and one kilo of documents were

"captured. The SEAL's were extracted by ICPL and returned to Nha Be.

Early in the morning on 14 December, LTJG Scott, pilot of Sea-

Swolf (S:I) was returning from a combat patrol over the Long Tau Ship-

ping Channel in company with LT Wolniewicz when his helicopter crashed

in the channel in the vicin ity of TS 015 690. At 08s4511, Navy LHFTfs

were scrambled to the scene, and PBu's in conpany with the Australian

"" LSU CLYDb- STEEE, began to route shipping around the crash site. The

1 aircraft crashed approximately 10 meters from the bank, and three

I] survivors swam ashore. -The third crewman, EKS1 Larry R.ichard Johnson, "

A USK, 5402296, died in the crash. *While the Navy LHFT provided over- -'-.

"head cover, a U.S. Army crane ship lifted the aircraft and transported

- it to Vung Tau. .

. . . . °-....
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A02 Kleth, In cmp•arv wilth five other ý;U.L'3.deaarted Nha BO .--

an the 2- of Decefber at 18M.4. At 1900H, due-ng an insertion at .- '"

IS VA)l 7i5, a sampan with two occupants was sigbted. darning shot$ . ."were fired across the sama. Two VC.were captued .d",re returned

"• ~ to Kha Be for interrogation.

-'," . . *' I .: . ,-1::

' ~~Acting on PHU intelligence, LT Cardner took a detachment of" six •[:-

SE2ALV on natrol in the vicinity of IS 100 7%) at 1400H on the 26th

of December. After Confiscating one kilo of rice and miscellaneous ""

¶clothing, a trail guardpost was set, and six PW troops were extracted

l ~~as a diversion. At 1715 H one approaching VC vas taken under fire. i""

1 ~A search of the area produced negative results. USN I/HFT's were

•, ~called in, and strikes were placed in the area. The team was extracted:
at 1800H by USA Slicks without fuither incidena. "

On 26 December at 2100H, LTJG Holst, with two VNN Pin's waterborne

t: ; •guardpost, took one VC under fire as he rrived altmg a bank in the"-"

Svicinity of YS 173 768. The result was one VC prbably killed.

I ~~About 2345H, on 27 December AE1 Curtis X. Ash~ton, USN, 7758555t •"was killed acros the an Tlo occur red near his patrol area,

t B21 kilometers southeast of Nha Be (.S 010 593). Ashton was in a .B

with five SEAL's, LT Gardner, and six PRU troops, when an FT wasix

called in to place strikes on lighto seen south of their position.h

At 2345H, ordnance exploded within the tuardpost resulting in Ashtones

death and woundsne one P lU. The wounded PRU w t nedevaced 30 minutes

Slater. bwe

Ao eCt7

•, -.,- .. - • .. - - • . _ . . . . :
•'•'-'-'•--'•'-•-was killed .in'action.whe .-an.explosion-occurr.d.nea "'-.-..- paro area, --.... . .-
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it. 1IA)! on 30 D~ecember. !2 Gardner in command of a tzj!;Z SEtl,

team was inserted at YS 075 778, and set up a JBGF. At 213011, the

team heard an unknown number of VC approaching the guardpost from the

south. The VC were taken under fire, and an LEFT a scrambled over-I -

head. The :BFr placed strikes on the enemy positions and reported

receiving ground fire. The results were no friendly casualties and

two VC probably killed.

Operation 1olf Pack

'Pclf pack operations which began in October, continued through

December with increased results. Composed of forces of the United -

States Navy, Free "forld Military Amred Forces, and Republic of Vietnam

I Armed Forces, the Volf Pack units conducted sweeps of the Rung Sat .,--,

Special. Zone.

On 3 December, S!EAL Team Det ALFA, set guardpost in the vicinity

"of XS 968 563 in Gia Dinh Province. At 2030H, an unknow number of VC

were sig.ted transiting near the guardpost. The SEAL team took the

-I aptroachine VC under fire killing two outright and probably four more.

[ -J The VC returned fire wounding A(0 Thomas Harold Keith, Jr., USN, and -

-42 'Jillia Neal, USN. Dust off aircraft were called in, and an
HAFT was scrambled to provide overhead cover. The medevac was completed

by 2100H. Then the LAFT placed strikes on 'he enemy positions. An

"LArFT on patrol was directed to the area providing overhead cover for

the extraction at 2125H. The extraction completed, the LAFT's placed

strikes on the enemy positions. Vietnamese Marine Corps artillery

:: . . . .:.-:.-
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-- wna; called ina from Ly Whon placing H&1 fire into 'the area for half ~

ar. hour.

At 1340H1 on the 9th of December, a USA LLa. sighted VC cache

near IS 0905 774. USA Slicks inserted the X-;SZ Navy tWD team and ace

squad of Regi'nal Forces, Compay 999, with an Advisor, in the vicinity "

of the cache at 1505H1. The ELI) team discovered an additional cache in

the same area consisting of three 82m mrtar rounds, two 155m

artillery rounds, 214 hand grenades, 12 6(mm mortar rounds, 11 L7BUs,

two satchel charges, two stick mines, one 105mm round, one 60m H/I,

" one unknon B/T, 2D steel R/I rods, j inch by 4 inches. As theie.V

team moved about setting their charges, they discovered the area to

*. be heavily booby trapped. Without disturbing the booby traps, the

B;•O set charges and blew the cache in place at 1545H, resulting in a -

large secondary explosion. The EWD team and AF squad were extracted

without incident.

* On the 15th of December, Captain Druade, USIC, advisor to the

5th VNMC Battalion, was on patrol with Captain Smith, JSMC, and two I

platoons from the 5th VN11C Battalion in the Long Le District of the .

" "" Phouc Tuy Province when two sarpans were sighted at 2135H. The

-" - Vietr~amese Marine Corps troops took the sampan under fire destroying

the sampan and killing two VC (BC). One B-40 launcher and three B-O40

rounds were captured. later, at 2136H1, the troops sighted another

sampan in the vicinity of iS 180 778, destroyed the sampan killing

." two VC (BC), and captured one Mauser rifle and 100 kilo of rice.

A 98
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Navy IMPI s were scrambled placing strikes on the enem positions at

"21501f. The LHFT received sporadic automatic -rifle fire at coordinates

IS 229 741. USAF TACAIR was unavailable. due to inclement weather,

3- and a Navy LAFT was scrambled from Vung Tau in response to the call

for heavy air strikes. At 2230H, Navy LAP? and IMPT placed additional

strikes on the enemy positions. The two RF platoons, with their

USHC advisors, were extracted without casualties.

Extensive operations carried out by Wolf Pack M ii' the period

12 throu&h 24 December resulted in six friendly casualties, 3 killed

(2 U.S. and 1 RF) and 3 wounded; enemy casualties were 27 killed

(17 BC and 10 Probable), and four Hoi Chanhs rallied. During this

operation 31 samoans, 55 structures, 27 bunkers, and 300 kilos of

rice were destroyed. Enemy material captured included one RPG-2

launcher, three RPG rounds, one M-16 rifle, one B.A.R., one Hauser,

one AK-47 rifle, one AK-50 rifle, four M-26 grenades, two claymore

mines, 3,000 rounds of stall arms ammunition, one electric blasting

machine, one sewing machine, miscellaneous clothing and cooking I

utensils, two kilo blasting caps, and some documents. .

iolf Pack operations, using integrated forces, are proving to

be the most effective means of countering enemy operations in the

Rung Sat Special Zone.

i'1 Enemy Mining/Harassrent/Attacks on Merchant Shippin.".

At 0841H on the 28th of December, the USNS PROVO reported -4hat

appeared to be two B-40 rocket rounds fired from the east bank of the --". -

99 -qg-&
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Long Tau shipping channel in the vicinity of YS 0C5 755 near check

DOint five. The USW P~dNO reported that the first round impacted

1000 yards to the port aids and that the second was l00 yards to the

port side. The ship reeived~n is and no casualties were reported.

YVa PBills on patrol in the vicinity of YS 005 755 reported no e"plo-

gions sighted or heard. An IJFT was Scrambled to conduct visual

reconnaissance. At 0915H, the 6th AHVW Rangers inserted troops for

a sweep of' possible eneOy positions. Negativ.j results were reported

by all forces. The i!ncident was closed and reported as an unconfirmed

PV9SZ Merchant Shapring Incident.

• .. 
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Log-"- . . .-. - " .,p' .,--"," hanel the c"it of" .. - 5" 755 ."- a.r-. h"
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CO~ilIENTIAL

US STATISTICAL -M-ff

MAKE T,*'.* CL4FWA.F

Deetin 1671 82,696

Inspectionsk 5,855 - 4  34,277

Borig 6,922294

Craf detaned78

Person deaied60

Vie ____usecs_3

Detectouns e 16718266L

Caft detilled 78 6
Persons ndetied 605 64

c. Captured 20 60

d, Yissing 0 . 0 .

Enemy material losses:
a. Destroyed: -

(1) Junks or sampanh 233 9
(2) Structures4219

b. Captured:
(1) Junks or saimana *7

(2) ioapons

()Rice (tons) *

Sc, 'Damaged: 1
(1) Junks oresanpane 146 20
(2) Structures 188

USN material losses:
a, Destroyed:0

(1) Surface craft0.
(2) Helicopters II

(1) Surface craft 91

(2)- Helicopters /OV-1 0 0

*Info not available or not applicable '

Gane Warden statistics include the results of RIVPATP'LOT Five assaults "

assigned to SF.'A LORDS operations

oIu 0
Downgraded at 3 year intervals

Declassified after 12 years CNIWA
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Fleet Cousand and Central Task Force

,, The patrol ships, &B's, and PCF's of the Fleet Comand parti-

cip-Led in Market Time amd river patrols, Sea Float and AT&F 211

operations, logistic lifts, NGFS, Psyops and Civic Action missions

in December. A total of 28 NGPS missions were fired during the

month. This was identical to the numbered fired in November but still
,o • ~~considerably lower than the 52 recorded in October. , ...

! • ~PCF's were slightly lower than those reported in November. In Decem.- ""

1 ber, they searched 16,076 people and 4,496 junks and detained seven

I people and one junk. The inclement weather conditions that were

experienced along the coast in part reflected the reduced activity.

. The augmentation of two •IB's, that were turned over on 11 Decamber

at Daring, increased the number of Market Time VWK units in the First

Coastal Zone to six, three patrol ships and three &PB's. Utilizing

I . these additional assets the VNN assumed unit assig•iut and patrol

responsibility of areas iC and ID in the First Coastal Zone at the

end of the month in addition to the previous responsibilities of areas

1G and 2E. This increased the total number of Market Tie Stations I

that the VNN have the responsibility for to 29.
* 1

4 At the beginning of the month the LSIL 329 was detached from

operations with ATF 211 and proceeded to My Tho for briefings prior

31 - "

* 103

* -A .. 
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to coimnen ofoeain ihT 5. nteDn sad'

had boeen chpdto oF144foerions oithation5. in the Dunpe Mekong near

the Cambodian border and to maintain the maximum Pressure on the DungZ

Island Complex (XR 300 650). Mechanical difficulties with LSIL 329

necessitated her being relieved on 29 December by 1.511 330.

Whlesupotig eaFloat operat ion 371T Dcebe, LSL 3 9

was it y atomticweapons fire and a B-40 rocket from the north

ban ortheCu Lo Rier(WQ 151 680). The LSIL returned the enemy

sa~tatonwit adavastating barrage of Sm 0m 0m n 5

boeo tepr sd n foot below the main deck and two one inch

shrapnel holes in the main 'deck.

1 Highlighits in the Central Tie'- Force included the sinking of an

1CH, a collision between a minesweeper and a sampan, and the recovery

of electrical cable at the end of a channel sweep. On the morning of

5 December, the sentry at the pier location of RAG 27 at Cat Lai

(XS 965 897) noticed aheavy list cn aRAG27ISM-6 which was out-

board in a nest of four LCM's. Before the sailors, that were notified,

could dewater the craft, tho mooring lines parted, the boat tipped

over, and it. sank at the pier. With salvage efforts, the craft was

righted and dewatered by late afternoon. Although there was extensive

mud and water damage, they were ali considered to be within ther

capability of repair facilities at Cat Lai.

171o
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; ~~~~The collision between the VKH minesweeper HU 181 arol a 25.-fact '.:'

: ~~~motorized 3a~mnan occurred during curfew hours on the morning, of -. "

• : ~6 December. The "'ON unit was engaged in minesweening operations on .--

.the Long Tau River when it detected the sampan entering the Long Tait

River (YS 013 698) from a smaller tributary. The VNM flashed a .•.

* . °-..•

warning light at the sampan and attempted to avoid a collision through," i!••

evasTve steerin&. Abewas to no avail as the sampan rammed the mine-

sweeper amid bz p on the port dride. There were h o casualties and the

S~~~seventeen people, including fifteen children, who were thrown over-."""

board, weeer.Theoveed. The civilians who bad no identification papers

were put ashore at a nearby outposta. rf

wa n At the sa ep an attemlae Tau channel on 26 Decemberug-.

S~~a VON minesweeper recovered 45 feet of single conductor- electrical.,-..

S~cable.

esetr .ACoastal Junk Forces s're e

sweeAtp e end on the pmonth, there were 225 junks and 17 r tverine

Svcraft assigned to the Coastal Junk Groups and RAG 32 in all four"

SCoastal Zones. Thr s was one less junk than the coastal groups bad

i! ~~th-e previous month. For the second straight month the junk force :•

I shwed an imhrovement in the average number of units which were in

an operatih n oone sweeptf each day. In November there were 176.6,
a Vand in December there were 180.8. Although thf e averaged morelec'r

Coperational units, dasly employment was down from 171.1 in November

to 168.3 in December. Search and detainment figures were also slightly

Css gop had

I h rvosmnh o h eon tagtmnhtejn ocI bae nipoeet nteaeaenme o nt hc eei

,..-..-,.-.' a-oeaioa odiinec day.,_.•,...'...',•-••,.-...:......,........InNvme there.-.were-176.6,



• ~~down from those reported in November. In December, the coastal forces •I;;

searched 156,790 people and 47,414 junks. Throe hundred and sixty |""

people and 64 junks were detained for various discrepancies.. ""

I II.::..'

daw.-n e general low level of enemy activity that was reported in the forc:

First Coastal Zone in December continued to indicate the willingness

of the enemy to avoid major confrontations and to limit his efforts to

attack by fierce, minor probes, and sapper attacks. In so doing, the

VCINVA forces were able to concentrate their energies on replacing

and resupplying of am, food, and material. The interest in the Cua

Viet River area maintained its priority among the Coastal Group opera-

tions. On 2 and 3 December, mines were recovered from the river, •.-

and on 6 and 7 December, units of CG .1 made contact with small groups t <

of VC resulting in the de&th of three VC and the capture of one AX7-?9

two satchel charges, and some documents. At approximately 0330 on

7 December, the NSAD at Cua Viet received eight to eleven lM.

rockets. The nearest rounds that landed in the southeast corner of

the NSWD perimeter produced no personnel uasualties. Late in the

month on the night of 27 December. CG 11 and the Dong Ha River I" --

Security Group force engaged five VC swimmers in the area known as

Jones Creek j1D 307 675) which has been considered a possible infiltra-

"tion route for sappers moving south from the DMZ. The five swimmers

successfully eluded the friendly forces. The following evening two

,m more swimmers were spotted in the same area.
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For the second straight- months CG 14 had an usually larger "

number of Hoi Chanh rally to their units. Two low level cadre-turned

- .themselves over to a CG 14 junk on 1 December (Or 172 540). On

3 Decemnber, six more VC rallied to aCG14iJunkc (BT 179 545). Then.

S. on 7 December, an additional four VC abdicated to CG 14 units. This I -

"increased the total number of enemy soldiers who rallied to CG 14"

units in December to twelve. Disillusionment, hungerý, fatigue, and _,

* family separation were the most comon reasons the VC gave for rally-

°ing.

While two VhN sailors of CG 16 vere on liberty on 27 December, - -

they apprehended two local VC guerrillas (BS 730 740). On the follow-

ing morning armed with the information that the VC surrendered during

interrogation, CG 16 units carried out a cordon and search operation

£ :• in the same general area that yielded two female VC and seven mIs 'e- --

VC suspects.

On the late-afternoon of 29 December, CG 14 personnel embarked .:

in two kenner ski barges received heavy automatic weapons fire when

they attempted to intercept an evading sampan which had been sighted

during a reconnaissance patrol of the Truong Giang River (BT 168 494).

Attempts to silence the enemy force, which was estimated as squad size.

as the barges cleared the area were unsuccessfuL

. I In another ski barge action on 30 December, CG 13 sighted five

],.VC in a sampan with another sampan in tow in the bay west of the CG

13 base (ZD 080 090). As the VNN boats closed the sampan, they fired
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their weapons wihdevastating accuracy. Five VC were killed and

tbree- AX-47 ', 20kilograms of rice, and awL s maloaunt of other

food stuffs and medical supplies were captured. A day l&igh search

of the area was highlighted with the capture of a VC suspect who was

renorted to be the owner/operator Of the sampan which delivered the

food stuffs to the VC that were killed in the action the previous

nWt.

Second Coastal Zone

As in the First Coastal Zone, there were no major enemy confronta-I ~ tion in the Second Coastal Zone in December. Throughout the mounth,

the VC/NVA forces appeared to limit their activities to food and

-~iutelliene gathering missions. The 56 Junks assigned to CO's 21.,

23- 25. 26, 27 and 28 implemented regular base defense pcedurs

Markcet Time patrols, and special operations with no significant results

being reported. On 26 December, one CO 21 Yfabuta junk was Officially

I transferred to CO. 27. This adjusted the number of junks assigned to

Cr-21lto twelve and the number of junks assigned to CG 27 to Uine.

Third Coastal Zone

The enemy activitY in the Third Coastal Zone was comparable to

j ~ ~~the level reported in the other areas of the Republic of South Vienm

The four Coastal Groups 33, 34, 35, and 36, with 62 units assigned.

Wa craft employed in coastal and river patrols, WBGP's, base defense,

I arA Sea Float operation. The ten Sea float units, four from CO 33

I atd three each from 35 and 36, saw the most activity (see discussion

j ~in the Sea Float Sumary for further details).
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•:+ r + On the afternoon of' 13 December, a CC 34 skimmer boat insertedl

.,.++. .. -Y .'.''.-.

-CG . personnel in two different locations at the mouth of the Han"-

L* -

Luong River (XS 813 024, 815 030), During the sweep, the CG 34 team

destroyed one VC lookout post and one booby trap. Two VC were

-'detected, hut the adverse terrain forced the friendlies to abort their

apprehension attempts.

A combined cordon and search operation that involved Co 33,

RPG 51, RAG 27, an RF Boat Company, RF troops, elements of the 5th

"Battalion VNXC, the LCU 533, and the USS MANSFIELD (DD 726) was

- ++conducted on 22-24 December on Long Son Island (YS 235 577, 280 5WO,

323 560) located just north of Vurg Tan. 'While the afloat units

blocked off an escape by sea, provided fire support, and lifted the

troops, the VN marines conducted a sweep of the island towards the

HY troop positions. Midday on 22 December, the Marines opened fire

on two VC that were sighted in a sampan. The two enemy soldiers were

killed, and one AK-47, one 1H-16, and one sampan were captured. Later .-

the same day, the marines uncovered a small cache that contained 30

grenades. That evening the USS MNSFIEID provided H and I fire into

suspected enemy locations (IS 270 555). The following day, the

marines were extracted from the island by the LCU 533 while RAG 27

Sunits provided river security. After the marines had safely cleared

. +returned to the CG 33 Junk base.
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A reconnaissance patrol was completed by two CG 36 skimaers

the U-.CG WB, PT GAACh, and U.3. PCF's 32 and 102 on 30 Decembers,

thirteen miles east of Soc Trang in the Dung Island complex (vicinitY

Xii 246 687, 263 675, 345 548). The PT GRACE and the two CG 36

skimmners entered a small canal on the southwestern side of the island

-. - complex and almost iumediately came under fire. The friendly units

" "4 .~ returned the fire as the VC evaded. Eight enem sampans were sighted

and taken under fire by the VfNO. Eight VC were estimated as killed.

The two PCF's rendezvoused with the skimmers and provided cover for .

their exit at the southern end of the island.

.I Fourth Coastal Zone

"In the Fourth Coastal Zone, the 57 junks assigned to Coastal.. " ,..-'.

Groups 41, 42, ,•3 and 44 participated in river and Market Time patrols,

i logistic lifts, and base defense operations. The heaviest concentra-

tion of junk assets has been at Ha Tien where in December, 22 units

were involved in Tran Hung Dao Barrier Interdiction operations on

the Rach Giang Thanh. The remaining units centered their activities

at An Thoi, Poulo Pam Jang, and the Market Time stations in areas

• ." I8 and 9. (See Border Interdiction Summary for further details.)

SIn esponse to reports of increased enemy attempts to infiltrate

the U-Minh Forest from the Gulf of Thailand, four USM PCF's frm

.. TG l.5.3 chopped to CTG 115.4 VINN on 20 December and initiated

coastal surveillance in Market Time stations 9E1 (VA 850 740 to V"-

; j796 740 to Vit 760 440 to VR 815 440) and 9D1 (V 815 440 to VH 796

740 to VR 740 140 to VH 793 140). The USN PCF's would gain their

i.*110
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support from the MIS GAMliTh CWMNT (LST 786) located seaward of

Breezy Cove Operation (VQ 735 9514). On 29 Dhcember, six more U.Si.

PCF's from the Second and Third Coastal Zones chopped to TG fl15.4

VNN, and at the same time, i~eutenant Commander Martin, USN, assumed

the duties ofICTU 35.4.1umbarked in the USS HARNETC0Nf (UST

821), statiote~d 25 miles off the coast from Babm Gia. City (VS 71.0

100). These six PCF's were assigned the patrol responuibilitiee for

Market Time areas 9?, 9G and 9H1 that follow the coast from Bach Gia

City north to the Cauibodia/Viotnam international border.

An operational evaluation of the Market Time areas 9D1 and 9311

was madeat the endorfthe month by CTu n5.&.l. noemajorityoftj ~the traffic that the PC?'s have encountered has been Don-suspicious

fishing Junks from Kien Gians Province. These people have generally

been Ignorant of the restricted zones. The PCI'. have been indoc-

trinating the coastal traffic by distributing diagrams that outline

the restricted sones. Control of the traffic is being miaintained by

I stamping the fishing papers with a violation sta:p and keeping a log
for each Patrol area, that Contains all the traffic that is boarded,I ~searched, and warned. While heavy fishing traffic has been encountered

in area 931. the traffic In area 9f1 hsas been relativelyr light. The

major concentration of traffic in both areas has been during the night.

I Because of material casualties, only three of the four PCI's have been
available for patrols. The operating schedule utilizes two of them

during the night when the traffic is heaviest and the chance of In-

filtration is greater and One during the day. The majority of the
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l-.art•dng and seaaehing has been conducted from 500 yards to 1500

yards fron the beach where the water below the keel has averaged

from three to six feet. '%%%

Following discussion with CTG 194.3 and the Fourth Coastal Zone

intelligence officer, the northern boundary of area 9E. was extended

to the north in order to cover a number of river mouths which could

possible be departure points to and from ocean transits. The new

coordinates for areas 9E1 and 9D1 are, respectively, VR 885 837 to

VR 828 835 to VR 768 530 to VR 830 530-and VA 830 530 to VK 768 530 " "

to VR 740 140 to VR 793 140.

River Patrol Groups

"I The employment of the 83 PBR's of TF 212 underwent very few * -

changes in December. The four RPG'a condicted a coubined total of

1,357 river patrols and 641 anphibious assaults. Eight PBR's of

RPG 51 shifted to Ready Deck operations on 31 December when the VN"

assumed commani of the upper Saigon River operation which was re-

4 .named Tran Hung Dao V/Ready Deck. The operation will continue to be
Sa SEA LORDS campaign, and the units will retain their present TG 194.6

. , ~~designators. (See Operation Ready Deck in SFA LORDS Summary for • •
further details of RPG 51 operations on the upper Saigon River.) The

Vremaining twelve units continued their day and night river patrols on

, - the lower Saigon River from the base at Cat Lai with no significant
2"•"U action being reported.
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The 20' l'kI'S of the Nha Be based AP0 52 ,aaintaimd thuir

presence on the shipping lanos leading to Saigon w:-th- regular river

patrols. Jther operations were performed in conjunction with TG 116-9

in the AI:aZ. L

River Patrol Group 53 with 20 boats assigned conducted river

natro'ls, 1WBG?'s, and other interdicticsi operaticus an the Van Co

Dong and Vam Co Tay Rivers from the Giant Slingshot bases at Tan

An (TH 19.1.9.h.1) and Ben Luc MT 19hi.9.0-1). (See discioussica of

Giant S~lingshot Operations in t~he SEA LORDS Sunw-xy for further do-

tails of RPG 53 operatictis).

I Ten PBtI's of HPG 54 supported Tran Hung Dao operations on ther

Vinh Te Canal from the YRM..l6 located just east or Chau Doc (4S 142

SI45). These units were regularly rotated with the other 13 PBR's

stationed at My Tho. In addition to the day patrols on the Cho Gao,

Canal ani the night patrols on the Hy Tho River, the RPG served as a

ready blocking force for ARVI4 operations and made arrangements with

.7 the Province Chief to provide troop lifts, medevac, and fire support.

I ~~whenever it was needed. Negotiations were in the planning for ~

specific operations at the end of the month. (See discussion of

Barrier Interdiction Operations in SEA LORDS Suisary for further

details.)
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,.•'•']o'7•,,k•-:Third and Fourth Riverine River Assault Group8

', -:C"V" -"-- . . . . .. . . . .. -k2 0 .4- - . ..- ",1*

l•-]' , ,;•] river patrols and amphibious operations maintained its close proximity •[L•

.. ! .;•to the stble figre of 3,500 operations. Mdl. the'eA place ,,a-
•.-!•: ." •:Jo" emphasis on the river patrols arA amphibious operations, they were '.o

• ' ,'• ~also committed to escort duties, base defense, logistic lifts, PSY0PS ,"an Civic* Action missios. .

"ARMI ranger of the 39th Battalin, Fifth Ranger Groupwas returning

from a water and food lift asgedtoa locatih apprA tately four

*• -miles southwest of Saigao (XS 792 808). Not more ltha one mile up-I n
" -. 0.strel (St 779 822), the pR i 30 boat was m thsck by h B-4i rocketa of

* rivthe engine compartment wousding two VNN and the lone soldier in the

process. The boat ure of fire with oetnos. result.e and cleared ma-

toh area. A littlhe re than an hour laterb two platons Of the 38thw
I; :" Battalion c Wept the area s ith negative results.

a Eleved units of RAG 24 were lifting 5th Anu Divisio troops on

n-10 December four miles upstream from Phu Cuong an the Saigon River

""V(X r4 20ge'o theo 30 1 B). Ptior to the ins gerio of the trers ingo

rnight defende Positions, the boats sighted and tookpunder fire a

4- .one VC with unmof n results. The night passed without an one ientp

-4 
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River Assault and Interdiction Divisions

The 108 riverine assault craft assigned to the six RA&D s, 70

through 75. of ATF 211 were eMployed In river patrols, interdiction.

olmraticms, amphibious and logistic lifts, PSYOPS and Civic Action I
-missions. TiXU performing their designed missions, the RAID's A.

placed their emphdasis an river patrols and amphibious operations.

In Decendber, they carried out a combined total of 618 river patrols

* and 1,153 amphbious operations. The conbined figure was comparable

* -to the statistics of previous months.

The tvo most experienced RAID's, 70 and 71, have been involved

in Giant Slingshot operations since they joined TG 19I4.9 In late r.

February 1969. The two RAMDS are normally positioned at Ben Luc -

-1 and Tan An, however, on 11 December after the Hoc Hoe area was eval-

uated as the area of maxiimam eneaW threat, RAID 70 units were shift-I ~ed to the Tnyen Nhcn area, and RAID 71 boats were relocated to cover

I both the RAID 70 and 71 area of operation. The change of forces left

the twro RAID's deployed as of 15 Decemb~er as follWs: three RAID 70

units at Tan fru, three RAID 70 units at Moc Hoe, ten RAID 70 and

* Ione RAID 71 vnitat Tuyen Nhan, six RAID71 units at Ben Lac, three

:?AID 71 nisat TraCuand two RAMD71units atBen Keo. seven

"mt t DmgTam- Ay the end Of the Month, the RAID 70 and 71 forces

hadbee reoctedto hefollowing loain: five RAID 70 -units

at Tan An, eight RAID 70 units at Moc Hoe, four RAID 70 and three

11 'T
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".At) ,1 units at Tra Cu, and ten RAID 71 units at Ben Luc- Bight ". "

ilAID 70 and 71 boats were assigned out of the area for deployment

or maintenance. (See discussion of Giant Slingshot In SEA ILMRS

Summiary for further de-taile of RAID 70 and 71). O-

Y RAID's 72, 74, and 75 concluded the successful operations with "

the Vietnamese Marines in the U-Minh Forrest in Kien Giang Province

.,on 10 December. Since the beginning of the operation on 11 Septom-

her, the friendly forces had killed 507 VC and captured another 54. *. "..-.

They had received 105 Hoi Chanhs and detained another 115 people.

The V,.%' had eleven sailors killed and 60 wounded. Correspondingly,

. the VN!C lost 133 marines, had 499 wounded,andthretare still miss-

ing.

In the first part of December, while the RAID's were still op- "%

*"" .I erating in the U-Dlinh Forrest, they provided a lift capability, pa-
=--a.

trolled the main canal, and set night vaterborne guardposts. Contact

-I�was light and scattered with no major action being reported that in-
I• volved the RAID's. ?

-I-

SI Starting on 9 December, the RAID's and V1i Marines began an order-

ly transit to the Twin Rivers Area in Chuong Thien Province. Since '., -"

the t7,:o forces had operated in previous months on the Cua Lon RiverI
i ~~~and adjacent tributaries, they established their co-nund post in the -.-.-..

.only suitable terrain for the post and artillery just south of the

" ndda ttrijunctiou of the Cai T h and Cua bLi Rivers (vicinity sR 370 700). -...

-, I The approximate limits of the new operational "area are defined by "

*'"118
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the followinf, coordinates: from Vtnh Phouc (Va 250 750) to Vinh I..

Phong (til 320 540) to WR 380 480 toA 7 80 t ?o wa 47066toth

•" Cai !.on i•iver (WR 520 710) along the ri~ver to YI 470 730 to Ap Tha" :h'

:- -, - ---

I': , "•My (W& 460 770) to Cai Tu River (vicinity or: 430 7770) along Cai Tu _-

"-" '-'•'•: River to Wi 410 750 and back to Vinh Phuoc. RALID 72 and 74 remained ,..

-"with the marines while RAID 75 returned to the USS ASAR ()LL 30) at '.o

S~Long Xuyen for much needed maintenance. Utilization of the %MD's in"Z"

.

"" the •Twn Rivers area included troop lifts, river patrols, and 4BG's. ;

-. " -•On 23 Decemher, !ItD 25 units relieved the majority of the HjUD 72

r.i' •!boats* -wich returned to Long Xuyen and the USS ASKB for maintenance.

~- i.,-

(See discussion of o inC Sue ry for further details of ATF operations.)

"Ph 'AID 73 s3pent the majority of the A nth at D7ng Tao and 0 ong t

Xuyen. On 27 December, they completed the trip to the ATF head-

yGquarters. The ConCaier TF 211 had (cne the decision to keep three

"" iRAID'Is in the area and to rotate one TOM) back to Long jefoa
Rivertwo week uk ep5 and refitting period. RAID 737s initial emp aie

was with the Third Battalion VNMC along the Rach Nuoc A (idicin-

oity IXMy 38 693 to Im R 423 67m). The RAID's iad no significant c in-
the ntact, and the mues were trvolvid sn scattered and ltlht action

o2 e bA 2wthrough the end of the mo7th.
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The recornal-ssance in force operations conlducted by Anphibious

- T.-1sk Force 211 in the 'J-:'.inh Fores~t region of KCien Gieng p'rovi~nce

were officiaily te ted at mildnight 'On 9 December. Tecmltv

result for the three nonth operation which began on C~ Sertember are

as follows:

IV-A VC/?'VA
_____MIA___________V__ HC
__33____9___0__54__115_105

24 Ca33 35 57 11 -79

3j Ca{ b inaes 2 ' H-h5isol
31 CErimC Rifles 1 5 Ristle

17 R!ussia Rif!es 1 U. S. ShoGm

1 F-16 1 Cal .45 Sub4S3
1 CHIGG! 1 B-4L0 Rocket Launcher
1 B-bL Rocket launcher 1 60ima Mortar- -

CAIUtE ý' ¶INES, EXPLOSIVES, AND A*MMITICXH

Eh,6OC Rds smal arms 192 Rifle grenades
1h AT mines 6 Mines (5 kilo)

7 Anti-Boat rjines 2 Mines (100 kilo)fI19 A?' mines 6 l05zun Howitzer mines
9L') Claymore rz-nes 30 57RR rds

lin 61.-im rmortarý rounds 53 75RR rds
12 41mrtrrud 271 B-4~0 rocket rds

I 1,214 Fand grenades

Daring the period e-10 December, the ATF, which at this time

included the 1st, 1hth, and 6th Infantry Battalions, 13t artillery battal-

ion and HJlDls ?2 and 74, completed the move from the U4'Xin1f, Forest to the
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vwair n 10 Decemb~er. Plagaed by mi~ning incidents and sposradicL

contact, the 1 rt Battalion concluded xIF operetions to the southeast

of the cenand post NTR. 364 69 7) on 20 December and returnedto the

coum~ndu post whr tassme th responsibilit,.y for te periee

defense and the local security patrols. A surprise encounter with

a small enesrg unit on 26 December resulted in one VC kifled, andl

Eagle Flight operations with a VNAF Air Cava~b7 Troop unit on the

same day accounted for another VC killed. The 1st Batta).ion was re-

lieved of the ATF 211 commaund post security mission on 31 December

and moved to the southwest portion of the area for operations InP.%

2nd Inatry Battalion

Trhe 2nd Infantry Battalion was in a one hour alert status to r
JGS through 13 December. The following morning, the 2nd Battalion

was air lifted from Ta,; Sion hNhut Air Base t ihTu o ute

4 ~transfer by helo to the Twin Rivers area south of the ATF 211 corn-

* ~mand post OWR 320 680) in order to affect the relief of the 4~th

i Battalion, late on the afternoon of 15 December, the 2nd Battalion
gained contact with an estimated enenzv squad (WrR 335 634~). The

VCA1%VA soldiers broke off the fighting without leaving an indication

of their casualties. Two VN Marines were wounded in this action.

'With RAID 72 providing the transportation, units of the 2nd Battalion ..-

patrolled and carried Out landing assaults throughout the remainder

1 of the month. Company sized and Eagle F~ight operations on 21 De-

i cember were successful with five VC killed and no friendly casualties.
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t* rie VC wer: raptured and anoth-r five •ere kl1•ed Ly the Marines

in an act•i:n on 27 December. Five CWMC suffered wounds in the samep
fire fi'ht. "'hen thr . cont ct was broken off, the VC/NCA had letft

behind three rif)es, one i4-O launcher, 14 grenades, four claynores,

two 105mn mines, and one kilozram of docxuents. Un the last day of

the year, the 2nd Pa'talion moved to the ATF 211 coi-.and post and

bevan local security operations in defense of the field headquairters. -

" -j 3rd Infantry Battalion

I- From 1-10 December, the 3rd Infantry Battalion conducted airmo-

bile assault and rlatoon and souad sized n•s.ht operations in the area

north of Plen Luc. The tattalion' command post and one comrark were

in nos5tions at Fire Support Rase E-rbars (XS 576 856). The remain-

ing Farine forces -,ere deployed throughout the area. There was no

action reported through 11 December when the 3rd Battalion was re-

211 on 26 December when .It relieved the 6th Infantr! liattalion in

Sliand bvhe33rd Ranger Group. The 3rd Battalion returned to their ..

- the Twin Rtivers area of Chuong Thien Province. WJith the exception

of one VC who was killed on 26 December, the Marine engagements with

the Twin Pri mited o Chuo incidents -which have inflicted cas-

- -- - x-:.-:---. -**-*---

Sualties or the Marines.
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lith Infantry Tiattaflon

Under the operational control of ATF 211, the ith Infantry Bat-

talion carried out reconnaissance in force operationr in the V-Minh

Forest until 9 December when the =ission was ccncluded,and ATF 211 *

disnLaced to the Twin Rivers area of Chuong Thien Province. At ap-

proximately 0500 on 6 December, a VC mortar and ground assault was

launched by one VC company against one VI;Y.C company (VR 670 680).

The VDI-IC, with the assistance of U. S. OV-10 Black Ponies, repulsed

S- the attack and killed 19 VC and captured three AK-47's in the pro-

cess. The VU/.C suffered casualties of three killed ard 22 wounded

who were medevaced.

After the hth Battalion bad moved to a new location on 10 De-
- cember (VIR 355 690 and WtR 356 677), they began company sized oper-

ations. On 13 and 14 December, the Itth Battalion, having been re-

lieved by the 2nd Battalion, was air lifted to their Vung Tau base

:I camp via Binh Thuy (YS 276 4571). From 15-26 December, the 4lth Bat-

talicn refurbished their equipment and weapons while on six hour a-

lert status under JOS control. Moving to camp N14gt n V I

(XS 678 929) in Saigon on 26 December, the 4th Battalion was placed V
7- by dOS as the CADi reserve on one hour alert.

5th Infantry Battalion

The 5th Infantry Battalion was responsible for the security ofSthe ATF 211 headquarters at Dong Hung (VR 944 620) from the beginning

A of the moth until the U-Mi.h Forest operations concluded on 9 December. .

.' Af 121s
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T-hc the :Litt.-'.UWn headcn•arterr and two comm.nhies occupied defenrivw *

:ositionr in end near the co.and post, the two re-mining companles -S!

scre.cned an area up to five kilometers around Dong Hung.. perati'.is

with U. S. Air Cavalry Troops on 3 December produced seven VC killed

(O.i 015 695). Late on the evening of 4 December, one 5th Battalion

=marlne as killed and another eight were wounded during a VC mortar

:' attack on the ATF command post. The 5th Battalion departed the area

on 6 December, and after a one night stopover in Can Tho, they ar-

rived at their base camp (XT 96e 064).

I &fter spending three days in a six hour alert status to JW1,

the 5th Battalion -oined friendly forces in the RSSZ in Operation

I :-olpack !l1, a multi-battalion operation to seek out and destroy .2

* VC sapper units in the RSSZ. The marines first established contact

4 on 15 December when one company sighted four VC attempting to cross

'1 the Thi Vai River along the eastern boundary of the RSS7 (YS 200 730).

"- •All four of the VC were killed, and one rifle, one B-hO launcher,

three B-40 rockets, small arms azmmition, and one cartridge beltJ

""w were captured. Three enenW sampans were also destroyed. F--

' A small unit guardpost, on the evening of 22 December, surprised

a squad sized VC element. One VC was killed, and one AK-O7 and one

PRC 10 was confiscated in this action. 1Volfpack III terminated on

24 December, and the 5th Battalion ret.jned to the Thu Duc base camp

(XT 965 Oh6) and a six hour reserve status to JDS.
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6th Infantry' Battalion ~ ':

The bth Tnfarntry Battalion, an element of AT? 211, was engaGed S

in, alomort -daily f irhting in the final week of operations in the II-I:; flUnh Forest.. On the afternoon of hs December, a 6th Battalion unit

uncovered a VC training center (yR 870 630) that was defended by an

es!tixited VC platoon. On~ce the. Marineb had silenced the enem'y force, ~ .*-

they found five dead VC, 12 band grenades, 200 rounds of AX ammunition,

and two anti-personnel mines that were not familiar. The two houxse,

twenty bed complex was destroyed before the Marines departed the area.--

!*nn niet hc aeaccounted for the majority of the -- -

(1 marine casualties took three lives and wounded another 15 Marines

J ~on 5 December alone. The following day, a company sized patrol r

4 surprised a VC squad killing three of them and confiscating their

13equipment iwhich included cue AKhone pair of field glasses, one
sampan, and other miscellaneous items. Later that day, the patrol L.t .
received three Hoi Chanhs, possibly the remaining squad members of

the earlier engagement.

-~ The Battalion travelled to the Twin Rivers area on 9 December,

established the base camp (1WR 364& 697), and implemented Perimeter

*1 security measures.* There was no contact, however, the Marines ex-

perienced casualties from their operation in the heavily mined area.

* -aThe 6th Battalion was relieved of the ATF 211 cosrmnd post security

operation on 20 December. The same daythey began company sized op-

erations in the southeastern portion of the A. 0. (n 21 Der-ember,
.1 the Marines made contac't wi~th a VC squad four miles south of their
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comnad port near the Rach Hga Ba Cai Tau (WR 38C 623). 14 en the

skirmish ended, the marines tallied-three dead VC, one AKA7, five

grenades, and 200 rounds of azwmxuition captured, and seven houses

destroyed.

After the 6th Battalion was relieved by the 3rd Battalion on

26 December, the battle weary troops were airlifted to the Thu Due

base camp. The 6th Battalion served the remainded of the month in

a six hour reserve status to .X5.

7th Infantry Battalion

IThe 7th Infantry Battalion terminated its small unit training

ijand organization at the VNNC Training Center (XT 898 039) on 3 Decem-

ber. The Battalion moved to the National Training Center, Van Riep,

* * IBaria (XS 390 610), and on 8 December, the Marines began seven weeks

of initial unit training.

1st and 2nd Artillery Batt~slions

1Employ~ment of the artillery bat ~eries is in the oneraional

control summuary which follows.
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V-,TAYMES NAM' ".Daily Averae Searched Detal-d
COASTAL FORCE. , k ,•n..... s P !

/- t 32 3F.9/11.7 3?.2/11.0 18,2111 6 27 15 -183
II h0.4 35h 1h,417 42,1ho 136

111 h7.4 h6.0 8,209 27,023 36 11h '

-S',,-totals 77,471. 1 tL4W670 _M 6

Lo o

CPATROL ShS S 2TI.C 23.3 1,13 5,168 0 0
t P,3/lc3,s 6.8/29.1 3.3/15.5 138 10 98 1 7 18

Sub-totals: ,,= 15,076 -r- T•

RIER ATRO5LL IPS 125.023 111.3 7,521 7,982 .0 0

TF 211 75.6 69.8 3,601 7,823 0 0
. TF 212 78.1 66.5 8,685 25,032 0 0

#CENTRLL TASK FORCE h~6.8 h2.4 0 0 0 0

"TOTALS: 7T7TT 2";M ' T5 5-W -

-VY±.,I.AYiE MARINE CORPS: 28 November - 1 January

VC/NVA: KIA 87 Captured 214 Suspects detained 8

"VINC: KIA 36 WIA 212 _ 1

HEI CHANH: 7

"*Prov kjed 28 gunfire support missious.

# Incluxdes RAG's 27, 81, and 91

.,.
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ter- e 4 - r • t,-wenty four Hai Chanh who rallied - a U.S. and Vietn- ,

-~es '.ett 
with t-e 

- . * -

es : units during, the month of !.ecebM.-r. "4e-ri -

i:c ffod n islsionm.ent with the enei~v cause were the ,__.

.... ck of fod ndds

.nrinci-P-e reasons they j-Ave for r-allyinst, Two of the r'all ietrs we rei_.:

fre.m the Runp. Sat Special Zone. Both were female, one a cook and the f.-]-

othe. a medic.

In SeanFoat oper~ations, the fresh water shortape at the Tran .•

S:l~unR• Dao MI a~n:xI has become less critical as riore fresh water

;• allon nrice of water (about 84 cents U.S. ) is expected to go down

Sslthon:i•h it is now very hif~h in comparison to the 10 piaster ,at i

[ ;• •~~aillon price in the. Cai Nhap settlement. -q[

44
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SO~ne wood cutter in the Sea Float settlement has begun ,I-s own •

rice paddy by uuildintf dikes and transplantine wild rice that grows

and Ve-na-

neasty. It is hoped that this exmple will be followed byw other'

ofand that the local people will be able to row more oe their ownt

Sfood. "1hile the hi•.h pri-ce of imported rice has put a -urden on F;

:• ~ ~the neonle, recent rice crop harvests and larper importations of.'..
Srice are exoected to reduci the price in Sea Float durino the fol- w'.-

lowing months,.-.''

Yl iEnalish. classes for about 80 children are beinR held in the
frcomemtnity, tlackioards Ze. Both wehich were contributed byt

'," ~the "eahees wcrkine on Solid Anchor, and nlans have be•.an for con- .

"TICC

A' 
. 4 -',

* '".--'3 
-

stueong aofI ane IIch as• beoer les cir tical ase yeare frs aer"

! 5 . -.-...

{" •. .-.-,.
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Census-takine procedures in SEA FLOAT were recently rev-'

due to the discovery that in aerial population& cotnts, solar. hoage-M

being counted had no occumans,. and sheds and sampan covers were

being mistiken for houses. As a rerult of this, previous popula-

tion reports -~ay h;-ve Inflated the acttual figures by as much as

100 percent. Census taking is now beLi~rk conducted by Psyopsf1,lvar

Personnel on foo~t and in junks. A count completed on 26 Decc r

revealed the followinp stat4istics. '
-We. Houses Stable P-3p. Trans. Junks Trans 22p Total Pop.

532 2,663 200 2,000) 4.663< I On 9 D)ecember, VAI3( Mmu Zunwa:Lt; Cow-ander Naval Forces,
Vietnam, and Commodore Tran Van Chou, Chief of iHaval Operations, 7MN1,

were entertained by a class of about 75 children singing Vietnamese

songs at the Tran Hung Dao site after hidch they toured the facil.-

ities. They seemed quite impressed by the! continuing progress.

In the Danang area, U.S. personnel delivered 2.500 toys to

Poor children in schools and churches, andi Christmas parties were

j given throuehout the area. Assistance In self-help projects

resulted in aid to 26 schools, 3 orphemages, three dispensaries,j and 311 separ-ate institutions in T)eceeber.

Christmas parties were given b7 4aval nersonnel at 1ISA M~YI Tho ror children at Catholic and Pr-flestant orphanapges on 29 Pecem-
ber. Presents and food were passed out that included 400O toys,f 1 50 sodas, 100 lbs. of candy, 25 gafllons of ice ci-an, and 30 pCuZXIs
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c'r k0 .-. .s at the or•1.,nares were !iOIted as 400 caipt.ur-. I

1'arket rie units, while conducting insections, nerformed

wsycips misn.:ions with the theme of "Better Relation:; :;etween Zunks

and Varket Time Units;" distribut-np. canned food and rice.'

A NSvy •medi cal -:niz in Ino%. An Province (XS 621 759) conducted

n MEDCAP on 23 December treatin. 325 persons and distribuinp 120

blastic bnwls, 250 'iastic baes, 200 tooth brinhes, 200 Chieu Hoi

balloons, nnd .8'0 bars of soap.

1.eabee teams of the Third Naval Construction Brigade completed

4,9 projects during the month of December. These included 3 schools,

I I housint. nroject, 114 bridres, 4 public buildings, 2 agricultural

I projects, 1 medical facility, 4 ele'ctrical systems, 9 roads, 1 water

system, and 10 miscellaneous projects.

SAn irrigation project bein, built between the Tan Hiep/ilga Huu

I areas (X9 1,48 to XS 1470 515) by Seabee Team 103 was discontinued

due to an explosion of a land mine which injured three personnel

) ~ and damaved a major piece of equipment.

1 ',•.ital corpsmen with Seabee teams treated 10,310 patients

durin- December. I total of 241 Vietnamese civilians were reported4
to be in training to be carpenters, -.asons, plumbers, electricians

* Imechanics, and various other trades.
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11S, CN CAI~ STATISTICAL ST1MARYK K _ _ _ _26 XT~ 69 -25 X.0V
Tc'rAI "IDSMR OF M.A14-DAYS* PERS(2JNEL OF !rNITS Fi0AGE) IN CIVIC
ACTIiIJ PRCJECXTS:

CýST LF SIPI.TES CONRB'TED BY MILhITARY RESOURCES FCR CIVIC

ACTICII DRUJECTS: V ri$ - A0?,R,210'

EZP-2ID!T1JRFS FRCP THE !iS/FIC1LF CIVIC ACTI(IV PSYVAR FRPM: VUJ$ '-:1$ 945.410

VWJI4TARY CcO(TRIB~IO4S-: Va$ V1s 700.65i

PERCENTAGE OF U. S. 1VILITARY CIVIC ACTICN ACTIVITIES

CCNIDUCTED JUDMTY WITH.,

Otber FYAhP
RVAF
ii. S. civilian voimntar aencies I

Avrg percent of self-help by VN civilians: Lao

PROGRAMS
Man Dys ftenditue (VNS)

Ecalomic Deveilopment 691___231 __0_7

Educatica 1-126 1 .083,547
"-ca Wlae ,6 3,044,197

3 ~Refugee 61624___262 ___

B.STITUES ASSISTED
Number

Schools54 9
Others 93

* tze san-Day equals ane ten hour working day -

:13
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I Captain Ralph W. Nietz, Commander Coast GuaAd Activities Vietnam,u,

4 transferred the USCG cutter Point Ellis to Commander Bui Cuu Vien,

VNN, Commander Third Coastal Zone.
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Thu. syetematic turnover of U. S. iNavy and U. S. Coaz't Guard as-

.et, and rc-3zonmib; ".ties to the Vietnamere N'avy propre.sid snwth3y

LnJecember. The Vietnaviizatica of three more Coast Giard M~'s at

the beginnL-.n of the mwth was the sum total of U. S. Navy and I. S.

Coast Guard craft added to the Vietnamese Navy in December.

During the impressive ceremony that took place on 9 December at

Cat 1Q raval Support Activity, Captain Ralph W. Niesz, Coammander

Coast Guard Activities Vietnam, and his prospective relief, Captain

D. S. Per.dns, USCO, representing the United States, transferred

-!the USCG cutter .?CINT ELLIS to Commander Bui Cuu Vien, VIM, Comian.der

b-ird Coastal Zone, vho accepted the craft on behalf of the Vietna-

-ne se Navy.

.Captain Ralph W. Niezz and Captain D. E. Perkins vere again

present for the turnover of the Coast Guard cutters RUDT S .. ""

I and ?CI;T HUfDSCI mn 11 December at the Small Craft Repair Facility

-- in DananE. The addition of two more cutters increased the total

r:- nuber of '.?B' s in the Vietnamese Navy to eight. The following is

,-" n summ.ary of all the MdPB's that have been turned over to the Viet-

nannese Navy under the Small Craft Assets, Training and Turnover of -'

Resources (SCATTOR) Program.

1I

S1.27 'I "
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•'-W1 ":•.C.T• )ATE UF M!, Uf.CG .4AHE VIRU 1L'PrkT;.q C .rt o 1

116 P!ay 1969 POINT GAMIET HQ 700 111" TV -

"2 16 ::ay 1969 POMhT LFAGUE HQ 701 MIT & IV

3 15S~ep19 6 9 PCnn CLEAR HQ 702 HTI V '1

ii :iov 1969 PO-L GAMCKH HQ 703 1

"5 1 ? N.ov 1969 rMEIT Co0IFORT HQ 70h III •V

9 9 Dec 1969 POTMTEILIS H1Q707 MIII IV

6 11 Dec 1969 POINT SLOCUK HQ 705 I

7 11 Dec 1969 POIT HUDS Q ?iQ706 :"

As of 25 Decembier, there were 2Is3 WIN undergoing ~i-tbe--ic

taraining in the START Program. The OJT ground schools operated

"y b7 "i - forces were in full operaticn. This was particularly

be..enfcial in Uecember since inclement weather had limited the a-

mntof underway, training. Coastal Divisiai 11 reported that

] their trainees have been standing quarterdeck watches, passing
I
• +•the applicable word in Vietnamese on the 1MC, and sharing the shore

patr• l duties. Some minor diciplinary problems remain wfithin the

.1SL!T 0.-1 1rogram. To keep from being transferred to new training

. 2.tes or from receiving TAD duty aboard the PCF's away from their

parent com=and for long periods of time, some V'N trainees purpose-

"-y go U. A. until the manpower requirement has been filled utilizing

somame else. This not only has resulted in loss of operational

]'._re but -!lso has necessitated the utilizaticn of personnel from

"her crews in order to fulfill the commitments.

-" 13"
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. . . .. . . ..... . •.o r.. th .... a.s :-. '- 1,5 Of *l.-*

• :, tra-'nee:: ass*•e toth "er Divini.onr were qualified. A "-

InV. -e to the

S:•cri.Lica] review rX. t.he training prograr revea~ed that th- trainees

:inrtructicn. This operational training was largely ;-et in water-"

- . -,- . -.

-borne uardposts, a conditi- n requiring a miniml activity of any

* kind. This problen, coupled t io h the tempo of D i R operations, has"

.• not nroduced the desired solution. In order to rectify the_ sitim- •
crtic and mintamn the desired Vurnover scheduled plans swbe ineed-

mid-January that u ouro provid 0 rs of productive fistructionr.

for each VN.U trainee. The November Ba "A" school graduates wi o have
been arrivig at the various River Digais ins should help to alleviate

Sthe technical Engish problem. in an effort to solve personnel/d-

nmnistrative Droblems at the Division level, the rNe•ti-1an officers-

°l ~of Divisions with special problems have been shuffled. The River ,-:.

tDiviasions involved in the March turnover have beed relocated In or- "-i

".-• ~~der that the prospective RPG's can work as units consistent writh the ,.

o at itng schedule.

i ~Between 15 and 20 December, approxim.atelly 90 VNI IUJC ACIOV ;:'
trainees arrived at Dou g TprovDr f00ther processing by the Riverine

Strike GrouV t tthe operating units. Each RAC of the tes boat in-

Screments are to be manned by a f Div i crew with one tSo. as boat

captain. Tehi e Vmi - officers assignd to efAC River Ditso ion are bernn

trained in all aspects oat rverine warfare by their U9; officer o-ficert- D onso l t M
ohhf
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toovrhu a egneatte nalCraft RearFa-iy,"ADaag

Eng neran.P-r t C ass?.a*rnad C. Mullins hel~Ps h is V -etnanese trainee,

Nguyen VaThat, remove a 'stubborn" RepirFailty
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Cb 11 Deccmber at the U. S. Naval Commmication Station, '.ri Ranh

-• -. Bay. graduiaticn ceremonies were held for the first VN:4 teletype .-n'- •

tenance and operations class. Co~mander Madigan, Coamandlng Cfficer

of the commmicatiuns station, and RHC Johnson, the course CINC, ad-

dressed the class and presented graduation certificates and teletype

tool kits to the eleven VNN trainees. The first class was considered

very successful as 100% of the course objectives were met by the grad-

uating students. Later in the month, on 23 December, a similar cere-

mony was held at Cam Ranh Bay in which four .fiN trainees received

certificates of graduation signifying successful completion of the

first AN/FRC 109 microwave maintenance and operations course.

"At the end of the month, there were 2,208 (41 .4% o£ projecteA

need) VNN personnel undergoing craft maintenance training at the

various repair facilities. A total of 50 Vi!1 have successfully coa-

pleted a maintenance training program. In the bas,) maintenance

training program, there were 136 'rrA receiving instruction (35.h-'

of the Droiected need), and in the supply training program, there

were 139 VIN undergoing training. Three hundred and three VNI; have

. 3 now been phased into the VNN logistic support organization.

f-v 4 In the base development area of ACTOV, there were 12 bases and

one ATSB in various stages of construction on 31 Decerber. A total

of 30 bases and ten ATSB's have been programned for turnover to the

Vietnamese Navy.
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Although 'the idea of utilizing ferro-cenent for naval construc-

tion was first experim'ented with in Europe during the mid-nineteenth 1

century, the Vietmmese IMavy vans. -it introduced to it until May of

this year. Quick to see some of the possibilities for fez ro-cemient

waterborne craft, the VietnanMse Navy began construction of a proto- F

type ferro-cement Junk. This project vas completed in Septer*er when

the firs-t ferro-coment junk was launched at the Vietnamese Naval Shi~p-El

yard in Saigon.

With the purpoe of the ferro-cem t building program outlined I

to provide the Vietazamese Navy the capability to met their opera-L

tional requirements for boats, the decision was made to design and

develop a ferro-cement Swift boat (PCi?) similar In construction to

the aluminum U. S.* PCF's and an experimental, rive craft termed the

"Viper.* After the Vietnamese Navy mngineees had completed the do-

sign of the vessel, thay and the Vietzivamese Naval Shipyard employeesL

ioined forces to complete the prototype of each craft in a short

four months.

Ca the afternoon of 20 December, the launching of the two ves-

sels was held at the shipyard in Saigon. Co~mmodxore Tram Van Chon,

Chief of Naval Operations, Vietnamese Navy, and Arbassadcr William

E. Colby, Deputy COM~SflLCV for the Co~mmittee on Revolutionary D~evel-

oumxts, were the Principal speakers at the impressi-e ceremocny.

Ih3.
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The £'erro-ce-kn: -ift bcat. displacer. 55. v. cndr. -naii

4 57 f~.eet. c-te and onoC-half inches long and f: eet. si and cne-!-a~f K

!&e-at the bear.. It h-az a designed top, speed of a-,prcx-rlate"'v

- *

" . 23 .. olts and has arna-m.t identical to the ali-"inu3m IJ5 ,"r.

'The Z foot Vizier is an ex.erim-etal river craft -erigned for

river interdiction missions and escort and heavier fire su-.ort fcr
"the .--H's. It disslaces 12,000 pouwds and has a tcp• speed cf epprox-

.- ately %6 knots. She Virer will.be armed with an automatic grerade

launcher and two M--60 machine guns. It will be manned by a crew of

four.

The ccnstructiou of the ferro-cement hulls begins with a steel-

framework which is covered inside and out with an eight-layer, in-

tervoven mesh of chicken wire. The mesh hull is filled with a mix-

trne of portland cement, fozzolan, and sand. Both sides of the

hull are smoothed, and it is allowed to damp-cure. The cured hull

* I is finally worked with abrasives and chemicals and then sealed with
-' an epoxy resin to insure watertightness. A slight modification in

the construction of the Viper involved the use of a wooden mold in

conjunction with the steel and chicken wire framework.

The cost of the ferro-cement PCF is approximately one-half of

the USX: aluminum version. Similarly, the construction cost of the

ferro-cermt Viper is approximately one sixth the estimated cost of

a fiberglass version.

* 
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The Naval Sun'ort Activity Det-chmenrt (HSAD) Dong Tau recei

three mortar attacks during December. There -was major structural

damace to the An-ihitious Task .roup 21' (AP") barracks and minor

structural da~ape tc the CO ATF 21 ; ving quarters anm the AT?

211 suoply storeroom. There were siv. Vietna.mese sailors wounded

in the attacks. There were no U!.S. casualties or damave to U.S.

facilities. There were two mortar attacks on the "SAD M.y The

with no damas.e to U.S. facilites reported. However, three U.S.
sailors were injured fighting a fire at the IV Tho hospital nurses'
quarters. Eight U.S. sailors and one Coast Guard man were wounded

Sat the ,SAD Cat Lo in a mortar/rocket attack. There was mincr shraI-

nel damare to two BOQ's, two BEQ's, the Armed Forces Vietnam (AFM.)4"' 1 '.
radio transmission cable, the main power transformers, two radiators

"to the AFVN radio generators, and two pickup trucks, The USS BENEAH"
(A"B-35) reported that an LC!"-6 acting as a base inner defense (PID)

boat ex-•loded 300 yards from the ship wcunding one U.S. sailor.

I The cause of the explosion was unknown. The YBBM-21 reported

one Vietnamese civilian was accidentally wounded by a warning shot.

fired by the messenger. The V'I was anoroaching the ship in a sam-

pan and the warning shot ricocheted off the water.

The following was the personnel status of 4SA Saigon at months

ii end:
"Allowance On Board

Officer 171 174

4147
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tional berthing facilities in support of the A1rJJ program. The APMI-

30 was at Nha Be being prepared for relief of the APL-21 at An Thol

which is experiencing serious hull deterioration.

Construction. of the brick plant at Cam Ranh Bay ias comrleted,

and the Butler building for the temporary BJQ was also completed. At

An Thoi, the ACTWV construction was 60 percent complete at month's

end. The construction of the boat repair building at Cat Lo/Vung Tiu

was completed, and construction of the security fence lighting and

berthing for gunner's mates around the Vung Tan ammo storage point

comnenced. At Nha Be, the one azmi diesel plant was on site, and

* the estimated completion date of the installation is 15 January.

Construction of administrative facilities at Dong Tam for CTG 194.7

were completed, and a permanent BOQ, head, and shower facilities are

expected to be completed by 15 January. The water distribution

system was 99 percent complete and is awaiting pamp parts for final

completion. Work on the ACTOV construction continued during the

month. The Special Warfare Group building at C(HNAVFO&V headquarters

:1 in Saigon was completed during the month, and the helo pad dust at flen

Inc was completed; along with the new galley ammi at Go Dau Ha. At

Vinh Gia, construction of the Naval Operations Center was completed.

During December repair support was provided to TF-115 Market

I Time units by the USS TUTUILA (ARG 4), NAVSUPPFAC Cam Ranh Bay,

K. I NAVSUPPACT DETS Qui Nhon, An Thoi, and Cat Lo. At Nha Be repairs were -.
4

com•pleted to three MX I PBR's. There are currently five PBR's in

1 9 -.
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overhaula~.t Binh Thuy and three at Nha Be. The March turnover stand- %

down has fallen behind schedule; however, it was believed that this A

Y program will catch up due to new procedures which have been affected.

During the month, the FEE bare hull assembly was started on a not to .

- ~interfere basis. I

Approval was received from the Naval Ship Systems Cu.mmand in

Washington for the installation of remote speakers in the HAK 1 P~d's.

3 There are one hundred speakers on hand being prepared for installation.

-~~ The QUIET 46 modifications to be distributed to NSA Detachments for 4

J ~installation on TF-194 units are available upon notification of the .

-~ quantity required and the availability of boats. Eighteen of 28 AN/

URC-32 SSB transceivers have been received and are being overhauled

for use in the SEA L(AtD coumnications update project. The permanent

* 4 installation of all communication and teletype equipment was completed

in the c~mvnications center at the NSAD Dong Tan. The major mainte-

nance problem is the Zippo and Zippo refiieler. The U.S. Anizy Vietnamj

has indicated that Binh Thuy and Long Binh haeterepair capability

for the Navy units. The replacement for the X42A1 flame thrower

I service unit, surveyed. by CTG 194.7, was not available. Plans were

developed to convert an IC"- to a Zippo refueler. In-country assets7

* I will be used for the conversion; however, assets for additional units
I are not available.

I 150
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The following personnel and craft were'supported by the NSU

Detachments during Decemuber.

" Base Officer Eniisted Cr'aft"

Cam Ranh Bay 124 1,257 45

Qui Nhon 53 516 34

Cat lo 130 901 67

AnThoi 66 552 40

Nha Be 217 2,094 100

Sa Dec 35 106 8

Binh Thuy 300 1,497 55

M ITho 14 357 15

SDong TamzARSH-17 49 602 118

:- YREM-16 29 453 78

Y&RB-20 28 525 '2

YRaq-21 33 380 50
:1 1

" Mobile Base l" 17 350 26

{ Ben1 le 70 844 72

Total"

The gross anid net supply effectiveness for December were 71 percent

"and 81 percent respectively. Total issues were 15,656, and total, -

- demands processed were 21,990. In addition, there were 748 back

orders released during the month.

In order to permit the Annapolis B OU.4 disbursing office to

function exclusively as an in/out processing center, and to consolidate

-. zi-i - . .... ... ...
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"all pay recoran in one location for more effective audit ard mx'r.tt-

nance, all pay records heLd at Annapolis were relocated to the wmin

disbursing office at Iha Be on 7 December.

Fuel meters were provided to NSAD's Binh Thuy and Ben Lac and ".

the Advanced Tactical Support Base at Rach Soi to be used in monitor-

ing the commercial receipts and PUL issues to VNN craft.

COHSMVPAC approved a proposal wherein, effective 1 January 1970,J the Vietnamese Navy 3upply Center will submit all reouirments for

". Navy peculiar material to the Naval Supply Center, OakLand via the

[ Naval Support Activity, Saigon. The NSA Saigon will render supply

su:pport to the VNN Supply Center within available assets.

"The inventory of the Newport warehouse II was completed during

.. December, and the inventory of warehouse UI was commenced. The

Naval Air Systems Command Headquarters was requested to reimburse

$6,810 to cover the cost of non-consumable material provided to Duffel

Bag Operations. All applicable detachme:ts were directed to reduce

the number of local national employees to comply with the revised

personnel allowances.
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NAVAL SffiJPMT ACTIVITY, DANANG

As in November, adverse weather conditions throughout the I COrM

Tactical Zone severely hampered cargo operations during Dec eshr.

Retrograde cargo generation at current rates suggested a satisfactory

export situation during January. As the monsoon season continues in

the I CTZ, the weather conditions and their effects on cargo opera-

-jl tions are unpredictable. Shipping projections from (ONUS indicated

substantially the same level of import activity in January as was

*. I eexperienced in December. Although minimal, Vietnameso rail business

was initiated for the first time on 23 December as one locomotive

* I crane was off-loaded at the Bridge Ramp, and cargo was received from

USAID. One locomotive was moved through the Bridge Ramp for further

transshipment to Saigon via the SS US PILOT. A suwmary of port opera-

tions during December follows:

Off-load Backload Through-put
9:: f/ SIT M - /T M/

Danang133,029 230,211 82,995 168,389 216,004 398,600O
Chu Iai 31,353 57,173 5,154 17,489 36,507 74,662

Dong Ha/Cua Viet 11,720 17,795 7,316 20,827 19,036 38,622

Hue/Tan My 16,591 22,331 2,711 9,175 19,302 30,506

Sa Huynh 1,060 1,558 140 264 1,200 1,822
" "A r•-card of 61,127 M/r was established for retrograde cargo back-

- loaded out of the I Corps Tactical Zone in December.

Coastal operations were secured for six days during December
Sdue to adverse weather. Free 5 through 8 December four LCM-8's, and

.15
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"c",,nectijm. thb beach and Marine Air Crouip 13 refueler syst•m to the

J;%th fuei tank farms was completed during December.

The personnel status for the Naval Support Activity, Danang at

onth 's ead follows:

Allowance Officer Enlisted

BSA 418 9,002

YR-71 2 89

Total 420 . 9,091

On Board Total 428 9,298

There were eight officers and one enlisted man assigned to

Commander Naval Forces, Vietnam for various projects. During Decem-

ber, 38 personnel extended their tours in Vietnam bringing the total

for 1969 to 1,168. There were 863 persons performing base security

duties &ad 121 persons performing afloat security duties during the

month. The following numbers of personnel were performing cargo

- handling duties during December:

M atch Teams 279I Ramp Teams 134
Checkers 157

I Admin Support 186
Fleet Air Support /42

- Total 796

There was an average of 157,964 military personnel supported by

the Naval Support Activity, Danang in the I CTZ during December.

*. . . . . . ..- 5
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rhe 'ir.,1;•e U4JL.iJN removea .L04,310 cubic meters 'ri- :.hc entrar.ce •?•

03.an.-el at Tan My ao the 3.3!'IJASTh& dredged 92,533 cuhic meters frOC

t'ie vr'fume Itirer. At Cua Viet, the dredge :3Wk4J1..ST•r removed RE,,7 A

cubic meters from the entrance channel.

Construction for Project MOOD was 92 percent complete for Navy'

4 facilities and 40 percent complete for all military faci-ities at

monh'send Th rerogadefacility for the Fleet Logistics Center,
the apron and taxiway for HAG-16, the Danang south by-pass road, and -"

north Cau Do road, the electrical distribution system for I Corps

power, utilities at the Small Craft Repair Facility (SCHF), the air-

craft shelters for MAG-ll, and the Danang bridge protection rework

were all completed during the month. The construction of the retro-

c crade facility at Red Beach was 62 percent complete and the estimated L.

Steneficial occunancy date is 10 January 1970.

{ The following is thý personnel status of personnel under the

.'h:•'l~ FWD contract. The figures incl!de program management, person-

-^"l in training, and personnel associated with public vurav. supply,

j :3SCiF, and the Third Naval Construction Brigade.

I US LN TCO Total

OI. Board 24 Nov: 124 1,254 2,527 M,905

On Board 26 Dec: 123 1,251 2,432 3,806

SEst on Board 31 Jan: 114 1,287 2,165 3,566

On I December, the Naval Support Activity, Danang assumed the

DRAYACE functions previously performed under contract to the Korean

I156I • .::'
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Express-Keangnam LTD (KON). The performance of KEKN was satisfactory

for the month of December. The guaranteed minimm contract, require-

ments were met both seaside and pierside. The following is the cargo -"

handled by the KEKN during December:

Total Offload: V7,599 S/T 74.,907 M/T L-

Total Backload: 11,994 S/I 1.6,772 M/T

Daily Through-out Average: 2,245 S/? 3,925 M/T

The station hospital at Danang had 1,309 patients admitted during

December including 34 prisoners-of-war. Of this total, 295 were battle

casualties, 78 for minor surgery, 311 for major surgery and 101

malaria admissions. There were 13 single amputations and seven double

amputations during the manth. The average daily patient census was i

357 for December with 376 beds occupied at month's end including 34 .. ,.

prisoners-of-war.

Rear Admiral Robert E. Adamson Jr., USN, relieved Rear Admiral r
]. •n~~Imett P. Bonner, USN, as Comlander Naval Support Activity, Danang in .!".-

eremonie at Merina Beac on1""ebr MBonrwsise h
Legionotservices rendered during the ceremony..

* 157
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THi1.D NAVAL CONSTRUCTION BRIGADE

Enemy activity was extremely light during December with only

t•eight incidents reported. Six of these attacks occurred south of

Danang between Dien Ban village and landing zone Baldy, a distance

of 17 kilometers. There was only one Seabee wounded, and his injury

was sustained when a water truck backed over a mine.

"The line of communication road upgrade program continued to
show progress during the month with a major effort employed in the

maintenance and repair of damage caused by heavy monsoons. South of

Danang, wor" continued on route QL-1 between the Song Thanh QuitI and the intersection of routes QL-l and 535. Major repairs and mainte-

nance have been accomplished through the Hai Van pass in an effort to

prevent further failures. Maintenance work continued on routes ML-]3C,

HL-12E, W{-124, ML-lC and MI-D.-.

1 Work on the aircraft shelters continued during the month with

-"+ 119 shelters under construction, 35 shelters completed except for

concrete covers, and 66 shelters fully completed. There are 152 air-

craft shelters in the approved program.

The restoration of bridge QL,-l-4I, which collapsed on 19 November

- as a result of heavy debris accumulation, was completed by the Seabees

of Naval Mobile Construction Battalion 133 on 23 December. The Hue.1 by-pass ferry project, which included two ferry landings with access

roads, security towers, fencinp and lighting, was 95 percent complete

at month's end. The ramps are usably complete. Katerials for the

r
159
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.remaining two Military Class 3D) timber bridges to be constructed on

secondary roa.ds north of Hue were being shipped and staged. The

overall project is 52 percent completed. The construction of the

Force Logistics Command retrograde facility at Red Beach neAred

completion at. the eisd of December. The beneficial occupancy date

is estimated to be ID) January 1970. Akt the Marble Mountain Air

Facility the Seabees of JMKCB 121 were constructing operational,

administrative, and support facilities to accommodate the re-deploy-

ment of two helicopter squadrons to Marine Air Group 16. All.facilities

-J have been turned over as usably cempleted. Construction of screening

3 ~and detention facilities for CUMD at four Ates in the I Corps

Tactical Zone are being accomplished by the Seabees. The projects

consist of barracks, kitchen facilities, security posts, fencing, and

utilities. The facilities at Tan Ky, Hoi An and Quang Ngai were

completed, and at Hue work has not started pending completion of fill0..

requirements by a local contractor under contract to CC1(US.

During the month of December, IiHCB 1 continued a heavy constiuction

load in the III and IV Corps Tactical Zones at five locations with a

total of 261 men. Construction at the V14N base at An Thol continued,

* and the project is currently 80 percent complete. Work at the ACTOW

base at Ha T~ien was 25 percent complete at month's end. the delver

and placement of fill at Ha= Can is progressing satisfactorily. Work

on the VNN self help/maintenance program continued during the month.

I Naval Construction Forces have a funded backlog amounting to 41.3
weeks of horizontal work aid 40.3 weeks of vertical work. The pro-

160
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j--.ii.aed backflog amount3 to an additional 3.6 weeks of horizontal and

;...8 weeks or vertical. work. These projections Are based on the

planned employment of five construction battalions.

From 22 to 28 December, Captain C. F. Krickenberger, CEC, USN,

Commnander Naval Construction Battalions, U.S. Atlantic Fleet, visited

the Naval Construction Forces, in the I Corps Tactical Zone and was

1-riefed by the Commjander Third Naval Construction Brigade on currentI Seabee operations.

Onl 24 December, Rear Admiral J. W. Kelly, CAC, USN, Chief of

Navy Chaplains, visited and was briefed by the Naval Construction

Forces Chiaplain at Camp Haskin, Danang.
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Tear rras u'renades

:t.rr-: Tactical Zone

i:oastal Zone

DPI ta t4aVsgSca OVr-?C aircraf!t

Dust. ft Medical evacuation by helicopter

?J I FF :nemiy initiated firelight
F~b Forward Observation Base

FS1h Fire .Support Base

FdYAF Free World Military Assistance Forces

rGDA run Damage Assesment

GVN Governmient of Vietnam

iHAFT Helicopter Attack Fire Team

kid Harassment and Interdiction Fire Support

JGS Joint Gener-al Staff (Vietnamese) .4.

Kit Carson Sco3uts Former VietCong who have come over to the side of

the Saisvon povernment, and serve with allied miii1-

tar7' units

J AFT Light Attack Fire Team (CY-1O's)

TIA71 Light Anti-tank Weapon

LCVL Landing Craft, Personnel, Large

C-. W~N Vietnamese equivalent of USN Under-water Demoli-

tion Team

LtrrT light Helo Fire Team

* .LOH 0'1-6 Light Observation tfelicopter

- .LWR Long Range Reconnaisac Patrol

1 2
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"MVCV Milita.7 Assistance Compand, Vietnam

VAT.SB Mobile Advance Tactical Support.ase

MTx*P Medical Civic Action Program

MONITOR Heavily arwred LC. 6 ( 4 0•Q cannon or 105m= howitzer)

Mobile Riverine Base

* NH? Mobile Riverine Force

.SB .Minesweeper, Boat

MSD Minesweeper, Drone

MSF Mobile Strike Force mercenaries who deploy and"

go anywhere

SNOFS Naval Gunfire Support,INILO Naval Intelligence Liaison Officer L

:4 HIOTC Naval Inshore Operations Training Center

.OD Might Observation Device

ITVA North Vietnese Armt

O]IC Officer in Charge

OJT On the Job Training

PBR Patrol Boat, River

PCF Patrol Craft, Fast (SWIFT Boat) .-

,., o Prisoner of War

PRU Provincial Reconnaissance unit

?SA Province Sector Advisor

I lsyons Psychological Operations

RAD River Assault Division

RAG River Assault Group (VNN)

11-
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rA Rive AsalSudo

PAID River ASaut Spcanl Iontedito Dison(

RF/PF Repubonl ForcVes/Popular Forces(rAmd ocs

S SARl Search and Rescue

- SEA'IOLF UH-IB Helo, heavily armed, 11SN operated

SHAIXW C-.119 aircraft

* SKDOMER 20' fiberglass motor boat

SLICK uH-IB Helo, USA operated

SPOOKY 0-4? aircraft,

SSB Swimoer Support Boat (skindm r)

STAB Strike Assault Boat

SCATTOR Small Croaft Asstet, Training, and Turnover of

Resources

START' Swift Training and Rapid Turnover

1TAOR Tactical Area of Responsibility

USARY United States Aruay, Vietnam

j V1IC Vietnamese Marine Corps

IVNN Vietnamese Navy

ZIPPO Flame thrower equipped ATC or Monitor Waterborne

} Guardposts

1-4i
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3.-SNAI D.- -C

MAI >.: 9IIP

1ýfL..lCMI&MESCCa0NFI J.NTIA 1M 4

:~~Co-~iTX FIVE)F~srSA OU

CT.J 194.1.U EI~'LrTY CRU~iADES C0141AhIWE CUR D.j. Aunt!], .15
(SAJGOlI)

L94 .iha. -3P.EEZY COVE CRUSADES -
COM~ANIDE (SONG LJhG nCC) AS ISSIUNEI)

~T~319h.1.3 '1S RSDSCII~J TJG J.II. HOGAic, MY-R

(M BF) OI W216MLIMPN

~r'i19~1.h BAR'nIEPI. REVF '-.S? AS ASSIGHM1~ C~' 39a.1.¶TF 115 CRUSUF~S CORMAt.MDER CAn' .1.J. SNA). HAJ, 'M-

2 % 9:..1.5.1 CUA DAI CRUSADES COIIAMDER AS AS.Ik.JaD

j ]9..1.~.? SEA MLAT CRISALIES COMMA1-DEII AS ASSIGIF-EI

1;v!I.1 -. j WlU MNI{? C FSDS COn.M.AD7R AS A&dD?.o

.ra Lvh.1.u Vif.H TE CTt'JSADES Ct.)r.;*rANDMF L L KPI?
*t -i(BA X.JAI) uIC TF ilo :i.,Ll.Ai

TE&H MLE

CUiAnDER (VUIWi TAM9) TF.Aj1 (AS AS~Izj;.tjJ)>1 ~ fl.~.~ts BARRIER REEF EAST
*1 CPUSADES CUmhAhibER

(TWIM YN MON) AS ASSIGMiD

GROtUL4
I)WNGRADED AT 3 YEAR INTERVALS.:

fD:CI.Asq-r-FD~ AFTEP. 12 War-%



eAN IDIiENTIAL

(U~I i!t-i.UTCU4AL LT J.C. Y0,34, ust'.l

*~1911.2 flWM.E -1013 Gpo!Jp LC-D!: L.H. Tkl*EF, USW

t T~j 194.2.1 P.. .'JKIT (pmR) LT W.I~. BEFRY, USN

CluIlyIVDIV 572

;.TJ 194a.2.3 PATROL UN-ir (RAC) OIC RAD 131 AND 152

CTtJ 194.2.hj LST SiJPiOdi! UNIT CO USS GAIP.TT COUNTY

ICTU 19-- 1010. SUPPOR-T UNIT iJIC, HAL-3, D'-T b

ICTIJ 194.2.b SPECIAL dL!FAr-E UNIT LTJG R. WOOLAPI), USNR,

-j DET ALFA, 3rd PlATOON

I ZTm 194~.2.6.1 MOBILE SUPPORT TEAM TWO

DMTCMUTL1 CHIARML AS ASSIGNFD

'Pj 194.3 SEA75f^I{ T1W.X GP.OUP CONNANER AS ASSIGNED

ý-TU 194-.3.1 PATROL UNIT LT W.H. GRMAHA., USN
* C4mRIvDIv 51.3

ro19h.3.2 PATR.OL UNiI LT G.N. EISCHEN, I"SN
~1 comP.IvDIv 553

CTJ 194-.3.3 INTFRDICTION OPS IELO LCDR D.W. STREY, USh
j SUPPOLT UMIT (JIC HAL-3, DET 8

I1CTJ 194-3.!. LST SUPPORT UNIT CO USS HAYMETT COUNTY

TUg 19h. 3.5 PATROL UNIT LT E.E. NcNEELY, USN
COP.IvDIv S554

IJTJ '1914-3.0 OIC SEAL FUN~ x DEY G AS ASSIGNED

MTE 194-.3-b.1 A S.ZJAJ) AS ASSIGNED

I *2

I%



W¶JIDE.N-TIAL

1 I Jan uiary IjU

Gu)4~MV/:C~i'C~PTA.W aM ADIMSURY O!-MMMTifZstJ 7

TASK IV{IE 115 S

CFfSCoAS7AL 5,JI*P:[L1A.'E CA2T .7 .J. biIAt-MIAI., -J31

CTG 115.1 NORTHERN StffRV-ILLAI!.CZ cm?. R.x. 'InnRA, h
(spoJP (m XC/iiso/rr!A3/Pcz/ -,ulY:Af;DF:4 .NO FIP.Z7

±IG A3SIGNED) CuASr"AL ZONE ADVISLM
HI~ ASfiO:E DA14AFG

4 CTIJ n.5.1.0 SEA TI(Th3R (C.JA DAI AS ASSIGEED
* ~RIVER) ON SCEN~E COHMAmt

jCTU 115.1.1 NORTIIFJU OFFSHuRE; RFAC-TION SEk1lJR Co, OiF3THOIX
*UNIT ONE (VlSO/?ISC/PQ/ eMIRUL A3REA ONE

MWHE ASSIGNED)

Clii n5.1.2 INO:CTHERII OYFSIORM REACTION SELIOR W,. OFFSIIOa-

.4 ~UXiT T40 (F-So/flSC/1' ASSIGNED)PATIRUL AREA TWO

CTIJ 325.1.3 WORTI1XR? INMSOE REACTION IDMP R.C. KU-CEHA, MW
t-.~IT (WPB/PCF ASEIGNED) COM1ANDF'. ALD M.31,

COASTAI. V)NV. ADJ11SF
HI ASHORE 1:AhANG

I~c~ CII iS.h ?',OTIMN DA.PIF.R REACTION SENIOR. CO, BNA~:LIM
Ulirr (MSQ/AHEC ASSIGNED) PATROL UNIT

cI Cln15.1.5 DUFFM BAG DETACtOM~ LTJG G.L. CATLR-'T, 2StiR

CTU U-5.1.b NORIlIEHN '-P-B SUPPORT UhIT LCPR I .f. VoLKLi3. :zm~
COGARDIV 12 (W.-B ASSIGNED) COIOWADERl COAST G:; =-

DIVISI UN 12

ICTU 315.1.7 NOPTHERN PCF S1JPORT UNIT LCD?. D.R. BRHMMOZM~E,
*USN, COA-YATIIE COASIAL

DIVISIult 12 ,-

DOWVLGRADED Ar 3 YEAR ipWMAM~

DECLASSIFIED AFTER 12 YEARS
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(21ONFJR-gNTIAL

.zri 115. CENT AL !;S!VMTV-IACE ANDLJ CDI1..3U.C ND',J

AS~lb S)COASMA Z.aNE ADV)ISOR

ASSI~t~~)Q ASHORE NHA THANG

cra115~.1N~lfil Cýi~TRAL SJHVFILLAN:E LCDF DJUNG VAN V~I, VNN
cru112.1cu~i*Wi.DzR AND 4ULI NHON

cru 5.,.2 OOT ckTMLCM~ H.C. £3OSCHEN, USN

simVELLAN' E UNIT %i-,ýANI)DER 1.D SECOND-L

I . COASTAL ZONE ADVISOR

-i IQ ASHORE MIIA TAMU

e TE i15.2.2.1 SOCEN oFFS7IOPE REACTION SEVIOR CO, OFFSHORE

ELEIIE1.T FOJUR (MlSO/tSC/ PATROL ARFA FOUR

-TE 115.2.2.2 SOM.? OFFSHORE REACTION SEhIOR CO, OFFSHORE

ELEIMENT FIVE (MSO/MSC/ PAT'ROL AREA FIVE:11 PG/WHF.C ASSICRNED)

ATt152.. SOCEN DHSRE REATO CDR H.C. BOSCHEN, USN
CTE 15-22.3 ELEMENT (WPB/1'CF ASSIGN-ED) COMM4ANDER AND SECOND

COASTAL ZONE ADVISOR
H4 ASHORE NHA TRAMG

-IT 1 )15.2.2.7 SOCEN PCF SUPk'ORT ELEMENT IT D.J. SULLIVAN, USN

COSDIV 14 (PCF ASSIGNED) COMM1ANDER COASTAL
DIVISION 14l

cmO 115.3 surThB~m SURVEILANCE CDRI P.A. YOST, USCG
GROUP (iiSO/MSCtiWPB/?Cf/ COM~ANDER AND THIRD

4WHEC/LST ASSIGNED) COASTAL ZONE ADVISOR
N. ASHORE VUNG TAU

CIu 115.3.1 SuUTMWE OFFSHORE REACTION SENIOR CO, OFFSHORE

UNIT SIX CNSO/HSC/PG/ PATRUL AREA SIX -

-WHECASIND

.4

MM I

-................ 
.7-.....



I Jaizr lt a

z;Fl'!-h I A : ,1 A JA!,ui A:'P~:A

aiFZ~ ASflhjI-Fi

UNI1T (s ASSIGNED) 'lth.F AN

I GULF F THAIAND CD. ZIME, ADZIN

CG115.35MF.KTTm UNASGNDEUNT A SUE)

7( W115.6. GUnlq OIFL T1AI!DrT.OSOR CoI ASI ASSIGNED

1'GATROLI UNI (WPBC ASSIGNEZD) ARMMEA COAST/ GUARD

115.3-7 SOGITI' CF SUPPORT UNIT (L. DR J.S 1 A SSI F-hEI)U

CVJU 15.3.1 SEAff. LOPEAT/SEA LRSUPOTSAIPC/
UNIT AIOS/PANNINGUNT SASIGE

1T 113 UFOFTALN CDP KITMAJ
S)VIIk, RUI 11.5 UNASSIGNE

11. UFO HIADOFSOE C e3CASGE

..................................................................................... .a . . . . .

-a-. . . . .- 11.. . . . . ..7. SEA FLAT..........DR...............................



hINTIAL

1:E I15.7.1.i SFA FLOAT/SFJ± DEToms A• At.u VIC
- AIa~A?~tWifITS. revs ASSigZ1a

* - J'rG~s ASSIGNMD

--Tu 115.7.2 SEA FIAJAT MAS JFFEkSE UNIT AS ASSIGNPAI

CTS 115.7.2.1 SEA FLOAT FlD/IUD'f DE1T AS AS.-I( ED

"". CTU U15.7.3- SEA FLOAT NGFS UNIT CO PG ASSIGNED

CTU 115.7.s SEA FLOAT GPOUIYD SECURITY U.S. ADVISORS
UNIT (WHEN ASSIGNED) AS ASSIGbED

CTU 115.7.5 SEA FLOAT VNN POLWJAR UNIT AS ASSIGNED

CTu U15.7.b SE.A FLOAT SEAL IrACHMT, LT I.F. C 3A w:-" S.
SPECIAL OPERATIONS GROUP• ONE OIC SEAL DELTA

PLATOON

CTE 115.7.0.1 SPFCIAL OPERATIONS GROUP TWO LTJG C.S. PPOUTYI, U,
OIC SEAL NIKE" -PLATOON ::,.'?-

SCTE 115.7.0.2 SPRCIAL OPERATIONS LTJG J.G. ENGSTROM, USN
-3 SUPPORT UNIT OIC MOBILE SUPP"'-

CTU 115.7.7 SEA FLeOAT/GULF OF THAILAND LCDR C.L. MILLER, US-
SEA LORDS SUPPORT UNIT CO.Z=DER COA=TAL
(AN THO.) DIVISION 31"

ThU 115.7.8 S".A FLOAT AIR REACTION AS ASSIGNED
I UNIT (SF.WOLVES)

CTU 115.7.9 S.A FLOAT/GULF OF THAILA1D AS ASSIGNED
SEA LORDS AIR RECON UNIT
(LOU/SLICK ASSIGNKD)

C~TG 115. 8 OPERATIONAL READINESS GROUP CAPT J.J. SHANAHM., USX
COHMANDEt

4 4

%.
-N.-..'* . ... .. .

: ......................

. ......... ......... .........



* *CON -M N---:

(~NMi ;ADN JAL

CTI;I 115.o.2 .JiF OPEAMh4LAL mAPT D... PERKfhS, ONSC

fIA1JI',\ESS UNIT COM4'AMiDM AND
ciwZCOsR4A ONE

CTU 115.ti.3 HIARB3OR DF'FENtSE CDR G.H. OVEMsTMM, USK?MaIM)TESS UNIT CO1AJ-WDER AND 4)IC
It W MISFA DEr

MT! 115-8-4 PG OPEMATIONAL ICDP J.R. SWAIN, I=512 . fREADINJESS UNIT COI400DIV 32
-TG 115.9 H.ARBOR DEFENSE GROUP CDR G.H. OMESTRElEr, USNK

I IUWGIGWESTPAC DEY1CTU 115.9.1 HM~ROP. DEFE1453 UNIT LrDH1 R.G. ?IONTGOMU,USN5
VUhG TAU MIC hARBOR DEFENSE

CTt) 115.9.2 HARBOR DMFNSE UNIT LCDR W.G. DYER, USN1G AH RA1KH BAY OIC HARBOR DEFESL
CTU 115.9.3 HARBOR DEFESE UNIT ILCD H.L. BARNW', USNKVUI M~ON OIC HARBOR DEFESE

-TU 115.9.14 HARBOR DEFESE UNIT iCDm VI.G. IIURMH, 11SN
-l HA TRANG OIC HARBOR DEFENSE

I5
COinA
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co V-,
I:t.F r -D b

UNT(IVE NHTQ FLTIL FIVE !)R JBLET FI~f? .1 ; tc i-

CEAM rAL-)
CTE 3-lb.b.d. SPCAL-, OEI)TIN ALFAGR ENS E.. S^X..: ~S

(RIM! m!) O~c VA-.X, I'm A-F-A

* ZTEj 11bb7.t. SPECIAL OPERATIONS SUPPOR~T LTJ C... I
'JNIMT (BEN; LUC) 010 RX-IF S'JP&R,!T

I TJE ]Ib.6.7.3 SPECIAL OPERAXTION'S SUPPORT LTG u. T. ,
ELEMENT A (N:!A BE)1 DOC OTC 2cJPIL:S 5? -T

TEAX% :4) _M

CFE 116.6.7.4 SPEICIAL OPERATIONS SUPPORT LTJG C.I:~.,SN.3R

I ELEhMET D (NHlA BE) 010 ai!,IL'; S;: iýOR4
I r-k ri). -:F:*

orLI lloat).8 BEACHJUMPER UNIT ONE I.vo, q~. ~t ~ '
TEA14 33 (BINH! THUY) o1c, 1.ýif 1, :Eas 13

GROUP-4
1OWNGRAflED Ar 3 YEAR INr.tRVALb;

flZC.4531F1ED AFTER 12 YEALRS
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t v:iarm -i,*eL

uIC-ZD TW I36

-1 .1 t~d hE SJ±'±oRT GROP CAn Rt. 2EcMrAIT , UJSN
st31N1 tu ) o, miA-3

.; ~ Ru it9IJ SAT S'ECIAL ZONE cuRp C.J. :Ak'ýS, jR, USN

ZIVFR 9IATRLL GROUP CUA4ISSZP.IVIIATGP
(IABE.)

CT'J 1Th.9.1 rtssz ramVE PATROL uNIT LT T.P. I-;cGIltlEY, USN L
INIIA BE) cokiRIVIV 531

C*r 1U).i.9.c2 RSSZ IiCI UI4T ALFA LT R.H. CHAJPION, USN
(IiHA BE) COHINED)IV 11

Ic-7u 1,1b.9.5 SPECIEAL oPMATIOUS LTJG A.!. BRYSON, USN
UNIT A (NHA BE) QIC SEA.L TEAM

DET ALFA, 10th PLATOON

ClJ 't~..C~ SPECIAL OPER~aIOfIS LTw~. GARDNER, USN
UMdT D (NHA BEE) QIC SEA TEDi

DET ALFA, 9th PLATOON

"'U i1c.9.tS RSSZ HIELD UN1IT A CDR W.E. MU~G, USN

*(NHA BE) oIc HAL-3, DEET TO

C ON M MM A 1
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jjf r.JP M . .- IU -. '-

C4.--j~jF-.C tlr E 3TLS

H1UM; DAL) I/CTG 212.hl J~L'IAA, VNNL

.t y4]l:~t JA H TIEN) LZ213k 2, VN L

I .fE 194-4-1.1 CG "A / 423/44 (HA TI!li) LT W, vilh

A :E 11~..1. i'F kiEZEN2T (HA TIM) SENIOR GIG

a-I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - 194.4h1-3 P.IVDIV 532LTJ1.LSPU?

ý;Tu lgh.!i.2 C0M1iFA!;ji3 CFJN"MAL SECTOR
¶CRAN -1G AO LT D.A. SPAUCY, 0S

-~~~ ~~ýTF 194-4±.2.1 PIVDIV 535 L .. LPK S

CTE 19h.4.2.2 UIVDIV 532 LT D.A. SPAurGY, "!SN

a4 TE 194&.h.2.3 RivIIv 515 IT T.F. o'CONNOR, UISN

iX 9...h RIVDI'J 551 iT A.R. S1.IE-U.EY, 1?

;E1h..5 RivDiv' 573 IT p.J. ELL1iS, S

I .r 94.14.2.6 RIVDIV 571. IT J.J. LU-*SICII, aiSt

T 1 19u.4.3 COM!MDFR EASTEMNSBCTOR
TRAN HUJNG DADG I LT ihHVN

i ~.]hhJ1 rAAD 32 B'ET A SENIOR BOuAT CAPT

.E A.I.. 2  KENMERll SKI BAI..GE EIEW-la M.JG A!., VNN

ciE 19)j.4.3.3 RivpkTuGRP 54a IT THINH, VNN

* 13 GONYME~NTIA

-1Y



CONFI ENTIAL
0

S::a:R:Lar j*lTiV,

^u:*;A~lbE't 1HAfRI:.M REF-- LT APL..XIW~LLY, :JSN

*2E hhL.5.1 *.piA :j!ý~A tau; n-n=F wEsT LT J..P?~,USN

*~i~: haCO~iP~la- bAiflIER REFYI - x..2 CWJAL LT G.H. tWV~VILT :ISH

; TE 9±. .!3 .X4faODERt BA9-RIER REEF EAST LT W. L. .16M7t'FR, UStj

j -45. F.IVI3IV 514a IT J.%-. ROPER, IJSN

lY491.h.!.b RAD 152 IT W.L. fE.3SE;.ER, USN

;E 19u.4.5.7 RIDV 5 9 2H.J IT LJ.R.POE, USN LA,

'T 194&.4.6 COA-l2ANDER ;EOSPOTGOPLD.EF AGR -1

"ZTE 194-4.i6.1 AL3 3T3LCD:! B. i. BORXJIST, USN~

.1TV W194.4.2 HAL-3, DET 5 LCDP. E.F. YAEGLR, 'JSN

CTE 194.4-0o.3 HAL.-3, DET 9 LC-DR R.J. TO'JHEY, USNJ

*,TU 194h.1s7 COPMANDER BORDER IWIERDICTION
PATROL IT R.J. AXMIN, USN

-is 194d.47.1 MS.R BORDER ItiT~FIICTION
ELAMFIT IT ~i.J. AJRIN, USN

I VIE 194.43.7.2 -?CF BORDER ELEMENT SENIOR OIC

ZýTT 19h.Lz.?.3 HINESWEEPER ELEMET LT R.J. AJR~h, -.SN
COMINFDIV U3

;~TE 19l.-42.7.1j PCF RIVER ELEMENT SENIOR OIC

* 4,c 0 iS



WIT' . -i;.4u.

it 9. SE. Lch c ~- JqJ -;WXi% -

I,'-jFI- .---l-F CC, '- U; . * n Vu s:J

--, la~bUPER.SAGO G4)NIH)ENTIAL

(PHUl CUOW~) AS ASSIGN'ED

CIII 19h.C).1 UPPERp SAIGON RIVER
PATRO;L iJIIT Z.1i4V593

C-1:I 194.0.2 (Jj'ER SAIGON~ RIVFP
PAShOL UNIT AS ASZ31Gt:WL

ITG 194.9 IldEtWILTION PURCE1~ Co:iY.IER/DSPJTY IfWIE.2DICT'ION
FOjiCE COIKiANDER ThiJbG
HUNG DAO II (BEN LUC) ^ZD~ A."'. SIGMkJ6iD, U35N

::;194.Y/.0 BEN UtC lhTF -DICTIOK UNIT AS ASSIGW'P)

~E19.4.910.1 PER HRL"UFXT -,0,ZIVPATGRtP 53-'.

;:iE 19-109.ou.z RAC ELEMENT RAID 71

CU 19h..911 TRA CU INTERDICTION UNIT AS A&'JG?i7-D

7!1911.9.1.1 Pl3R FIMENT (TmA CU) CUMU~!DIV 552

C 1T W.9.1.2 RAC ELEMENT (TRA CJ) ;Z.AD 151/RAID 71 I.
.2;194.Y.2 GO DALI HA INTER1DICT:ý(.q UTJIT 0M3IXIDflV 573

W ~ 194-Y.2.1 PHBl ELEIMENT (GO DAII HA) rCtsARnlTVI~ 591.4-

:-E 194.9.2.2 RAC ELDEMENT 'GO DAJ1 HA) &IAD 151

!2 194.* BEN HEX) INTERiDICTId' U%.IT ~~iI

-;,E 19h.9.3.1 ?BRt ELE-MENT (BEN HEX)) cu:2'JViv 59),

.T194... RAC ELF)"NT (BEN Ha)) BAD 151

s ~ CONMELNTL.

%:



UNCIEASS1 ___

.. L.. KL:-.(A rt oIvm?5

iE yi...9.ii.2 in ir(TANi AN) RAID 70

ZT~E 1Aa.9.Sý.2 RAC LEZ h (NBA BE) COMRIVDIV 153

;T*J 19hj.9.7 H4OC HOA 11TERDICTJIUN UNIT AS ASSIGNED

qCrv- 1y.9.7la PBR ELEH4Eh (MOC BOA) C01RIVInV Sn

: TF 1.94-9.7.2 RCLiM (MOC BOA) VACANT

"CT!; 1yi.9.8 CAN GIOUC ThM'ERICTION U!,IT AS ASSIGNED

CTE 194i.9.IS.1 PBR ELEM2I VACANT

CTE 194-i9.8.2 COt4RVDIV 1,51 AS ASSIGNED I

ONJ 194.9.9 SUPPOPT waIT (BI21 LUC) AS ASSIGNED

CTP lY.-. OIC SEAL TEAM DET GOLF
BRAVO PIA3TOON (B--4 LUC) AS ASSIGNED

GTE 194.9.9.2 EOD ELE2!~7
OIC BOD TEAM 44

4 ZTE 19i-ýo9.3 uirr EmsLEEN VACANT

O-TE 19ls.9.9.4 HOBILE SUPPORT TEAM 1-EYMT UIC MOBIL.E SUPPORT
TEAM TWO DET BRAVO

CTE 19h.9.Y.5 ACV ELEMENT (BEN lAJC) AS ASSIGNEDW

CT*14... SOUTHERN AIR SUPPORT~
ELEMENT99.b. (BEN LUC) (JIC llAL-3, DET 4

A 3TE 194.9.9.7 NORTrHERNJ AMR SUPPORT
EIDM~2T (TAY NIta) OIC UAL.3, DE? 7

6 .



-777W

-WE

.~Ot~vVF~AiVc.~7wV rpASK ML~i, ADV IS..I L!-.G.~ l.'W

TASK G~tuUP 194-.7

=zRIKE GB'lYJP CA?? -. H. bIRIF. p-
AEU! ASSAJLT COMPMV1ON 13I-~S4J~)P.ON ONE TIRIFE LT II.B. cCN.:cLaY~, US".

7c; 0.1. MIKR~E ASSAULT C011 dEVIV 131
BE I~SION ONE THREE LT i.MI. KAjii,, USN -

IcTJu 194.7.4 R-J7ERINE ASSAULT com4IV~riz) 15
S.4,JADPON ONE FIVE- LT (3.H. STJR7IST., USNJ-

I )ECtASSIFRED AFTER 12 YEARS
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*f CLA lkZ 01 IT k-L..ýmu-"

1~ ~ ~~~O CCTF LAR:.-MnR . VITC.TJ.IDUDSi

3 COR HUE RIVER LT J.B. BISHOP, UJSN

S C UR IT H AL Y S H . J O F ,
- 1 E C U R T Y G O U PC O M R IV D J.V 5 2 1

SECURITY GROUP LC i.H.VDIV 51 USK
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